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 The four phases of a spark ignition discharge are reviewed with respect to 

the physics and chemistry involved.  An equation based on the energy exchange at 

the cathode spot is presented to calculate the arc-to-glow transition.  The effects 

of spark duration in a direct injection engine with a stratified and homogeneous 

injection strategy are investigated.  The optimum spark duration to minimize the 

COV of IMEP is found to be a function of the engine speed only.  The effect of 

energy deposition at the optimum spark duration has a negligible effect on the 

COV of IMEP.  Plasma chemistry is developed and validated with high 

temperature equilibrium concentrations.  Simulations prove that recombination 

plays an important role to sustain the high temperature of the plasma when it is 

cooled down.  The recombination permits sustaining a higher temperature and for 

a longer period of time than flame chemistry only can achieve.  Excessive 

computational time for the chemistry made me simplified the model to one 

dimension. 
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Chapter 1.0 Introduction and background 

 

An increase in environmental awareness has prompted automotive 

researchers to find ways to reduce fuel consumption and harmful exhaust gases 

that contribute to smog and greenhouse effects.  To reduce fuel consumption in 

spark ignition engines many manufacturers developed and commercialized 

gasoline direct injection spark ignition (DISI) engines during the 90’s.   This 

technology offers some benefits over the commonly used port- fuel injection 

engines (PFI).  Among those benefits, DISI engines have the potential to reduce 

fuel consumption by as much as 25% [1].  The gasoline direct injection 

technology also offers promising reductions in pollutant emissions, at least 

theoretically.  This last point has been difficult to obtain so far, since most of the 

direct injection engines emit higher oxide of nitrogen (NOx) and unburned 

hydrocarbon (UBHC) emissions when compared to PFI engines [1]. 

 

One of the reasons for those higher emissions is related to the fact that the 

catalyst is not efficient with lean mixture and therefore results in higher tailpipe 

NOx than PFI engine.  The higher level of UBHC is related to incomplete 

oxidation of the hydrocarbons (fuel) during stratified injection of the fuel, because 

part of the fuel wets the piston surface and remains unburned [41].   

 

Another limitation of the DISI engine in stratified mode is related to 

combustion stability and the difficulty in igniting a small zone of fuel rich 

mixture.  As the initial flame development is very sens itive to a large number of 

factors (mixture composition, in-cylinder mixture motion, equivalence ratio, etc.), 

more importance is given to the ignition process and how the mixture is ignited.  
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In fact, the spark ignition process and the early kernel growth are determining 

factors for successful ignition or misfire and, as reported by Bianco and 

coworkers [2], the first 2% of mass burned takes on the order of 30% of the 

combustion duration.  Hence, the importance of understanding the ignition 

process to improve DISI engines.   

 

Another area that might benefit by this work are stationary application 

with large bore natural gas engines.  Their concerns are related to the repeatability 

of the spark discharge and spark plug erosion, which limits the lifespan of the 

spark plug.  The lifespan of the spark plug is related to the high costs associated 

with the maintenance of the large bore natural gas engines, which are often in 

remote areas.  Therefore, a gain in understanding of the discharge process and 

associated mechanisms could benefit that industry. 

 

The main goal of this project is to develop a high temperature chemistry 

that takes into account the phenomenon taking place in the plasma channel.  It is 

also to get a better understanding of the physics of spark discharge.  The second 

goal is to develop a spark ignition model.  This model will then be used with 

flame and plasma chemistry to see its effect on the early kernel growth.  Finally, 

the last goal is to verify the effect of spark duration on the COV of IMEP in a 

DISI engine in stratified mode.  

 

1.1 Mitsubishi DISI engine 

 

While the idea of the direct injection spark ignition engine is not new, 

(Mercedes proposed a homogeneous DISI engine in 1954 [3]), the Mitsubishi 
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engine was the first commercially available DISI engine, which offered both 

homogeneous and stratified charge fuel injection.  As illustrated in Figure 1.1, 

Mitsubishi uses reverse tumble flow, with the injector situated between the intake 

valves.  The reverse tumble flow is realized by using an upright straight intake 

port.  The reverse tumble flow in combination with a bowl in the piston help 

move the vaporized fuel toward the spark plug.  The spherical cavity in the piston 

(Figure 1.1 b) is located on the intake side of the piston. 

 

The role of the piston cavity is to deflect the incoming air and injected fuel 

toward the spark plug, which is centrally located in the combustion chamber.  

Researchers [3] at Mitsubishi chose this strategy because the time between the 

end of injection and the spark ignition is long enough to promote fuel 

vaporization and mixing with the air. 
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Figure 1.1.  Mitsubishi in-cylinder flow and piston geometry.  From [1]   

 

To achieve good spray penetration during stratified mode, a high-pressure 

fuel pump is used to increase the fuel pressure to 5 MPa.  The mechanical pump is 

directly driven by the engine camshaft.  To compensate for the low pressure 

provided by the mechanical pump during start-up, a conventional fuel pump is 

used in the reservoir to pressurize the fuel for homogeneous charge early injection 

at start-up.  The pump feeds the swirl injectors, which have been optimized for jet 

penetration and spray cone size.  The swirl intensity of the injector has two 

opposite effects: an increase of swirl intensity results in a larger spray cone angle 

but less spray tip penetration.  A large spray cone angle is favorable for 
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homogeneous injection, while spray penetration is important in stratified mode to 

wet the piston.  The final configuration of the injector provides atomization with a 

Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD) of 15 micrometers [3] at the periphery of the spray 

cone, while larger droplets (SMD of 30 micrometers) are present at the center of 

the fuel spray. 

 

The stratified injection strategy for the Mitsubishi engine was presented by 

Kuwahara and coworkers [4] who studied the effect of injection timing in the 

range of 40o to 70 o BTDC (Before Top Dead Center).  They found that by 

injecting at 70 BTDC, the cycle-by-cycle variance of the combustion rate was 

larger than for later injection timing at 1000 RPM (revolutions per minute).   They 

also reported that for the injection timing of 50o BTDC at idling, the combustion 

was the most stable.  However, we know from the analysis done at Ford [5] on the 

Mitsubishi engine, that below 2000 RPM the start of injection is between 60o and 

70o BTDC when stratified charge is used.  Few papers were dedicated to the 

ignition system used with the engine.  This is surprising, considering that the 

spark ignition process greatly affects the performance of the engine.  From [3], we 

know that the energy delivered by the ignition system is 60 mJ and that it is 

delivered to a narrow-gap Platinum spark plug.  They referred to the ignition 

system as a conventional one, which meant an inductive ignition system where 

most of the energy is delivered during the glow phase.  Kamura and Takada [6] 

mentioned that the discharge lasts longer than in a normal PFI engine to widen the 

combustion range and to minimize the soot deposited on the electrodes.  They 

also referred to the ignition system as a high-energy ignition system. 

 

Finally, Kuwahara and Ando [7] studied the in-cylinder flow from 90o 

BTDC to Top Dead Center (TDC).  They utilized a multicolor laser sheet method 
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to measure the in-cylinder flow in three dimensions.  The results demonstrated 

that the tumble was transformed into a transient flow during the compression 

stroke.  As the tumble collapsed, it was replaced by wing like twin vortices.  

Those vortices were observed from the approximate time of ignition up to the 

early combustion.  They mentioned that those vortices should be considered as 

bulk flow and not eddies or turbulence. 

 

1.2 Phases of spark discharge 

 

The 4 phases of the spark ignition discharge are presented in this section.  

They are the pre-breakdown, the breakdown, the arc and the glow.  For each 

phase, the physics and chemistry involved and the approximate temperature of the 

gases are discussed. 

 

1.2.1 Pre-Breakdown phase 

 

Initially, the gas between the two electrodes plays the role of an insulator.  

As the voltage is applied to the anode, the electric fields in its vicinity attract 

drifting electrons, which are accelerated by the field.  It is assumed that there are 

always a few electrons around the gap provided by the action of cosmic rays or 

other sources [8].  As the electrons are accelerated by the electric field, they may 

reach high enough kinetic energy that once they collide with an atom, the atom 

becomes ionized and loses an electron.  The distance between collisions is on the 

order of the mean free path.  On average, the atom-electron collision will produce 

one ion and one electron.  The region of ionized gas and electrons is called a 
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streamer.  Based on Kulikovsky’s [9] simulation of pre-breakdown for a 1-

centimeter (cm) gap at atmospheric pressure, the mechanism of streamer 

propagation was defined by the ionization growth in a thin region ahead of the 

streamer tip.  Another source of electrons during pre-breakdown is from the 

cathode itself and is called secondary emission [10].  Positive ions, excited atoms, 

electrons and photons cause the secondary emission.  The secondary emission 

from a cold cathode produces breakdown of discharge and hence participates in 

the pre-breakdown phase. 

 

As the streamer progresses to the cathode with help from the 

electromagnetic field, the number of electrons and ions grows exponentially. In 

fact Kulikovsky’s results demonstrated that the electron density in the pre-

breakdown phase was only a function of E (electric field), which for atmospheric 

pressure air is equal to 1014 cm-3 once the gap is closed.  The same electron 

concentration was also obtained by Georghiou and coworkers [11] with their two-

dimensional simulation of the streamer to predict the breakdown voltage at one 

atmosphere for a range of spark gaps between 0.25 mm and 10 mm.  The results, 

for the electron concentration during the streamer propagation in a 2 mm spark 

gap, demonstrated that the diameter of the streamer was approximately 0.1 mm, 

but that the highest concentration of electrons reached 1014.5 cm-3 at the center of 

the streamer, which had an approximate diameter of 30 micrometers ( µ m). 

 

  If the applied voltage is more than the minimum voltage for breakdown (3 

kV·mm-1 for air at 1 atmosphere), then the streamer reaches the cathode with a 

current density of 100 – 300 A·cm-2 [12].  A thin channel of electrons and highly 

ionized gases then closes the gap.  The exact streamer diameter is a function of 

the voltage applied and gap distance but their respective influence were not 
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presented.  How the ambient pressure and temperature affect the streamer 

diameter or electron concentration was also pursued to no avail.  The chemical 

reactions taking place during the pre-breakdown phase are non-thermal and the 

temperature of the gases is practically unchanged.  The energy provided during 

that phase is accumulated as electrostatic energy. 

 

1.2.2 Breakdown phase 

 

The pre-breakdown phase is then followed by the breakdown itself for 

which three different definitions have been proposed. 

 

The first one, by Raizer [10], defined the electric breakdown as a threshold 

process where the transformation of a non-conducting material into a conductor is 

achieved by applying a sufficiently strong electric field.  That is, breakdown 

occurs instantaneously when a steamer closes the gap.   

 

The second one is from Maly [13], who defined the breakdown phase 

from the moment the gap is closed up to the point where the voltage has dropped 

to 100 Volts.  By this definition, Maly covered the closing of the gap and also the 

transient electrical reaction of the ignition system. 

 

The third definition is provided by the author:  The breakdown phase starts 

from the moment the gap is bridged up to the moment where thermal equilibrium 

between the electron temperature and the gas temperature can be assumed in the 

plasma channel.  How this time can be defined will be presented later.  The 

advantage of this definition is that it covers all the non-equilibrium part of the 
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breakdown where the chemistry is both thermal and non-thermal.  Furthermore, 

the chemistry of the breakdown phase is still not well understood with respect to 

the ignition of the fuel.  So far, only breakdown in air has been modeled and the 

non-thermal mechanisms are not well defined in the literature. 

 

1.2.2.1 Physics of breakdown 

 

Naidis [10] explained that once the streamer has closed the gap, there are 

two mechanisms that have been proposed.  The first one is thermal, which is 

responsible for lowering the gas number density because of the spark channel 

expansion due to heating.  The other mechanism, which is chemical, involves the 

accumulation of radicals and excited molecules, which change the balance 

between the rates of generation and loss of electrons.  He mentioned that for 

streamer-to-spark transition the chemical mechanism is dominant.  His simulation 

results for air at atmospheric pressure illustrated that the gas temperature reached 

5000 Kelvin (K) approximately 10 nanoseconds (ns) after the gap was bridged, 

for a 1 cm gap at 1 atmosphere and initial temperature of 298 K.  Once that 

temperature was reached, he identified that stepwise and associative ionization 

became important.  

 

This ionization mechanism was also observed by Borghese and coworkers 

[14] who, by means of spectroscopy, studied the fast discharge (O(10ns)) in pure 

nitrogen and in a propane/nitrogen mixture at a concentration of 1/40.  They 

observed that the nitrogen molecules were excited and dissociated in the first few 

nanoseconds after breakdown initiation, but that the gas heating was slow in 

comparison, as determined by measuring the rotational bands of nitrogen.  From 

their results, the electron density peaked at 1019 cm-3 at the moment when the 
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spark current was also peaking; however the temperature of the electrons was not 

reported.  The same electron concentration was also observed by Aldén [15] who 

measured the electron density by interferometry for a fast discharge (100 ns) in 

pure nitrogen.  Aldén’s measurements also demonstrated that the temperature of 

the plasma channel was too low to be considered in thermal equilibrium.   Aldén 

reported an electron temperature of 39000 K at 30 ns after the beginning of the 

discharge and that time corresponded to the highest current intensity.  Aldén’s and 

Borghese’s experiments reported similar values even though the energy deposited 

was different.  Borghese’s ignition system deposited 14, 40 and 5 mJ with 

respective peak current of 370 A, 810 A and 350 A, while Aldén’s system 

provided 46 mJ, 78mJ and 117 mJ in a 2 mm spark gap.  All the experiments were 

conducted at 1 atmosphere and at a temperature of 298 K. 

 

On the other hand, Maly [13] reported that the electron and gas 

temperatures could reach 60000 K during the breakdown phase and that the gas is 

highly ionized.  However, the result claimed by Maly, i.e. high ionization and a 

temperature of 60000 K, seems to come from an experiment done by his group 

below atmospheric pressure (a reference in [13] implies this claim).  I will present 

later that the temperature of the electrons is proportional to the inverse of the 

pressure, which would explain the results reported by Maly.  Therefore, Maly’s 

results should be taken with caution.  For example, when I compared the 

temperature results of Maly to the ones of Aldén and Borghese, at different times 

for the same kind of fast discharge, I found an important discrepancy in 

temperature reported.  For example, from Maly’s fast discharge, a temperature of 

around 30000 K is reported at 100 ns, while Aldén reported that the temperature 

of the gas was below 10000 K before 100 ns.  Borghese and coworkers [16] 

reported a temperature of 1000 K at 40 µs and 600 K at 180 µs after the beginning 
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of a 15 mJ discharge (in 50 ns) while Maly [13, 17] reported a temperature of 

around 5000 K and 4000 K respectively for a 30 mJ discharge in 60 ns.  That is, 

Maly might be reporting electron temperature. 

 

Another confirmation of the importance of the non-thermal mechanism 

during the breakdown phase was given by Loeb and coworkers [20] who 

presented the results of an experiment during which they used a capacitive 

discharge system to study the comparison between the spark breakdown and the 

point explosion.  They found that when the current rise exceeds 1010 A·s-1 a point 

explosion model could adequately represent the phenomena.  That kind of current 

rise is achieved in the first nanosecond of the discharge in conventional spark 

ignition system, which reaches a peak current of 60 A in less than 2 nanoseconds 

(ns).   

 

Loeb developed a model based on the electrical circuit characteristics and 

shock wave equations to find that, during the breakdown phase, approximately 

7% of the energy actually heated the gas.  Based on their calculation at 

atmospheric pressure, the low-density volume created by the shock wave 

propagation could store approximately 25% of the energy provided.  To compare 

to their model, they produced a very fast spark discharge in air at pressures 

between 50 and 400 Torr and found that between 5% and 15% of the energy 

provided actually heated the gas, which demonstrated the inefficiency of the 

breakdown mechanism to heat the gas. 

 

Uhm [18] developed an analytical expression for the ionization rate and 

compared it to the air ionization rate measured experimentally with an applied 

electric field, E/p, where E is the electric field and p is the ambient pressure 
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before the beginning of the discharge.  He showed that both methods lead to an 

identical profile of gas ionization.  By using the ionization rate and assuming a 

Maxwellian energy distribution of electrons, he found a good agreement between 

the experiment and the analytical solution.  From the analytical solution he 

derived the maximum temperature of the electrons during the breakdown and 

found it to be equal to : 

 

p
E

Te
51014.9 −×=         (1.1) 

 

Where E is the electric field, i.e. breakdown voltage divided by the spark gap, in 

V·cm-1, p is the pressure in atmospheres, and the temperature of the electrons, Te, 

is in electron Volts (eV, 1 eV is equivalent to 11600 K). The breakdown voltage, 

in kV, for air can be approximated from Paschen’s law as a function of 

temperature and pressure via Equations (1.2) and (1.3) 

 

xxVb 08.622.24 +⋅=          (1.2) 

 























=

101
293 dp

T
x p         (1.3) 

 

For Paschen’s law, the pressure, pp, is in atmosphere, d is the spark gap, in 

millimeter, and T is the temperature of the gas, in Kelvin. 

 

For example, for a 1 mm spark gap at atmospheric conditions, the 

breakdown voltage is 4288 V.  Hence, the electric field is 42300 V·cm-1 and by 

Equation 1.1, the temperature of the electrons is 3.8 eV or approximately 44850 
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K, which is in accordance with the results presented by Aldén [15].  In fact, the 

use of overvoltage as employed by Aldén, to deposit the energy in a short amount 

of time, does not contribute to an increase of the gas or electron temperature, but 

rather increases the spark channel radius by increasing the spark current.  This 

observation is illustrated when the plasma radius, ro, in millimeters, is estimated 

by the time dependent equation [19, 20] 

 

3
2

3
1

6
1

93.0 tIr ro

−
= ρ         (1.4) 

 

In Equation 1.4, rρ  is the gas density before the discharge, in g·cm-3, the 

spark current, I, is in kA, and t, the time, is in microseconds.  For example, by 

using the data of Aldén at atmospheric conditions, the spark channel, from 

electron concentration, at 35 ns was approximately 200 µ m, while with Equation 

1.4 the radius calculated is equal to 216 µ m.   Equation 1.4 was derived from a 

non-dimensional analysis of the spark radius during arc phase and the constant 

0.93, is valid for air.  

 

Once the streamers reach the cathode, the electrons, by impact with the 

gas molecules, heat up the gas and the gas and electrons will reach an equilibrium 

temperature in O(10ns) after the breakdown.  Rodriguez and coworkers [21] have 

developed a kinetic model for breakdown and the ensuing physics, which 

included both thermal and non-thermal reactions for air.  They found that the gas 

temperature effectively reached equilibrium within O(10ns) and they compared 

their results with an empirical fit proposed by one of the authors from Sandia 

National Laboratory.  They found a good agreement between their model and the 

empirical fit within a factor of 2.  The correlation is given by Equation 1.5. 
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×=

E
ρ

ρτ        (1.5) 

 

where ρ  is the density (kg·m-3) of the gas before breakdown, E, the electric field 

at breakdown (V·m-1) and τ , the time for the gas and electrons to be in 

equilibrium is in seconds after the start of breakdown. At atmospheric conditions, 

the time to reach equilibrium, for a 1mm spark gap, is 16 nanoseconds.  

 

The discussion of the breakdown phase concludes with the effect of the 

mixture composition on the breakdown voltage.  From Paschen’s law, an increase 

of temperature decreases the breakdown voltage, while an increase of pressure 

results in an increase of the breakdown voltage.  Merer and Wallace [26] have 

studied the effect on breakdown voltage of mixture addition in pure nitrogen at 

550 kPa and found that an increase of methane slightly reduced the breakdown 

voltage, while the addition of CO2 (carbon monoxide) increased it.  However as 

illustrated in Figure 1.2, when methane and carbon monoxide were both present in 

nitrogen, the effect of methane was more pronounced in decreasing the 

breakdown voltage than when only methane and nitrogen were tested.  The 

difference might be explained by the fact that one of the constituents is strongly 

electronegative, in this case CO2.  Electronegative gas recombines with the 

secondary electrons very rapidly and thus inhibits breakdown. 
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Figure 1.2.  Effect of methane and carbon dioxide on a measurement that is 

proportional to breakdown voltage.  From [26] 

 

1.2.2.2 Proposed duration of breakdown 

 

 To model the ignition process in engines, correctly accounting for all 4 

phases, namely pre-breakdown, breakdown, arc, and glow, would appear to be 

important.  However, the physics and chemistry during pre-breakdown and 

breakdown are complex and, therefore, computationally demanding.  Therefore 

no engine models include these phases of ignition.  Instead, depending upon the 

specific model, they begin at some arbitrary time after breakdown with initial 

conditions that are gross estimates.  A new technique is proposed.  

 

 It is proposed that ignition calculations for engine simulations begin at the 

initiation of pre-breakdown.  However, only the ignition circuit dynamics (current 
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and voltage as functions of time) need be calculated until the newly defined end 

of breakdown.  This new definition is that the end of breakdown occurs when the 

electron and gas temperature are in equilibrium.  This time is calculated via 

equation 1.5.  The spark channel radius at this time can be calculated using 

equation 1.4 given the current from the circuit dynamics model (e.g. Bhat et al. 

[26]) and the gas density before the discharge took place.  The pressure at this 

calculated time can be approximated by finding the plasma density at the 

beginning of the breakdown and extrapolated to take into account the radius 

growth of the plasma channel from the beginning of the breakdown to the end.  

The density of the plasma at the beginning of the discharge is found by Equation 

1.6 from Loeb and coworkers [20]: 

 

op ρρ 6.0=          (1.6) 

 

Equation 1.6 was developed for predicting the initial condition inside the 

plasma channel in fast discharge for the case where the breakdown generated a 

shock wave similar to a point explosion.  In Equation 1.6, oρ  is the gas density 

before the discharge and pρ  is the density of the plasma channel.  Loeb and 

coworkers [20] proposed the point explosion approximation for breakdown 

current that provides a current rise, dI/dt, more than 1010 A/sec and ambient 

pressure of half an atmosphere.  Lim and coworkers [23] reported that for a 2 mJ 

inductive spark discharge with a duration of 0.26 ms, a blast wave could be 

observed, which suggested that Equation 1.6 might be valid for inductive ignition 

system and small energy deposition.  However, the effect of the ambient pressure 

on the assumption of the point explosion and of the gas density in the plasma 

channel still needs to be clarified. 
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 From Maly [13] found the initial radius of the plasma channel at the 

beginning of the breakdown to be approximately 20 µ m.  It is then possible to 

approximate the density of the gas at the end of breakdown because in both cases 

the volume is known.  The temperature of the plasma channel at the end of the 

breakdown can be calculated by Equation 1.8, presented in the next sub-section.  

Finally, because the temperature and density of the plasma are known, the 

pressure can be approximated by the equation of state. 

 

1.2.3 Arc phase 

 

The arc phase was characterized by Maly [13] as having a current in 

excess of 100 mA and an electron density of 1017 e·cm-3.  Kim and Anderson [71] 

preferred a current in excess of 60 mA, while Bhat [25] proposed a model that 

gave a value of about 1 A depending upon cathode material.  The next chapter 

presents an equation to determine the current intensity at which the discharge can 

be considered an arc.   

 

The arc is caused by the thermionic emission of electrons from the cathode 

spot at the surface of the electrode [30].   Those spots reach the melting point of 

the metal and can then emit electrons.  The number of spots is a function of the 

arc intensity.  The presence of metal oxides and metal surface roughness can 

influence the appearance of the thermionic spots.  

 

Basically, high, but falling, currents and low voltages characterize the arc 

phase. The voltage is around 50 V at 1 bar in air with a 1-mm gap, split into 15 V 
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in cathode fall, 25 V in anode fall and 10 V in arc plasma [13]. The cathode and 

anode falls are narrow regions near the electrodes, where a sharp drop in potential 

takes place.  The effect of ambient pressure and temperature on the cathode fall 

voltage was not discussed in the literature.  However, it is a function of the 

cathode material.  The cathode fall is required for sustaining numerous cathode 

hot spots, which are responsible for thermionic emissions. The cathode surface 

temperature rises to around 3000 K, which is above the evaporation temperature 

of the cathode material. For this reason, the majority of the cathode erosion takes 

place during the arc phase. The electrons emitted from these pools are required to 

sustain the arc. 

 

For inductive ignition systems, the arc phase has a duration of the order of 

microseconds, while CDI are characterized by an arc phase only.  The 

temperature of the plasma channel during the arc phase is approximately 5000 K 

to 6000 K (or higher, depending upon the electrical circuit, gap, and density) and 

both the gas and electrons can be considered in equilibrium.  Hence, the 

temperature of the plasma channel can be calculated by the Joule heating equation 

[10]:  

 
2

max orEi ⋅= πσ          (1.7) 

 

Where i  is the current (Amp), E is the electric field (V·m-1), or is the radius of the 

spark channel (m) which can be found from Equation 1.4, and maxσ is the 

electrical conductivity of the air, which is a function of temperature. The electrical 

conductivity of air is illustrated in Figure 1.3 for gas temperatures from 500 K to 

12000 K as extracted from the data of Boulos and coworkers [27].  From Thiele 
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and coworkers [28] we know that when the pressure increased from 1 to 10 

atmospheres, the value of maxσ  did not change appreciably for plasma  

temperatures under 12000 K and hence, Equation 1.7 can be used directly with 

the data of [27] for any pressure that is generally encountered during ignition.  

Equation 1.7 is also used to determine the temperature of the gas at equilibrium at 

the end of the breakdown phase. 

 

 
Figure 1.3.  Electrical conductivity of air as a function of temperature at 1 

atmosphere. 
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1.2.4 Arc to glow transition 

 

The arc to glow transition occurs at a definite value of spark gap current.  

The current in the gap is due to electron emissions from the cathode. This electron 

emission is governed by two basic mechanisms:  

- Thermionic emissions (arc phase) 

- Bombardment of positive ions on the cathode (glow phase) 

 

Most investigators put the transition at 0.1 A [13] or 60 mA (e.g. Kim and 

Anderson [71]) without any physical justification for this value. It has been 

assumed that by the time the current has dropped to 0.1 A or 60 mA, the 

thermionic electron emissions (which are characteristic of the arc phase) have 

ended.  Once that mechanism ends, the mechanism of electron emission from the 

cathode changes to bombardment of the positive ions and the transition to the 

glow phase starts.  

 

During thermionic emissions, it is assumed that every electron, at the 

surface of the cathode, with enough energy will escape.  The thermionic 

emissions theory is derived from 3 assumptions [30] that are: 

1- The barrier height, ϕ⋅q , is much larger than the product kT; 

2- Thermal equilibrium is established at the surface of emissions; 

3- The existence of a current flow does not affect this equilibrium. 

 

In the assumption the barrier height, ϕ⋅q , is a function of the cathode 

material, where q is the charge of an electron and ϕ  is the work function of the 

material in eV.  The product kT is simply the product of the temperature T and the 

Boltzmann constant, k. 
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Bhat [25] proposed an approximation to find the arc to glow transition 

which is reviewed here.  First, the total current was found as a function of 

temperature by equating the energy transfer to the cathode and the radiated heat 

loss [29] and consequently:  

 

cVTfi /4σ=         (1.8)  

 

f is the cathode surface area in m2, σ is the Stefan Boltzmann constant 

( 81067.5 −⋅ J K-4m-2s-1), T is the temperature of the electrode surface and Vc is the 

cathode fall voltage (15 V). 

 

Since the thermionic emissions are a surface phenomenon on the cathode, 

the thermionic current is given by Equation 1.9 [29]:  

 

( )T
BTfAi Rt −= exp2         (1.9) 

  

Where: AR and B are Richardson constants [30], AR is approximately equal to 
6102.1 ⋅ A·m-2·K-2 as presented in [26] for Tungsten, based on some experimental 

results.  The constant, AR, can also be computed by Equation 1.10 from Sze [30]. 
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      (1.10) 
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In Equation 1.10, m* is the effective mass which is equal to the mass of an 

electron ( 31101094.9 −⋅ kg) for metals, while k and h are the Boltzmann constant 

and the Planck constant respectively. 

 

B is function of the electrode material and equal to ϕ41016.1 ⋅  where, ϕ  

is the work function of the metal in eV.  For the calculation presented, he [3] 

chose the work function of Tungsten, which has a similar value as nickel-plated 

copper that is more often used as electrode material. 

 

Finally, Bhat [25] took the ratio of the total current to the thermionic 

current (i.e. dividing Equation 1.8 by Equation 1.9) to get: 

 

 ( )T
BAVT

i
i

Rc
t

−= exp/2σ      (1.11) 

 

This ratio is a function of cathode surface temperature. He arbitrarily 

considered the transition from arc to glow to occur when it  is approximately one-

third of the total current, i. The cathode temperature was found to be around 2725 

K. Using this temperature, it was calculated that the transition should start 

occurring when the current is 1.3 A. The value of the ratio (i/it) can be varied and 

different values of the transition current can be obtained.  If the temperature 

fleetingly reaches the value of around 3000 K, it is above the melting point of the 

nickel coated copper electrode and leads to erosion of the cathode.  In the next 

chapter a different approach to calculate the current intensity for the arc-to-glow 

transition that solves the energy exchange at the cathode spot.  This equation takes 

into account the melting temperature of the metal, the heat conduction, and the 

ionic current. 
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1.2.5 Glow phase 

 

Glow is the final phase of the spark. During glow, the mechanism of the 

emission of electrons from the cathode surface changes. The glow phase begins 

when the dominance of the thermionic emissions of electrons ends. The 

bombardment of positive ions on the electrode surface now becomes the dominant 

mechanism [31]. Since this mechanism has a very low efficiency, the current 

decays to a low value (less than 1 A). The voltage, on the other hand, rises to a 

higher value (around 500 V).  The glow phase is thus characterized by low 

currents and high voltages. The voltage splits into the following typical 

components: 400 V for cathode fall [32], 25 V for the anode fall and 100 V·mm-1 

of gap length (d, in millimeters) for the positive column [13]. The glow voltage 

can be given by the equation: 

 

Vglow = 425 +100d      (1.12) 

 

This relationship is independent of temperature and has a weak pressure 

dependence [29]. Here the cathode fall voltage is high. This high voltage is 

required for sustaining the secondary electron emissions by bombardment of 

positive ions. 

 

The glow phase is characterized by an electron density, for steady-state 

conditions, of 2x1014 cm-3 [13] and a plasma temperature of the order of 3000 K.  

The glow phase is sensitive to high pressure, which compresses the plasma 

channel, and to flowing gases, which is responsible for stretching the plasma 

channel and for appearance of multiple discharges [13].  If the flow velocity is 

high enough, the glow channel can detach itself from the electrodes and, provided 
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that enough energy is available in the electrical circuit, breakdown will occur 

again along with the different phases seen previously.   

 

Finally, for the inductive ignition system, the glow phase is the most 

importance phase because of its duration, which is on the order of milliseconds, 

and because most of the energy of the discharge is deposited during that phase. 

 

1.3 Factors that influence ignition 

 

Since combustion initiation and hence, spark ignition, is primordial to the 

subsequent combustion of the fuel in the combustion chamber, it is essential to 

review the main factors that influence ignition and how we can quantify the 

benefit of an ignition system on the engine operation.  The repeatability of the 

combustion process is a measure of the stability of the combustion of engines and 

is one of the reasons to study advanced ignition systems.  The variance of the 

stability in combustion between cycles is measured with the coefficient of 

variance (standard deviation divided by mean) of the indicated mean effective 

pressure (COV of IMEP).  As the COV of IMEP decreases, it implies that the 

variance of the produced work is also reduced when compared to the mean 

produced work. 

 

The COV of IMEP has been strongly correlated, in homogeneous 

mixtures, to the early stage of flame development [33] that corresponds to the 

period the burnt mass fraction reaches 2%, which is dependent on how the 

mixture was ignited.  The cyclic variability is a limit for DISI engine with lean 

mixtures because the COV of IMEP can reduce driveability when its value 
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reaches 10%.  So a new ignition system should be able to reduce first, the COV of 

IMEP when compared to conventional systems under the same conditions and be 

able to enhance the lean limit for stable combustion.  Other factors that affect the 

COV of IMEP are the mixture composition, the cyclic variation of the cylinder 

charging and the in-cylinder flow.  The air/fuel ratio of the mixture and the 

intensity of the in-cylinder flow motion will influence the energy required to 

sustain early flame growth.  Those parameters will be discussed in the following 

subsections.  The cyclic variation of the cylinder charging, on the other hand, will 

not be discussed because it does not affect the combustion process but influences 

pressure related parameters [33]. 

 

1.3.1 In-cylinder flow 

 

As stated previously, the combustion process inside the DISI engine and 

the COV of IMEP are dependent on the kind of in-cylinder flow and the injection 

timing.  It is important to review those factors with respect to the experiments that 

were conducted for this dissertation.  The engine used for my experiments had a 

tumble motion.  All commercial DISI engines use swirl or tumble as in-cylinder 

flow.  As reported by Hill and coworkers [34], the main reason is that both flows 

increase the burning rate and can extend the stability limit. Tumble motion as an 

in-cylinder flow has been chosen more often than swirl in the first generation of 

commercial DISI engines.  One possible reason is that tumble might be easier to 

obtain than swirl, which needs a more complex geometry of the intake port near 

the valve to generate a rotating flow.  Swirl generation has a tendency to reduce 

the volumetric efficiency of the engine. 
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Tumble or swirl generates controlled turbulence.  The increase of 

turbulence is normally associated with an acceleration of the combustion.  In his 

review of engine rotating flows, Hill [34] reported that tumble reduces cyclic 

variability and can be an effective technique to improve the thermal efficiency of 

lean burn engines. However, as the tumble motion increases, heat loss becomes 

more significant and the effectiveness of the tumble might be more dependent on 

the ignition process, like spark current intensity and duration.    Arcoumanis and 

coworkers [35] have confirmed that stronger tumble motion reduces the COV of 

IMEP, which is more important for lean mixtures.  His investigation covered light 

and part load operation and showed that strong tumble was always beneficial for 

lean mixtures while the effect was negligible for stoichiometric mixtures. He also 

observed, with laser-Doppler velocimetry, that the tumble is broken down near 

the end of the compression stroke into strong turbulence, which increased the 

combustion velocity and is responsible for the reduction of COV of IMEP. 

 

The turbulence generated by the tumble flow near the end of compression 

has a direct effect on the minimum ignition energy.  Tabaczynski [36] reported 

that, for a fixed air- fuel ratio, the required minimum energy to ignite a mixture 

increased with the intensity of the turbulence.  The minimum energy requirement 

increased when the mixture departed from the stoichiometric value.  This increase 

of energy with the intensity of the turbulence can be explained as follows: 

 

1- Turbulence stretches the spark channel length which increases the volume 

into which the ignition energy must be deposited; 

2- Turbulence increases heat loss that translates to a decrease of energy 

available for ignition; 
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Hence, turbulence increases combustion propagation speed on one hand 

but also increases the energy requirement for successful ignition on the other. 

 

1.3.2 Air-fuel mixture 

 

DISI engines have one principal advantage over PFI engines in that the 

mixture formation can be controlled.  In PFI engines, the fuel is injected in the 

intake manifold near the valve while in DISI, the fuel is injected in the 

combustion chamber and can benefit from the in-cylinder motion.  That is how 

one can explain why DISI engines can sustain leaner mixture combustion than 

PFI.  There are two kinds of injection strategies in DISI engines, homogeneous 

and stratified.  The first one concerns injection during the intake stroke while the 

later during the compression stroke.  Stratified injection permits injection of a 

small amount of fuel near the end of compression, which is directed, with the help 

of the in-cylinder flow, piston geometry and injector orientation, to the spark 

plug.  One can, hence, achieve a local rich mixture that is ignitable while the 

overall fuel/air mixture is lean.  

 

One effect of the mixture air-fuel ratio is on the exhaust gas emissions.  

For stratified injection Furuno and coworkers [37] have shown that the NOx 

emissions are minimized if the zone of the late injected rich mixture is smaller 

than 8 mm diameter for a case of split injection (first injection homogeneous lean, 

and second injection stratified to ignite the mixture).  The stratification of the fuel 

and the associated overall lean mixture is associated with slower flame 

propagation.  Also as the mixture becomes leaner, the energy requirement to 

ignite, is augmented.  In the case of fuel stratification, the energy requirement 
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increases also because part of the fuel does not have sufficient time to evaporate.  

In the case of tumble flow, it has been reported [38] that tumble enhances fuel 

vaporization. But the fuel droplets that do not evaporate translate in higher UBHC 

and CO (carbon monoxide) emissions, which is a measure of incomplete 

combustion.  Enhanced ignition is required for DISI in part because lean mixtures 

are tougher to ignite and also because part of the fuel might be present in the form 

of small drops which are also more difficult to ignite.  In the Mitsubishi engine, 

the use of reverse tumble has reduced the UBHC emissions compared to without 

tumble [4].   For homogeneous injection Williams and coworkers [39] have 

shown that the indicated specific UBHC and NOx were minimized if the start of 

injection was 120 degrees ATDC (After Top Dead Center) in the intake stroke. 

 

Another effect of the air-fuel mixture is related to the fuel concentration 

near the spark plug at the time of ignition.  Berckmüller and coworkers [40] had 

studied this factor in a PFI optical engine with laser- induced fluorescence.  They 

found that when the mixture was leaner than average near the spark plug at 

ignition timing, it resulted in lower in-cylinder peak pressure.  The mixture 

fluctuations in the vicinity of the spark plug were a major cause of the cyclic 

variability of combustion.  Williams and coworkers [39] used a direct- injection 

engine where both, the injector and spark plug are centrally mounted.  They 

studied the effect of injection timing during the intake stroke (homogeneous 

injection) for a stoichiometric mixture.  They found that when the injection was 

taking place after 150 degrees ATDC in the intake stroke, it resulted with an 

increase of inhomogeneity of the mixture, which as mentioned by Berckmüller is 

responsible to cyclic variation of the combustion.  Alger and coworkers [41] 

studied the effect of in-cylinder motion and injection timing in a DISI optical 

engine on the fuel concentration near the spark plug.  From their data, the fuel 
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concentration in the vicinity of the spark plug experienced increased fluctuations 

as the injection timing was retarded from homogeneous injection (90 ATDC 

degrees intake stroke) to stratified injection (90 degrees BTDC compression 

stroke).   Their results also demonstrated that high tumble in-cylinder flow 

increased the fuel concentration at the spark plug and might have reduced the fuel 

concentration fluctuations (only one data set of homogeneous injection was 

presented) compared to normal in-cylinder flow. 

 

1.4 Literature review 

 

In this section, the works of other researchers is reviewed with respect to 

the effect of spark duration on the combustion process in spark ignition engines.  

This section ends with a review of the different spark ignition models presented in 

the literature. 

 

1.4.1 Spark duration and current intensity 

 

To the author’s knowledge, there is a total absence of papers with respect 

to the spark duration and current intensity in DISI engine. This is surprising 

because the theory of Ballal and Lefebvre [42] on minimum ignition energy, that 

the energy deposition for successful ignition is a function of the turbulence 

intensity, homogeneity of the air- fuel mixture, fraction of gaseous and liquid 

droplets and droplet size.  However because their work was accomplished at 

pressures below one atmosphere and at normal temperature, extrapolation to 
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engine conditions is difficult and only concerns the minimum ignition energy for 

successful ignition. 

 

One of the few papers dedicated only to long spark duration is by Nakai 

and coworkers [43] where they first studied the flame kernel growth process in a 

bomb and its relation to spark characteristics.  They found, by Schlieren 

photographs, that by lengthening the spark duration in a turbulent air-propane 

mixture, the flame kernel growth rate was increased.  The second part of their 

experiment was conducted in a PFI engine with lean mixtures and an equivalence 

ratio comprised between 0.82 and 0.67.  They established that an increase in spark 

duration reduced the heat release delay of ignition, which in turn lessened 

combustion fluctuations.  Also by increasing the spark duration to 5 milliseconds 

(ms) they suppressed the number of misfires at idle when compared to a 

conventional spark duration of 1.5 milliseconds.  Lengthening the spark duration 

helped promote flame kernel growth by supplying energy continuously to the 

kernel as it formed.   Finally they suggested that the spark duration should be 

about the same order as the heat release delay when the engine is run with EGR 

and that for their engine a spark duration of 5 milliseconds offered an increase of 

6% in fuel economy. 

 

A second paper of interest is the one published by Hancock and coworkers 

[44] who demonstrated the influence of the electrical characteristics of the arc, the 

arc gap and the duration of the arc on combustion.  All the experiments were 

conducted in a single-cylinder side-valve engine. Their results show that the 

variation in breakdown voltage between cycles has no effect on cycle-by-cycle 

variation of the cylinder pressure.  They also did not see any effect when the 

current waveform was changed.  They studied the cyclic variation for constant 
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spark timing and equivalence ratio and demonstrated that as the load is increased 

the spark duration for minimum cyclic variability is reduced.  They concluded 

that the arc duration and spark gap have the greatest influence on cyclic 

variability, while the spark current intensity during the hold-on of a long spark has 

little effect as long as it can sustain the arc. 

 

An alternating continuous glow phase system was used, by Yoshinaga and 

coworkers [45], to generate a spark with a constant alternating current of 40 mA.  

The results from the alternating current spark discharge were compared to a 

transistor inductive arc system (common in recent cars).  They found that longer 

spark duration contributed to the acceleration of the flame kernel formation and 

growth in lean mixtures or at high EGR rates.  The experiments also showed that 

at high engine load operation, a short spark is required and that increasing spark 

duration does not show any benefit.  However at low engine load, they showed 

that more torque was achieved if the spark duration lasted until TDC.  A further 

enhancement of the spark duration after TDC does not contribute to create more 

torque, but shows that the electrode erosion is drastically accelerated.  For a spark 

duration that ends at TDC, the erosion was not much increased compared to a 

conventional system.  Finally, they also found that for a high-energy spark, it is 

better to use long spark duration than a short spark duration when one is 

concerned about electrode erosion.  

 

Burgett and coworkers [46] tested different spark plugs with different 

spark durations in two 5.741- liter engines. They found that long spark duration 

increased the lean limit, reduced the combustion variation and resulted in lower 

UHBC emissions.  Because of the ignition system, the secondary current intensity 

was limited to 34 mA.  The effect of increasing the duration was more 
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pronounced than the effect of increasing the spark current intensity.  When 

increasing the spark gap, they observed a reduction of deviation in measured 

torque and of hydrocarbon emissions. 

 

More recently, Rivin et al. [47] determined experimentally the optimum 

spark current intensity and duration to obtain a reliable ignition of methane-air 

mixtures with an equivalence ratio between 0.6 and 0.7.  The experiment was 

conducted in a high swirl combustion chamber with a J-gap spark plug.  The 

spark duration was varied from 0.5 to 4 milliseconds by increments of 0.5 ms and 

the spark current was also varied from 50 mA up to 400 mA. The mean flow 

velocity inside the combustion chamber could reach 8.6 m·s-1 depending on the 

experiment.  They found that once the flow at the gap reached 5 m·s-1, an 

enhanced spark discharge was required to successfully ignite a lean methane-air 

mixture (f equal to 0.63).  The success of the long spark duration to ignite a lean 

mixture with a flow was explained by the fact that the long spark duration helped 

the flame kernel to survive by limiting the rate of cooling of the kernel itself. 

 

Finally two papers on minimum energy in turbulent flow, which indicated 

that by lengthening the spark duration, one could provide less energy to obtain a 

successful ignition.  Hence proving the long spark duration might be more 

efficient in igniting a mixture.  However, in both cases, long duration seems to be 

less than 0.2 millisecond. 

 

Ujiie [48] used a combustion chamber with 4 nozzles to inject the mixture 

and create high intensity turbulence.  The electrodes had a diameter of 0.2 mm 

and the spark gap was 1 mm.  He measured the minimum energy (50% ignition 

probability) and used different spark duration and energy deposition to study the 
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effect of turbulence on the flame kernel’s growth.  The advantage of lengthening 

the spark duration was demonstrated when minimum energy was measured as a 

function of turbulence intensity.  As the percentage of energy provided during the 

later phase increased, the minimum energy for successful ignition was reduced as 

illustrated in Figure 1.4. 

 

One possible explanation for this phenomenon was given by Ishii and 

coworkers [50] who conducted an experiment  under similar conditions with a 

propane/air mixture (4.7% by volume).  The mixture was ignited by an ignition 

system that provided at first, a capacitance discharge that was followed by a long 

spark duration component that could be adjusted in duration (between 4 µ s and 

162 µ s).  As more energy was provided during the later part of the discharge, the 

strength of the shock wave decreased with an increase of spark duration for a 

constant energy deposition.  It was observed that by decreasing the shock 

intensity, which is responsible for energy loss by shock wave, the minimum 

energy was reduced. 
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Figure 1.4.  Effect of the energy provided during the later part of the discharge on 

minimum ignition energy, from [49]. 

 

1.4.2 Spark ignition modeling 

 

There has been an interest in modeling the spark ignition process in recent 

years with the advance of computer power and also with the greater interest in 

reducing fuel consumption and exhaust emissions.  While improving fuel 

injection strategies and in-cylinder flow are still getting the most attention as a 

way to reduce fuel consumption in engines, a better understanding of the ignition 

process is still pursued because of the possibility to further improve the engine 

with more advanced ignition. Some models simplified the nature of the discharge 
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too much like Sloane [51], who in his 1-D model increased the breakdown period 

to 1 µs while normally it is on the order of ten of nanoseconds to achieve 

acceptable results.  Schafer and coworkers [52], on the other hand, did not include 

any chemistry in their 1-D model.  They also estimated the pressure in the plasma 

channel by using the Rankine-Huguenot relations for shock waves and their initial 

electron concentration in the plasma region was 5 orders of magnitude higher than 

what has been reported by others [13]. 

 

The model of Willens and coworkers [53] assumed, as initial conditions, a 

spark radius of more than 0.02 mm with a uniform temperature of 60000 K and a 

pressure of 200 bars.  The energy equation was solved as a function of internal 

energy.  They then compared their results with the experiments of Maly with good 

agreement.  He also identified a spark channel temperature at which the 

combustion started.  That temperature is said to be equal to 3 times the adiabatic 

methane flame temperature for stoichiometric mixture, which gives a temperature 

of 6718 K.  This temperature is reached after more than 1 microsecond. 

 

Maly [54] presented a thermal ignition model, where the minimum 

ignition radius was calculated from flame data and early flame expansion.  By 

neglecting diffusion and radiation losses, the model was based on the criterion 

that the energy balance at the outer surface of the plasma channel must be 

identical to that of a self-propagating flame.  Maly mentioned that a minimum 

plasma radius must be attained for successful ignition, which was independent of 

the actual plasma geometry.  Based on his model, Maly concluded that the energy 

must be provided in the shortest amount of time and that a high ignition radius 

can compensate adverse for effects like poor mixing, excessive flow and 

turbulence. 
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Finally, Yasar [55] used KIVA-3 to model a spark ignition engine and 

incorporated an ignition model to replace the simpler ignition model found in 

KIVA-3.  His ignition model took into account the electromagnetic field 

generated by the current flowing through the discharge.  The electrodes were not 

considered in his model because of the amount of grid points involved.  The input 

for the ignition process is a simple current curve as a function of time.  The results 

showed that the chemical reaction had importance only in the later part of the 

ignition process, while electromagnetic and mechanical properties played an 

important role during the early flame kernel development.  He reported that an 

increase of 10% of the spark current resulted in a significantly higher temperature, 

which, in turn increased NOx emissions.  He concluded that the electromagnetic 

fields are an important source of influence on the flame dynamics and associated 

combustion. 

 

1.4.2.1 University of Texas 

 

In [56], Bokka and coworkers modeled the three phases of the ignition 

process, in one dimension, with an emphasis on the energy input in the 

breakdown phase.  The model solved the energy equation for the temperature and 

took into account heat loss through radiation and conduction to the electrodes.  

However conduction heat losses were neglected during the breakdown phase.  

They used a 3-step reaction mechanism for propane that included nitrogen 

dissociation and ionization.  In most cases studied, the breakdown phase was 

terminated when the temperature reached 40000 K and the electrons and gases 

were assumed in equilibrium.  They also investigated the end of breakdown with a 

desired amount of energy input.  However, no discussion on this last point was 
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presented.  The results presented for the effects of the breakdown phase were 

similar in trend with the experimental work of Maly, however the amount of 

energy provided in the model was between 4 to 13 times more than the 

experiment.  The effect of energy deposition during the arc and glow phase was in 

good agreement with Sher’s results.  Bokka [57] presented the effect of energy 

during the glow phase by depositing different amounts of energy in 100 µ s.  He 

found that as the amount of energy deposited was increased so was the rate of 

flame kernel expansion.  The effect of increasing the power during the glow phase 

was also beneficial to the flame kernel. 

 

1.4.2.2 Ben-Gurion University of the Negev 

 

Kravchik, Sher and coworkers have published a series of papers [58-61] 

on numerical modeling of the spark channel.  The first one [58] concentrated on 

the breakdown phase only of the spark channel.  They took into account the 

ionization of nitrogen and oxygen up to the third order of dissociation.  This 

model calculated the temperature of the gas inside the plasma channel from the 

energy deposition.  They then calculated the expansion of the plasma channel and 

hence the new diameter of the plasma.  From this expansion, they calculated a 

new plasma temperature.  They obtained a plasma temperature of 45000K, which 

corresponds to an expanded plasma temperature of 27000K.  This temperature 

was then used in their spark ignition model as an initial condition.  The chemistry 

was calculated with the assumption that equilibrium existed during breakdown, 

while non-thermal reactions are taking place during breakdown.  From that 

breakdown temperature, pressure and plasma diameter, Kravchik and Sher [59] 

used a complete methane mechanism to simulate the two other phases of the spark 

ignition.  They did not take into account heat loss to the spark plug but took into 
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account the loss by radiation from the plasma channel. Their results are in good 

agreement with Maly’s results [13] with respect to the pressure wave and flame 

growth.  In [60], they found that chemical composition of the flame front was 

practically unchanged from 100 µ s to 200 µ s and concluded that the effect of 

the  ignition process was negligible  on the flame propagation from that point 

forward.  To further argue their point, they showed that the electrical energy 

deposition was needed to compensate for the energy losses up to the point where 

chemical energy release took over, which was found to be after 100 µ s.  Finally, 

in the last paper [61], they showed that the heat lost by radiation was negligible 

(less than 3%) compared to the energy loss by conduction to the electrodes.  They 

also conducted a parametric study and found that an increase of spark power and 

spark gap and a decrease of electrode diameter were beneficial to the early kernel.  

 

1.4.2.3 Lund Institute of Technology 

 

The Lund Institute of Technology provided a comprehensive study of the 

spark discharge in air experimentally and by modeling.  Akram and coworkers 

presented in a series of papers [62,63], a macroscopic model to solve for the spark 

discharge evolution.  They presented two formulations and their associated 

equations for a one-dimensional spark discharge.  The first formulation is the 

Eulerian form of the governing equations, which assumed that the plasma is a 

linear viscous fluid, while the second formulation is the Lagrangian form, which 

assumed that the plasma is an inviscid homogeneous fluid.  In the first paper they 

compared their Eulerian model to the one of Plooster who they considered as the 

first one to model the spark discharge.  In the second paper they presented their 

solution for their sets of equations with the Flux-Corrected Transport (FCT) 

method.  They replaced the chemical reaction mechanism by a caloric equation of 
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state in which the different factors of the equation represented the extent of the 

dissociation.  They studied the effect of shock reflection from a wall on the 

temperature and pressure profile with both models.  The reflection of the shock 

caused an increase of the temperature, density and pressure when the wall is at a 

distance of less than 50 mm of the plasma channel.  Because their results 

concurred well with experimental observations, it is an evidence that FCT can be 

used successfully as a numerical package to model the spark ignition process.  In 

[64] Akram presented the same Eulerian model, but enhanced it to two 

dimensions, to study the effect of electrode geometry and used a uniform grid size 

of 0.05 mm x 0.05 mm.  He also replaced the breakdown phase with an initial 

condition for the plasma channel with a temperature of 7500 K.  He observed that 

by doubling the initial temperature of the channel or doubling the channel 

diameter did not influence the evolution of the flow field of the solution.  He 

concluded that the electrode geometry and gap spacing were responsible for the 

observed flow structure.  The vortices generated in the flow field were influenced 

by the power input and their positions were functions of electrode geometry.  

Finally, Reinmann and Akram [65] further investigated the effect of fast 

discharges by simulation and experiments.  The same two-dimensional model was 

used, the initial condition was a channel radius of 90 µ m and the effect of 

temperature of the channel was again investigated.  They varied the temperature 

from 7500 K to 20000 K and found that it did not affect the end result of the 

calculation.  They obtained a good agreement with their experiments, however the 

energy deposited in the model was quite different for two cases out of three. 
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1.4.2.4 Heidelberg University 

 

Thiele and coworkers published a series of papers [28, 66-68] on spark 

ignition simulation, the model was presented in [28] and used for other 

applications in the other papers.  The article of Thiele and coworkers [28] 

performed a comparison of different spark plug electrode geometries with a spark 

plasma model.  The model started after the breakdown phase that corresponds to 

the maximum temperature of the plasma channel.  In this case, the temperature 

and pressure of the plasma channel were 35000 K and 100 bars respectively at the 

beginning of the simulation.  Those initial conditions were taken from one of the 

results of Sher and coworkers [58] seen previously.  The current is kept constant 

for the arc discharge phase and a second value is used for the glow phase.  The 

plasma channel was heated by the Joule heating effect.  They used a detailed 

reaction mechanism for air and another mechanism for hydrogen.  They also 

coupled the mechanism for air with a methane mechanism.  Three types of 

boundary conditions were used for the heat transfer to the electrodes. However no 

discussion was provided which could clarify which boundary conditions were 

used or their effects on the solution.  Their results show that the pressure wave 

was faster with square electrodes.  They observed that chemical heat release was 

negligible during the first 1-5 µ s.  It was also found that the electrode geometry 

significantly influenced the flame kernel development until chemical heat release 

took over after which the effect of the electrodes became smaller. The model 

demonstrated that a larger spark gap slows down the transition of the kernel shape 

from cylindrical to spherical. The comparison between their model and 

experiments was presented in [60] for the methane-air mechanism.  The results 

presented were in agreement with the experiments. 
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1.4.2.5 Critical radius models 

 

Champion and coworkers [69] were the first to report a flame initiation 

model based on a critical radius that the kernel needed to reach to be said self-

sustaining.  The model is based on the asymptotic analysis with which they 

deducted a critical radius and time that was a function of the air/fuel ratio.  The 

model than used this critical radius as initial condition.  The model used a one 

step overall reaction and neglected the convection effects.  The model was 

compared to experimental results with propane/air mixture and a good agreement 

was found. 

 

Later Ko and coworkers [70] developed a similar model for ignition in 

quiescent mixture.  The model is divided in two parts.  During the early growth of 

the flame kernel, a blast wave described the kernel growth.  During the later part 

thermal diffusion governed the kernel growth.  They defined a critical radius and 

time based on dimensional arguments, which gave similar solution to the one of 

Champion and coworkers.  Finally, the model’s results were compared to some of 

the experimental data with good agreement. 

 

1.4.2.6 Critical evaluation of ignition models 

 

The review of the different models presented in the literature permitted to 

learn that the radiation losses from the plasma channel are negligible and can 

therefore be ignored.  The electrode geometry was found to play an important role 

on the flow that is developed by the passing shock wave.  The recirculation 

generated was then said to influence the cooling of the plasma channel.  From 
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Kravchik and coworkers, the results suggested that the electrical energy 

deposition is needed until the chemical energy release takes over.  From The 

University of Lund, the initial temperature of the kernel had a negligible effect on 

the shock wave velocity when the temperature was varied from 7000 K to 20000 

K.  However, those calculations were performed in pure air where no combustion 

can take place. 

 

Most of the models presented often concentrated on the effect of the 

electrode size and/or gap and the resulting effects on the blast wave and 

subsequent flow.  The physics of the discharge is often not properly taken into 

account.  For example, the calculation of the breakdown, performed at the Ben-

Gurion University, assumed thermodynamic equilibrium while, as discussed  

previously, this condition is not met.  When the breakdown is not reproduced by 

the model the initial conditions employed looks arbitrary.  Depending of the 

models, the initial temperature was found to vary between 7000 K and 60000 K 

without further justification.  Even the region over which this initial temperature 

is used was often not mentioned.   Concerning the energy deposition, it seemed to 

be done over a fixed volume in most models, while the actual plasma channel is 

growing as a function of time.  There is a sense of secrecy about the initial 

conditions used and the physics of the spark discharge that was reproduced 

because they are often not explained properly or mentioned at all. 

 

  Finally, few models used a flame chemistry and compared their results 

with experimental data.  However for the one that did, all the results demonstrated 

that the flame kernel growth was slower than the experimental results.  Because 

those models used an initial temperature of at least 27000 K, the temperature only 

cannot explain this difference since the temperature was probably higher than the 
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actual plasma channel.  It is thought that the flame chemistry only cannot 

reproduce the chemical phenomenon taking place in the plasma channel that 

could influence the kernel growth. 

 

1.5 Overview 

 

This dissertation is devoted to the effect of spark current intensity and 

spark duration on the early kernel growth.  An experiment is presented in which 

the effects of spark characteristics on the combustion process in a Mitsubishi DISI 

engine for different loads and engine speed were studied.  A high temperature 

chemistry mechanism is developed and based on the temperature that could be 

encountered in the plasma channel.  A spark ignition model was then written and 

the developed chemistry was added to see its effect on the kernel growth. 

 

 Chapter 2 is devoted to the arc-to-glow transition and how we can predict 

the current at which it happens.  The physics of spark discharge is further 

reviewed and three techniques are presented to calculate the current at the arc-to-

glow transition occurs for copper, nickel and platinum electrodes. 

 

Chapter 3 describes the experimental setup along with the different engine 

conditions studied.  The engine set-up comprised of the acquisition system, 

engine controller, long spark duration ignition system, dynamometerand a 

combustion analyzer for in-cylinder pressure analysis. 

 

Chapter 4 presents the experimental results.  The effects of spark current 

intensity and spark duration on the COV of IMEP and mass fraction burned is 
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presented.  The effect of engine speed and load on optimum spark duration is 

reported.  A comparison between homogeneous injection and stratified injection 

with respect to combustion duration concludes this chapter. 

 

Chapter 5 presents the development of the simplified plasma chemistry 

and simplified flame chemistry.  The plasma chemistry is compared to 

equilibrium calculations for validation, while the skeletal flame chemistry is 

compared to full flame chemistry and experimental data. 

 

Chapter 6 deals with the effect of the high temperature chemistry on the 

cooling process of the plasma.  A comparison between the flame chemistry and 

the plasma chemistry in association with the flame chemistry is presented with 

respect to plasma temperature. 

 

Chapter 7 summarizes this dissertation research, presents the 

corresponding conclusions and recommends future research in this area. 

 

Appendix B describes the two-dimensional model, along with the 

assumptions and boundary conditions.  The solver used for the fluid mechanics 

part of the model is presented briefly.  The difficulty and limit of the solvers used 

in this work is also discussed. 
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Chapter 2.0 Arc to glow transition 

 

 

 This chapter deals with the arc-to-glow transition phenomena in spark 

discharge.  Two methods are presented, which will help define the transition 

between the arc and glow phases.  The reason this material is presented in a 

chapter by itself is due to the complexity of the physics involved and because it is 

important to spark ignition since the arc phase is responsible for electrode erosion 

and therefore is a limiting factor for the life duration of spark plugs.  The other 

reason is that the transition point is often referred to in the literature without any 

justification or calculation and accepted as is and therefore gives a wide range of 

current intensity, as discussed in Chapter 1. 

 

2.1 Definition 

 

 In a spark discharge, during the arc and glow phases the plasma is in 

thermal equilibrium (the electron and gas temperature are equal).  The plasma is 

considered to be a weakly ionized gas because its temperature is below 20000 K 

and the pressure is always equal or superior to the mean cylinder pressure in the 

engine.  Those two conditions define a weakly ionized plasma [72]. 

 

Because of the presence of electrons and ions in the plasma channel, the 

total current is composed of the electron and ion current.  During the arc phase, 

and depending on the current intensity, the ratio of the electron current to the total 

current, at the cathode spot, varies from 0.5 to 0.8 based on the model results of 
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Zhou and Heberlein [73].  The latter value can be used for current in excess of 

150 A, while the lowest value is encountered at the lower limit of the arc current.  

For the glow phase, the electron current is always the main current.  

 

2.2 Glow phase mechanism 

 

During the glow phase, the emission of electrons by the cathode is through 

ion bombardment and by photo-electric emission through radiation of the plasma 

[74]. This secondary emission mechanism necessitates a high cathode fa ll voltage 

to take place.  The ion bombardment mechanism principle is that, as the ions 

approach the cathode to within a distance equivalent to the atomic dimension, it 

creates a potential barrier.  The barrier potential is low because the electric field is 

strong due to high cathode fall voltage.  An electron on the cathode surface 

immediately leaves and neutralizes the ion [10].  If the energy released by that 

reaction is bigger than a certain threshold, which is a function of the work 

function of the metal, that energy may be spent to emit another electron.  The 

work function is defined as the minimum energy required to extract an electron 

from the surface of a metal [10].  The work function varies with the state of the 

surface, e.g., its contamination and roughness.  

 

2.3 Arc phase mechanism 

 

 For the arc phase, the emission of electrons is due to three mechanisms: 

- Field electron emission; 

- Thermionic emission; 
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- Thermionic field emission. 

 

The field electron emission is due to the tunneling effect by which the 

electrons can escape the surface of a metal in the presence of an electric field.  

However, that mechanism is approximately 2 or 3 orders of magnitude less than 

the thermionic and thermionic field emissions and thus judged negligible. 

 

2.3.1 Thermionic emission 

 

Thermionic emission appears when the surface of a metal is heated to its 

melting point and some electrons acquire sufficient energy to escape.  Without an 

external electric field, the electrons would simply stay at the surface of the 

cathode.  The thermionic emission equation presented in chapter 1 (Equation 1.8), 

also called the Richardson equation, needs to be corrected to take into account the 

electric field that pulls the electrons from the surface of the cathode (the Schottky 

effect).  In its corrected form the Richardson equation is specified as: 
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In Equation 2.1, A is the Richardson constant and is equal to 120 A/cm2  

for a free electron or has a specific value for each metal.  The electron charge is e, 

the work function ϕ , the cathode surface area is f and the Schottky effect ϕ∆  

(eV), which is provided in Equation 2.2 [10]. 
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For the Schottky effect, A is the  atomic mass of the ion (28 for air), S is a 

compensation factor due to the presence of ions and electrons in the cathode 

sheath and is equal to 0.8 [10].  Vc is the cathode fall voltage for the arc phase and 

is function of the material of the cathode.  Finally j, in A/cm2 is the current 

density emanating from the cathode spot.  If one assumes that the arc-to-glow 

transition is approximately at 0.5 A and that the cathode spot size has a radius of 

100 µm, therefore j is equal to 1600 A/cm2.  Equation 2.1 gives the maximum 

current that a material can provide.   The thermionic current density for nickel, 

platinum, iridium and copper taking into account the Schottky effect was 

calculated.  The respective material properties of each metal are presented in 

Table 1.  In Figure 2.1, the calculation of the thermionic current from the melting 

point to the vaporization point of each metal is illustrated.  One can see that, while 

copper has a low melting temperature, it can sustain a higher current density than 

nickel and platinum between 1750 K and 3200 K.  In Figure 2.1, the number in 

parentheses in the legend represents the Richardson constant used for the 

calculation as presented in Table 1.  For iridium, the Richardson constant could 

not be found; hence the value for a free electron was used which is 120 A/cm2K2. 
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Table 1.  Material properties of various electrodes materials.  (Numbers between 

brackets refer to reference number). 

Properties Ni Pt Ir Cu 

Work function (eV) [80] 4.5 5.32 4.57 4.47 

Richardson constant [10] 

(A/cm2 K2) 

30-50 10-170 120 60-100 

Tmelt (K) [81] 1750 2045 2739 1358 

Tboil (K) [81] 3186 4098 4701 3200 

Density (kg/m3) [81] 8908 21090 22650 8920 

 

 

As shown in Figure 2.1, the exact value of A makes little difference for 

copper or nickel, but the 17-fold range for platinum has a strong effect on the 

predicted thermionic emission current. 
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Figure 2.1.  Current density from Richardson’s equation for copper, nickel, 

platinum and iridium. 

  

2.3.2 Thermionic field emission 

  

Thermionic field emission is the predominant mechanism responsible for 

the electrons escaping the surface of the cathode with the thermionic mechanism 

[10].  This mechanism extracts the electron by the force generated by the electric 

field.  Because this mechanism is complex, it cannot be expressed by a simple 

formula and necessitates calculation that is out of the scope of this work.  

However, Coulombe and Meunier [76] computed the thermo-field current and the 

thermionic current for a wide range of cathode temperatures, electric fields and 
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work functions.  It was found that the Richardson equation underestimated the 

thermionic current for metals with a low-boiling-point temperature, like copper, 

by as much as 240%.  For high boiling-point-temperature metals, the Richardson 

equation underestimated the thermionic current by 25%.  Based on their 

calculations, the thermo-field emission represented 30% of the total current for 

arc with low-boiling-point cathodes, while it represented approximately 50% for 

high-boiling point cathodes, like tungsten. 

 

Because the arc phase is always associated with surface melting, the most 

desirable material to achieve high current must have a combination of a high 

melting point, a low work function and high thermal conductivity [24].  

Calculations conducted by Morrow and Lowke [24], for 200 A discharge in 

argon, concluded that the best materials are thoriated-tungsten, pure tungsten and 

copper.  Depending on the material and conditions, the electron emission comes 

from hot small spots of radius between 10-4 cm to 10-2 cm [10].  As the current 

increases, the number of spots grows and normally appears in the vicinity of past 

spots and thus multiplies by splitting. 

 

Finally, during the arc phase, the thermionic and thermionic field 

emissions provide 2 to 9 electrons emitted from the cathode per ion [10].  This 

high efficiency can only be achieved when the current is high enough to greatly 

heat the cathode and reach, at least, the melting temperature.  As a comparison, 

during the glow phase, where the cathode surface is colder than the melting 

temperature of the cathode, the mechanism to extract electrons from the surface of 

the cathode produces approximately 10-3 to 10-1 electron per ion [10]. 
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2.3.1 Arc equilibrium radius 

 

To define the current flowing through the electrode, the radius of the 

conducting channel needs to be defined.  While Equation 1.4 provides a good 

approximation of the channel growth, it cannot tell us when the channel stops 

growing and becomes in equilibrium.  However, Lowke and coworkers [77] 

developed a model for steady arcs in air, like those encountered in arc welding, 

with a current intensity of less than 30 A.  They found that the process that 

controls the physical parameters of the vertical arc is natural convection.  This 

model can be seen as the limit at which the plasma channel radius could grow 

during a spark discharge that is of our concern. The model is based on the 

following approximations: 

 

1- Radial pressure gradient in the discharge is negligible; 

2- Viscous and turbulent effects in the discharge are negligible; 

3- Radiation losses are neglected; 

4- Electrode effects like size or material are negligible; 

5- The radial temperature in the discharge is isothermal; 

6- Variations of density and enthalpy along the longitudinal axis are 

neglected. 

 

To develop the equation, they integrated the energy equation and 

substituted with the Ohm’s law to find that the equilibrium radius is approximated 

by 
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In Equation 2.3, ρ , h and σ are the density, the enthalpy and electrical 

conductivity of the plasma respectively while aρ  is the density of the ambient air, 

g the gravity and z is the height at which we want to evaluate the radius of the 

discharge.  With Equation 2.3, if we considered a 1 mm spark gap with a current 

of 0.1 A and a plasma temperature of 6000 K, we obtain a radius of 0.4 mm.  We 

can therefore assume that this radius is the maximum radius a spark discharge 

could reach.  Because the spark gap is small, evaluating Equation 2.4 at mid-

height of the discharge does not change the radius dimension significantly. 

 

2.4 Arc-to-glow transition 

 

 At first, a method to calculate the arc-to-glow transition based on the 

thermionic emission was tried.  However, as presented in a previous section, the 

error [76] associated with Richardson’s equation requires pursuing other models. 

Two methods were found to determine the  arc-to-glow transition.  The first one is 

a correlation found in the literature, while the second one is based on the energy 

equation at the emitting cathode spot. 

 

2.4.1. Simple correlation  

 

The simplest method to calculate the arc-to-glow transition was presented 

by a correlation from Raizer’s book [10] and is given by Equation 2.4 as a 

function of the boiling temperature of the metal, Tboil (K), and the conductivity of 

the metal, λ  (W/cmK). 
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λboilTi 4
min 105.2 −×=        (2.4) 

  

Raizer mentioned that this empirical equation is applicable to 

nonferromagnetic materials. However, the physical meaning of this equation is 

still unclear [10].  For example, why is the boiling temperature material correlated 

better than the melting temperature?   For the materials most commonly used as a 

spark plug electrode like nickel, platinum, and iridium the correlation gives a 

minimum currents of 0.76 A, 0.87 A and 1.4 A respectively.  Copper is not 

normally used in spark plugs but it is presented because data concerning the arc-

to-glow transition were found in the literature.  With Equation 2.4 we found an 

arc-to-glow transition current of 1.6 A for copper.   However, experimental data 

for copper electrodes at atmospheric condition from Saiepour and Harry [74] and 

Yahya and Harry [78] puts the arc-to-glow transition between 0.5 A and 0.6 A. 

 

2.4.2 Energy equation 

 

Before presenting the last method, there is a need to delve into the physics 

of the spark discharge.  Once the conducting channel exists between both 

electrodes and an arc is present, there exists a small region between the cathode 

and the main plasma zone responsible for sustaining the arc.  That sheath of 

plasma is where the emission of electrons from the cathode takes place and is 

characterized by an important gradient of temperature and of the electric field.  

Depending on the intensity of the current, the phenomena that can take place in 

the sheath include radiation losses and heat conduction from the plasma to the 

cathode, emission of electrons from the cathode, black body radiation from the 
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cathode, ionic heating of the cathode, etc.   The sheath thickness is of the order of 

the Debye length, Dλ , which is given by Equation 2.5 [27, 66]: 

 

e

e
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2
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λ =          (2.5) 

 

In Equation 2.5, 0ε  is the permittivity of free space, k is the Boltzmann constant, 

Te is the electron temperature, e is the electron charge and ne is the electron 

density in the plasma (1015 m-3 at 4000 K, from [27]).  The Debye length can be 

interpreted as a distance over which a charged particle will be shielded, by 

electrons, from other particles.   Figure 2.2 illustrates the plasma sheath with the 

emission of electrons from the cathode.  Also presented are the variation of the 

electron concentration, ion concentration and plasma temperature, which all reach 

equilibrium in the main plasma zone.  Because the electrons are released at the 

cathode surface, the ions are in greater concentration in the plasma sheath because 

of their affinity for free electrons.  The other reason why the ions are in a greater 

concentration in the sheath is because the cathode attracts them while the 

electrons are repelled by the cathode [27].  However the ion concentration change 

in the sheath is smaller than the change of electron concentration due to the lower 

velocity of the ions.   
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Figure 2.2.  Plasma sheath representation with electron and ions concentrations 

and gas temperature, compiled from [24, 27 and 73]. 

 

The energy method is based on the modeling results of Zhu and coworkers 

[75] who modeled a 200 A arc in argon in two-dimensions.  The results 

demonstrated that, as long as the current density does not surpass the maximum 

current density of the metal, there are two dominant heat transfe r processes.  The 

first one is heating of the cathode surface by thermal conduction and the second is 

the cooling of the electrode by thermionic emissions of electrons.  Their results 

showed that arc radiation heating, radiation from the cathode itself and heat 

conduction from the cathode were all, at least, one order of magnitude smaller 

than the heat conduction to the cathode and the thermionic emissions of electrons.  

Concerning the cooling process by evaporation or change of phase of the metal, 

Zhou and Heberlein [73] found it to be negligible in their two-dimensional model 

for the arc phase.  Their study covered arc currents from 5 A up to 500 A.  
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Thus a simple equation based on the energy equation at the cathode spot 

presented by Zhou and Heberlein [73] and simplified by the author, was solved to 

find the current at the transition point from arc to glow.  The left-hand term of 

Equation 2.6 is the ionic current flowing through the plasma and the right-hand 

term of Equation 2.6 is the thermionic current and thermal conduction.  
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Where Ji is the ionic current density, Vc is the cathode fall voltage for arc phase, 

iχ  is the ionization energy of the plasma, effϕ is the effective work function of the 

cathode, k is the Boltzmann constant, Tc is the cathode temperature, e is the 

electron charge.  The effective work function, effϕ , is equal to the work function 

of the metal from which the Schottky effect is removed to take into account the 

electric field effect.  The effective work function is given by Equation 2.7. 

 

ϕϕϕ ∆−=eff         (2.7) 

 

On the right-hand side of Equation 2.6, Jt is the thermionic current density 

and is responsible for the release of electrons and λ  is the thermal conductivity of 

the plasma.  Figure 2.3 is an illustration of the phenomena represented by 

Equation 2.6. 
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Figure 2.3.  Heat exchange at the cathode spot. 

 

Since, at low arc current, the ionic and thermionic currents are in equal 

proportion [73] and their summation is equal to the total current, Ji and Jt were 

replaced in Equation 2.6 by J/2, half the total current density, i.e. current divided 

by surface area.  It is to be noted that the thermionic current is responsible for 

providing electrons and is equal to the electronic current.  The ionization energy 

of the plasma ( iχ  in Equation 2.6) was taken as 2.8 eV and corresponds to the 

ionization energy of the oxide of nitrogen [79].  The ionization of oxide of 

nitrogen is the most common ionization process in air for temperature below 

10000 K [79].  The flux of heat conduction through the cathode spot was taken to 

be equal to the heat conduction flux across the sheath thickness, therefore 

D

cp TT

x
T

λ

−
≈

∂
∂

−  was used in Equation 2.6 to evaluate the conduction heat flux.  Tc 

was taken as the melting temperature of the cathode and Tp was the temperature 

of the plasma.   
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The temperature of the plasma was calculated from the experimental data 

of Saiepour and Harry [74] who studied the arc-to-glow transition for copper 

electrodes at atmospheric pressure in air.  For a 1 mm gap they reported a current 

intensity of 0.5 A as the highest current for a glow discharge.  By using this 

condition, we found that the temperature of the plasma at the transition point was 

4000 K (calculated using the Joule heating equation presented in Chapter 1 and by 

using Equation 2.4 for the radius).  For the transition point of 0.6 A, a plasma 

temperature of 4000 K and a plasma radius of 1.2 mm was also found. 

 

The temperature dependent thermal conductivity of the plasma sheath was 

evaluated at a weighted temperature: 75% the temperature of the plasma and 25% 

of the temperature of the cathode.  This approximation was used because the 

gradient of temperature in the sheath is not linear, as illustrated in Figure 2.3, but 

is rather dropping abruptly near the cathode. 

 

The plasma sheath is not considered in thermodynamic equilibrium based 

on the results of Morrow and Lowke [24].  This assumption is valid only to the 

sheath region which has a dimension of hundreds of micrometers.  Outside the 

plasma sheath, the plasma is in thermal equilibrium.  The minimum requirement 

for the plasma to be considered not at equilibrium is that the temperature of the 

electrons is twice the temperature of the plasma [10].  Therefore the effective 

temperature of the electrons in the sheath, for the calculation of the sheath 

thickness, was taken as twice the temperature of the main plasma.  By using that 

assumption the plasma sheath thickness was found to be in agreement with the 

thickness reported in the literature [24], which is approximately 100 µ m.  Table 

2 summarizes the information used to compute the arc-to-glow transition for each 
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material.  The final version of the equation proposed for the arc-to-glow transition 

is given by Equation 2.8. 
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From Table 2, the work function and the Schottky effect were used in 

Equation 2.7 to find the effective work function, effϕ .  The cathode fall voltage 

during the arc phase was used in the calculation.  For nickel and platinum the 

value of the cathode fall voltage was approximated because of lack of data in the 

literature.  The radius of the discharge was taken to be 0.4 mm from the result of 

the copper electrode.  This radius is due to the contraction of the plasma channel, 

because the experiment [74] was conducted from the glow to the arc phase. 

 

The results based on the energy equation give an arc-to-glow transition 

current of 0.55 A for the copper electrode, which is in accordance with 

experimental data presented previously (0.6 A).  For nickel and platinum the arc-

to-glow transition current was found to be 0.66 A and 0.73 A respectively.  Meek 

[31] presented experimental data for the arc-to-glow transition at 0.65 

atmospheres in pure nitrogen for different metals.  For nickel and platinum the 

reported arc-to-glow current were 0.95 A and 0.45 A respectively.  The difference 

between the calculations and the experimental data might be related to radiation 

losses for the cathode spot surfaces or that the transition happens at a different 

plasma temperature.  Radiations losses were found to be not negligible at low 

current intensity [73]. 
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Table 2.  Value of the coefficient used in Equations 2.7 and 2.8. 

Properties Ni Pt Cu 

Work function (eV) [80] 4.5 5.32 4.47 

Schottky effect (eV) 0.25 0.24 0.26 

Vc (V) [10] 15 15 18 

Tcathode (K)  1750 2045 1360 

Tplasma (K) 4000 4000 4000 

Telectron (K) 8000 8000 8000 

Dλ  (m) 1.95E-4 1.95E-4 1.95E-4 

plasmaλ  (W/mK) 0.72 0.75 0.67 

iχ  (eV) 2.8 2.8 2.8 

Glow-to-arc current (mA) 660 730 550 

 

2.5 Chapter summary 

 

The physics of the arc discharge involves two main electron mechanisms:  

thermionic emissions and thermionic field emissions. Because the equation for the 

thermionic emission greatly underestimates the current density, two different 

methods for calculating the arc-to-glow transition current were proposed.  The 

first one is a simple correlation from the literature.  However this has an obscure 

meaning with respect to the physics involved.  Finally, the second method, based 

on the energy equation, was presented and was based on the physics of the 

discharge.  The equation took into account the properties of the material and of 

the plasma in the sheath adjacent to the cathode.  With simple approximations, a 

good agreement was found between the calculation and the experimental data for 
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copper electrodes.  The same approximations were used for nickel and platinum 

and the arc-to-glow transition was found to be at a current intensity of 0.66 A and 

0.73 A respectively. 

 

The next chapter presents the experimental set-up for the experiments that 

were conducted in a DISI engine to examine the effect of spark duration on the 

combustion stability. 
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 Chapter 3.0 Experimental set-up 

 

This chapter describes the experimental set-up and the equipment that was 

utilized to perform the different tests.  A description of the engine is presented 

with the data acquisition system. More information about the engine configuration 

and controllers can be found in Ashford’s thesis [82]. 

 

3.1 Mitsubishi engine and controller  

 

The overall experimental set-up is represented schematically in Figure 3.1. 

A brief description is provided for each component in the following discussion. 

The set-up included: 

- The engine and its controller; 

- The dynamometer and its controller; 

- A combustion analysis system for in-cylinder pressure measurement; 

- A long spark duration ignition system for cylinder number 1; 

- A lambda sensor; 

- Thermocouples to monitor engine coolant and exhaust gas 

temperature; 

- A computer to acquire the signals from the lambda sensor and 

thermocouples. 

 

The thermocouples were used to detect engine malfunction by monitoring 

the temperature of the engine coolant and exhaust gas, therefore their results will 

not be reported. 
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Figure 3.1.  Schematic of the experimental set-up. 
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The engine used for the experiment was a Mitsubishi, inline, 4 cylinder, 

16 valve, 1.8- liter direct- injection spark ignition engine.  The main engine 

characteristics are presented in Table 3.  To review some characteristics discussed 

in Chapter 1, the bowl in-piston geometry deflects the injected fuel in the 

direction of the spark plug.  The injectors are situated between both intake valves 

and can be used for two injection strategies, which are the homogeneous and 

stratified charge conditions.  Furthermore, because the alternator belt was absent, 

all the electricity required by the engine for the spark discharge, injectors etc. was 

provided by an external power supply.  The fuel was fed to the injectors by the 

stock high-pressure mechanical fuel pump, which is rotated by the camshaft.  An 

external high-flow rate fuel pump fed the high-pressure fuel pump.  

 

Table 3.  Engine specifications. 

Engine Type Mitsubishi GDI, 4 G 93 

Valvetrain Double overhead cam 

Bore  81 mm 

Stroke 89 mm 

Displacement 1864 cm3 

Compression ratio 12:1 

Piston geometry Bowl 

In-cylinder flow Reverse tumble 

Spark gap 0.037”  

Spark energy  60 mJ 

Fuel pressure 50 bar 

 

The University of Texas received only the mechanical parts of the engine 

without the associated electronics.  Therefore, an Intelligent Control IC-5460 
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engine controller, illustrated in Figure 3.2, controlled the engine spark timing and 

injection pulsewidth.  The controller received signals from a mass airflow sensor 

(MAF), throttle position sensor, and an optical shaft encoder.  The mass airflow 

from the MAF sensor can be displayed on the Intelligent Control screen.  To 

control the engine speed and load, an eddy-current dynamometer (General 

Electric model 1G381) presented in Figure 3.3, was coupled to the Mitsubishi 

engine by a shaft with two universal joints at each extremity.  The eddy-current 

dynamometer was first dismantled for inspection and painted to protect against 

corrosion.  It was then re-assembled with new bearings to improve smoothness of 

shaft rotation. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.2.  Dynamometer and engine controllers. 
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Figure 3.3.  General Electric dynamometer. 

 

 
Figure 3.4.  Digalog dynamometer controller. 
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Figure 3.4 illustrates the dynamometer controller, a Digalog 1022 

Dynamometer Controller and Model TC Throttle Controller.  The digital display 

on the right side monitors the dynamometer speed, in RPM, while the left side 

display was used in our experiments to measure the Brake Mean Effective 

Pressure (BMEP).  For example, for a test to be conducted at 1500 RPM, one 

selects on the dynamometer controller to hold the engine speed at 1500 RPM.  By 

providing more fuel and air to the engine, its speed will increase, up to 1500 

RPM, after which the dynamometer will start to increase the load while 

maintaining the engine speed.  Then, by rotating the central knob of the Digalog 

controller, one can read the load.  By rotating the central knob to the required 

position, one can see the data monitored by the dynamometer controller and 

displayed on the left side display.  The user has the choice to display the engine 

load, the engine power or the difference in engine speed between the user set 

point and the actual engine speed.  

 

The dynamometer “zero torque” value was first calibrated by adjusting the 

required screw on the front panel (not illustrated) of the Digalog controller. The 

dynamometer was then calibrated with 25 pounds of weight that was installed on 

the calibration pin, illustrated in Figure 3.3.  The torque obtained was then entered 

in the Digalog controller by adjusting a second screw, also situated in the front 

panel.  More detail about the calibration process can be found in the Digalog 

user’s manual [83]. 
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3.2 Data acquisition 

 

A Horiba Universal Exhaust Gas Oxygen (UEGO) sensor model LD-700 

was positioned at the confluence of cylinders one and four to measure the air- fuel 

ratio.  Thermocouples were installed to measure exhaust gas temperature at the 

confluence of cylinders 1 and 4, and 2 and 3.  Another thermocouple measured 

the engine coolant temperature.  The signals from the lambda sensor and 

thermocouples were recorded with a Fluke 2645 NetDAQ system and a computer.  

Once a test was completed, the signal from the lambda sensor was averaged over 

500 cycles to determine the equivalence ratio of the mixture. 

 

3.3 In-cylinder pressure measurement 

 

The in-cylinder pressure was measured with a pressure transducer that was 

embedded in a specially designed Champion spark plug, as illustrated in Figure 

3.5.  The other possible configuration for the pressure transducer was to insert the 

pressure transducer through the cylinder head wall.  Because we only have one 

cylinder head, the risk of permanently damaging it by inserting the pressure 

transducer, through the cylinder head wall, was too high.  Thus, the pressure 

transducer embedded spark plug was our only choice. However, that 

configuration has a drawback, when compared to the alternative approach, which 

is a loss of precision when the pressure increase is slow like during flame 

extinction and early kernel formation.     
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Figure 3.5.  Pressure transducer embedded in spark plug, modified from [84]. 

 

The signal of the pressure transducer, Kistler 6052B1, was amplified with 

a Kistler charge amplifier (Kistler type 5010).  The charge amplifier output 

voltage was then acquired by a computer with combustion analysis software 

Redline ACAP from MTS systems.  The ACAP software needed the in-cylinder 

pressure signal from the charge amplifier, the encoder signals for crank angle 

degree and top dead center position and finally the intake manifold pressure, 

which was used as a reference pressure.  The in-cylinder pressure was set, at 

bottom dead center of intake, to be equal to the intake manifold pressure at that 

instant.  The different signals were acquired as functions of crank angle and the 

software computed the value of the COV of IMEP (indicated mean effective 

pressure) and mass fraction burned in real-time.  All measurements presented 
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consisted of the average value over 500 cycles.  The COV of IMEP is calculated 

as the ratio of the standard deviation of the IMEP divided by the mean IMEP as 

represented by Equation 3.1 

 

( ) ( )
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IMEP

IMEPCOV
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          (3.1) 

3.4 Long spark duration ignition system 

 

Cylinders two to four were fired with the stock ignition system of the 

Mitsubishi engine.  For cylinder one, the spark-timing signal was received by a 

long spark duration ignition system (LSDI) from Nexum and illustrated in Figures 

3.2 and 3.6.  The system provided a capacitor spark discharge with enhanced 

spark duration and current intensity.  This was achieved by modifying the 

hysterisis of the electrical circuit.  The system is composed of an ignition coil, 

ignition module and control module by which the spark current intensity and 

duration can be controlled. 

 

On the rear panel of the control module, two output BNC ports permitted 

monitoring of the spark current intensity and energy deposited as a function of 

time.  The current output was filtered, for clarity, and the sensitivity of the signal 

was 100 mA/Volt.  For the energy deposition, the signal was an integration of the 

current wavefront over time.  The energy signal was calibrated to represent the 

spark energy for a hypothetical arc voltage of 800 V.  This calibration represents 

an 800 V zener diode in lieu of the spark plug and is a common bench test for 

measuring spark ignition energy deposition [85].  The sensitivity of the energy 

monitor output is 100 mJ/Volt.  The maximum energy provided by the system is 
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80 mJ.  Both signals were read by an oscilloscope (Tektronic 1020), which was 

provided with an external trigger (the spark timing signal) to facilitate the reading. 

 

 
Figure 3.6.  Long spark duration ignition system 

 

3.5 Experiment 

 

The goal of the experiments was to examine the effects of spark duration 

on the COV of IMEP and mass fraction burned for different engine conditions, 

presented in Table 4.  The experiments should demonstrate whether optimum 

spark duration is a function of engine conditions (load and/or speed) in stratified 

charge mode in a DISI engine.   
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For every test, the same procedure was used and is as follows.  The engine 

was started and warmed to its operating temperature of 86°C at a constant engine 

speed of 1000 RPM in homogeneous mode.  Once the engine was fully warmed, 

the engine speed was increased to approximately 1300 RPM, after which time the 

injection timing was modified to stratified charge.  Once in stratified charge, the 

engine throttle was slowly opened and the injection pulsewidth was increased to 

reach the desired load.  Once the load was reached, spark timing and injection 

pulsewidth were adjusted to optimize the engine performance.  All tests were 

performed with EPA Tier 2 certification gasoline, supplied by Haltermann. 

 

Table 4.  Engine test matrix. 

Test number Engine speed Load 

(BMEP) 

Injection 

strategy 

Equivalence 

ratio 

1 1500 RPM 170 kPa Stratified 0.48 

2 1500 RPM 210 kPa Stratified 0.46 

3 1500 RPM 262 kPa Stratified 0.48 

4 1400 RPM 262 kPa Stratified 0.50 

5 1300 RPM 262 kPa Stratified 0.50 

6 1500 RPM 262 kPa Homogeneous 0.77 

 

  The first 3 tests evaluate the effect of increasing load at the constant 

engine speed on the optimum spark duration.  Test number 1 represents 

approximately the load encountered at a speed of 30 mph, while test number 2 is 

the load at 40 mph.  Test number 3 is the Ford World Point and represents 

highway cruising.  Tests 3, 4 and 5 compare the effect of engine speed at constant 

load on the optimum spark duration.   Finally, the last test served as a comparison 

between stratified charge mode and homogeneous charge mode with a slightly 
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lean mixture.  Because Mitsubishi always uses stoichiometric mixture when 

homogeneous injection, the engine was not pushed to the lean limit in 

homogeneous mode, but rather studied the effect of spark duration on combustion 

with that particular injection strategy.   

 

For each point, the equivalence ratio and in-cylinder pressure were 

recorded.  From the in-cylinder pressure measurement, mass fraction burned and 

cyclic variability were computed by the MTS system.  The mass fractions burned 

computed by the system are 0%-10%, 10%-85%, 10%-90% and 90%-99%.  The 

exact engine parameters for each test are presented in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 4.0 Experimental results and discussion 

  

This chapter presents the results from our experiments conducted in a 

direct- injection spark ignition engine in stratified and homogeneous modes.  First, 

the effect of load on the optimum spark duration with respect to combustion 

stability is presented.  Next, the effect of energy deposition on the COV of IMEP 

is presented and discussed.  The results for the effect of engine speed on the 

optimum spark duration follows and a discussion about pressure transducer 

measurement is presented.  Finally a comparison between homogeneous and 

stratified injection strategies with respect to the combustion process ends the 

chapter. 

 

4.1 Spark discharge characteristics 

 

 Throughout the experiments, a spark discharge of 60 mJ was varied in 

duration to find the optimized spark duration that minimized the COV of IMEP.  

At that optimum spark duration, the effect of the energy deposition was also 

verified by changing the energy to 40 mJ or 80 mJ.  For all the spark durations, 

the current intensity was held constant throughout the discharge and was, hence, 

characterized by a square profile.  Table 5 presents the current intensity for a 60 

mJ discharge with different spark duration.   Figures 4.1 and 4.2 illustrate the 

difference in the current profile during the glow phase of the discharge between 

the conventional ignition system, as found on the engine, and the long spark 

duration ignition system, (LSDI), used in the experiments.   
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Table 5.  Spark duration and current intensity for a 60 mJ discharge. 

Spark duration 

(ms) 

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 

Current intensity 

(mA) 

200 100 67 50 40 

 

 
Figure 4.1.  Current profile of a 1.5 ms, 60 mJ inductive ignition system similar to 

the one used on the Mitsubishi engine. 
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Figure 4.2.  Current profile of a 1.5 ms, 60 mJ from the LSDI. 

 

Both figures cover the spark discharge from the microsecond scale.  Thus, 

the high peak current of the discharge during the breakdown is not shown on 

either figure.  However, we can see that the conventional ignition system provides 

a triangular current discharge with a maximum current twice as high as the 

constant current discharge from the LSDI system.   During the constant current 

discharge, the current oscillates through a minimum and maximum value of 

approximately 55 mA to 75 mA, thus the average values were presented in the 

Table 5.  All the constant current discharges had the same kind of square profile.  

Finally, the square profile discharge and the triangular profile discharge 

representing the stock ignition system were both generated by the LSDI system.  
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This permitted to ensure that the energy provided by the discharge were 

equivalent in both cases.  Finally, for the square profile discharge, the constraint 

was that the discharge must end before the TDC position to prevent excessive 

electrodes erosion. 

4.2 Effects of load 

 

 The first 3 tests were conducted at a constant engine speed of 1500 RPM 

while the load was varied.  For the 3 cases, Table 6 presents the intake manifold 

pressure, air mass flow rate, equivalence ratio and spark timing.  For all tests, the 

injection timing was set at 70° BTDC while the spark timing was set for 

Minimum advance for Best Torque (MBT).  It was observed during the 

experiment that, in stratified mode, the spark timing for MBT has a range of 

approximately 3 degrees over which the torque is practically unchanged. This 

observation was also reported by Brehob and coworkers [86] who compared two 

different DISI engines.  We also observed, for all the tests conducted in stratified 

mode, that once the spark timing was set, the spark duration did not significantly 

change the position of peak pressure and thus, the spark timing was kept constant 

for all the spark durations.  The only difference among the different spark 

durations with respect to the location of peak pressure (LPP) was a slight increase 

of standard deviation of LPP with increase of COV of IMEP. 
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Table 6.  Engine conditions at 1500 RPM with load variation. 

Load 

(BMEP 

kPa) 

Manifold 

pressure 

(kPa) 

Mass flow 

rate (kg/h) 

Equivalenc

e ratio 

Spark 

timing 

(Degrees) 

Pulsewidth 

duration 

(ms) 

170 54 58 0.48 25 1.66 

210 62.4 60 0.46 25 1.67 

262 79.3 68 0.48 27 1.8 

 

By keeping the injection timing constant through all the experiments, it 

helps to simplify the comparison because the exact optimum injection timing was 

not known for each particular case.  However, we found, from [5], that the 

injection timing used through this work corresponds to the injection timing used 

by Mitsubishi for an engine speed of 1500 RPM and a load of 262 kPa BMEP.  

Thus the result of that particular point will be presented.  For the case at lower 

load, the injection timing of 70 degrees BTDC resulted in overmixing, based on 

the results presented in [8, 5].  This phenomenon will increase the fuel dispersion 

and therefore might influence the ignition process because the mixture might be 

more uniform but too lean when compared to the optimized injection timing.  

  

4.2.1 Effects of spark duration on COV of IMEP 

 

  In Figure 4.3, the COV of IMEP is shown as a function of the spark 

duration for a 60 mJ discharge and a load of 262 kPa BMEP.  We observed that 

the COV of IMEP is minimized for a spark discharge of 1.5 milliseconds.  Further 

increase of the spark duration did not decrease the COV of IMEP. One possible 

cause for this observation is that as the spark duration is increased, its current 
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intensity must be decreased.  Because low current spark discharges are more 

sensitive to turbulence and bulk flow, they are more easily stretched, which will 

be responsible to lower the plasma channel temperature and might reduce the 

igniting capability.  The turbulence and/or bulk flow velocity might affect the 

spark discharge for time scales bigger than 1.5 milliseconds, which will explain 

the optimum spark duration.   For the longest spark discharge, while they might 

be affected by the turbulence and/or bulk flow, they still provided, during the first 

1.5 milliseconds, an amount of energy that was still much more than the minimum 

ignition energy and were thus successful to ignite the mixture.  For short spark 

duration, the COV of IMEP is higher because of the fluctuation from cycle-to-

cycle in the mixture preparation.  For the cycles that are leaner, the shorter spark 

duration cannot provide a long enough window of opportunity to ignite the 

mixture, thus resulting in partial burns.  The longer spark duration, on the other 

hand, can mask these cycle-to-cycle fluctuations in mixture preparation, by 

igniting the flowing mixture for a longer period of time.  During this time, pockets 

of richer mixture might flow into the spark channel, providing a more easily 

ignitable mixture. 
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Figure 4.3.  COV of IMEP as function of the spark duration. 

   

Figure 4.3 also presents the COV of IMEP for the stock ignition, which is 

represented by an asterisk.  The COV of IMEP is higher for the stock ignition 

even if the spark energy and duration was equal to the optimum square profile 

discharge.  This demonstrates the influence of the spark discharge profile on the 

ignition process.  The difference might be related to the stretching of the plasma 

channel by the bulk flow in the cylinder during the millisecond time scale of the 

discharge during which the current intensity is low (less than 32 mA after 1.1 ms).  

This low intensity current is lower than the longest spark discharge with a square 

profile, thus it is possible that the stock ignition discharge might be affected 

sooner by the flow.  As explained previously, this stretching of the discharge 

results in lower plasma channel temperature.  Therefore, the end of the discharge 

of the stock ignition might not be effective to the ignition process.  Furthermore, 
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by integrating the triangular current of the stock ignition system over 1 ms, one 

finds that 50 mJ was already provided by the discharge and coincidentally the 

COV of IMEP is quite similar to the 1 millisecond square discharge provided by 

the LSDI.  At lower load, the stock ignition system and the 1.5 ms square 

discharge offered a similar COV of IMEP.  The difference at lower load might be 

related to the manifold pressure, which was lower than at 262 kPa BMEP.  This 

lower manifold pressure will favor the fuel evaporation and thus will make the 

mixture easier to ignite.  This phenomenon was observed in one experiment, not 

reported here, where more throttling was used in stratified injection and the effect 

of the spark discharge was not as important as in the present case.  In fact, for 

both low load cases, the maximum COV of IMEP, with a spark discharge of 0.5 

ms, was approximately 10% while at 262 kPa it was 12%, a 20% increase. 

 

The minimum COV of IMEP obtained for the 170 kPa BMEP and 210 

kPa BMEP were respectively 4% and 4.5%, which are higher than the 2.9% 

observed for the higher load.  Overmixing might be responsible for that increase 

of minimum COV of IMEP because the injection timing was not optimum for 

those two particular loads.  That overmixing will translate into a more dispersed 

fuel mixture and thus a leaner mixture in the vicinity of the spark plug at the 

moment of spark discharge.  This overmixing affects the combustion process in 

stratified charge DI engines and was reported by Hochgreb [87] who varied the 

injection timing in stratified operation in an optical DI engine.  Her results 

showed that when overmixing was present because of the early injection timing, 

the spark discharge ignited a lean mixture and that, later after the discharge was 

terminated, the ignited lean mixture propagated into a zone of a rich mixture. 

Based on this result, the combined effects of overmixing and lean mixture ignition 

at the moment of the discharge were probably the source of the observed increase 
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of COV of IMEP.  However, the optimum spark duration was found to be 1.5 

milliseconds for the three loads presented and therefore was independent of the 

engine load.  Also, even for homogeneous charge SI engines, the COV of IMEP 

increases as the load decreases. 

 

4.2.2 Effect of spark duration on mass fraction burned 

 

Figure 4.4 shows the different mass fractions burned, computed by the 

combustion analysis software, as a function of spark duration for a 60 mJ 

discharge and a load of 262 kPa. This particular load is presented because the data 

obtained in this experiment are comparable to the data of Brehob and coworkers 

[86], who conducted a test at the same engine speed and load and similar 

equivalence ratio.  Our data were within a degree or two similar to their data, thus 

confirming the validity of the results presented herein.  Because the results for the 

other cases are similar with respect to the trends observed, they are not presented, 

but can be found in Appendix A.  The data for the stock ignition are also similar 

to the data presented in Figure 4.4 and, thus, are not shown. 
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Figure 4.4.  Mass fraction burned as a function of the spark duration. 

 

The first observation, from Figure 4.4, is that the fully developed turbulent 

combustion, which is represented by the 10%-90% mass fraction burned and the 

10%-85% mass fraction burned results [88], are constant over all the spark 

durations.  The fully turbulent combustion lasted approximately 45% to 50% of 

the total burn duration but is responsible for 75% - 80% of the mass consumption.  

While the duration of the fully turbulent combustion was within two degrees for 

all spark durations, the slight variation might be related to cyclic variation of the 

mixture during that period of time.  Fujikawa and coworkers [94] studied the 

cycle-by-cycle variation in an optical DI engine in stratified mode.  They found 

that at the optimum injection timing in stratified mode, the COV of IMEP did not 
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correlate with the early kernel formation but rather with the main combustion 

period or fully turbulent combustion: 10% - 90% mass fraction burned.  By using 

laser- induced fluorescence in an optical engine, they found that the fluctuations of 

IMEP at the best injection timing had a strong correlation with the variation of the 

unburned fuel quantity existing in the piston cavity.   Based on this observation, 

the fluctuations of mass fraction burned observed might be related to cyclic 

variation in the fuel mixture during the main combustion event. 

 

The data also shows the importance in duration of the flame extinction, 

represented by the 85% - 99% mass fraction burned.  The extinction is due to the 

interaction of the flame with the wall [88] and probably with the piston surface, 

where “pool fires” have been observed in stratified charge combustion [87].  The 

extinction process lasted approximately 14 degrees of crank angle or 30% of the 

total burn duration.    

 

 The third observation is that the early flame growth, which is represented 

by the 0% - 10% mass fraction burned was not sensitive to the spark duration 

when the total amount of energy provided is 60 mJ.  One possible explanation is 

based on the experimental results of Kuwahara and Ando [7] that showed that the 

equivalence ratio at the spark plug was between 1 and 1.4 approximately when the 

injection timing was set at 70 degrees BTDC, as in our experiments.  Because the 

mixture, near the spark plug, is slightly rich at the moment of ignition it is easily 

ignitable and the energy that was provided is much more than the minimum 

ignition energy to ignite such a mixture, which is approximately a few milliJoules 

based on the experimental data of Ballal and Lefebvre [42] for flowing iso-

octane/air mixtures.  By the time the 10% mass fraction burned was reached, the 

spark discharge already provided much more energy than the minimum ignition 
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energy.  For the longest spark duration, 45% of the total energy or 27 mJ was 

provided by the time the 10% mass fraction burned was reached and therefore the 

energy provided was one order of magnitude higher than the minimum required. 

 

4.2.3 Effects of energy deposition 

 

 The effect of the energy deposition was examined for all three loads 

presented.  Because the optimized spark duration to reduce the COV of IMEP was 

1.5 ms for all three cases, the same spark duration was used to examine the effect 

of the energy deposition, which was tested at 40 mJ and 80 mJ in addition to the 

baseline 60 mJ.  The results demonstrate that the effect of the energy seems 

inconsequential at the optimized spark duration as illustrated by Figure 4.5, which 

shows the COV of IMEP as a function of the energy deposition for a BMEP of 

262 kPa.  Also for the other 2 loads, the variation of the energy deposition slightly 

changed the COV of IMEP by one or two percent, therefore the effect of energy is 

judged negligible for the optimized spark duration.   
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Figure 4.5.  Effect of energy deposition on the COV of IMEP for a constant spark 

duration of 1.5 ms, 262 kPa, and 1500 RPM. 

 

Two possible reasons might explain this observation.  The first is related 

to the fact that the amount of energy deposited is much larger than the minimum 

ignition energy, as mentioned previously.  The other is that the energy deposited 

is of the same order of magnitude, and hence the effect on the COV of IMEP will 

be negligible.  Dale and coworkers [89] presented, in their review of high-energy 

ignition systems, that the COV of IMEP was significantly reduced by an increase 

of energy if the increase is an order or two of magnitude.  For the cases presented 

here, a few hundred millijoules would probably have been required to see an 

effect on the COV of IMEP.  Ozdor and coworkers [90] reported a similar 
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observation for stoichiometric mixtures and a spark timing set at MBT.  They 

reported that the variation of the energy provided during the glow phase did not 

affect significantly the IMEP.  The energy they provided was between 1 mJ and 

270 mJ while the duration of the discharge was also varied between 1 ms and 4 

ms. Shen and Jiang [91] observed, in an optical engine, that with a rich mixture 

the increase of energy from 63 mJ to 150 mJ did not change significantly the 

kernel radius and velocity. 

 

 The physics of the spark discharge was also looked at to explain the 

absence of an effect of the energy deposition, by comparing the spark channel 

radius and temperature for the three levels of energy.  First, the electrodes 

diameter of the spark plug with the embedded pressure transducer were measured 

to determine the biggest plasma channel that could be reached during the 

discharge.  The measurements showed that the electrodes are smaller than for a 

normal spark plug.  This fact is due to the need to provide some space to insert the 

pressure transducer and to achieve this, the electrodes needed to be smaller.  The 

electrode diameters are 1.3 mm and 2.5 mm for the anode and cathode 

respectively, while for normal spark plugs the diameter is approximately 3 mm.  

By using Equation 1.4, which is valid for arc, we calculated the plasma channel 

radius growth assuming that the equation can also be applied to the glow phase.  

We found that within 30 microseconds all three discharges reached the maximum 

size permitted by the electrode as illustrated in Figure 4.6.  The plasma 

temperature was also calculated, assuming that the mixture was quiescent even if 

it was not, with the Joule heating Equation 1.6, for the three levels of energy 

deposition.  We found that the temperature of the plasma channel increases from 

3100 K for the 40 mJ discharge, to 3200 K for the 80 mJ discharge.  Thus, by 

increasing the energy deposition, the volume of the plasma discharge is constant 
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for the greater part of the spark duration, and the temperature of the plasma did 

not significantly increase.  Therefore the three parameters of ignition, which are 

temperature, volume and energy, were all too similar to have a significant impact 

on the combustion process. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.6.  Evolution of the spark channel radius for an energy deposition of 40 

mJ, 60 mJ and 80 mJ. 
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4.3 Effect of engine speed 

  

The data showed that the load did not affect the optimum spark duration 

for the minimization of the COV of IMEP.  It is also important to examine the 

effect of engine speed on the spark duration.  All the results presented in this 

section are for a BMEP of 262 kPa.  The engine conditions for each test are 

presented in Table 7.  The engine speed variation might seem small but 

limitations of the dynamometer prevented from reaching higher speeds than 1500 

RPM.  At engine speeds between 1000 RPM and 1200 RPM, the shaft connecting 

the engine to the dynamometer had a resonance frequency that was responsible 

for many shaft failures [82] and thus, prevented us from running the engine in that 

speed range.  At higher speed, the controller of the dynamometer could not hold 

the engine speed at the prescribed value.  Apparently, an incompatibility between 

the dynamometer and the controller is the source of the problem. 

 

Table 7.  Engine conditions for a load of 262 kPa with engine speed variation. 

Engine 

speed 

(RPM) 

Manifold 

pressure 

(kPa) 

Air mass 

flow rate 

(kg/h) 

Equivalenc

e ratio 

Spark 

timing 

(Degrees) 

Injection 

pulsewidth 

(ms) 

1300 69.1 50 0.5 23 1.78 

1400 70.8 55 0.5 25 1.78 

1500 79.3 68 0.48 27 1.8 
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4.3.1 Effects of spark duration on COV of IMEP 

 

 The effect of the spark duration on the COV of IMEP is shown in Figure 

4.7 for an engine speed of 1300 RPM.  The COV of IMEP is minimized for a 

spark duration of 2.5 ms while, as presented previously, the optimized spark 

duration was 1.5 ms for 1500 RPM.  For the case of 1400 RPM, the optimum 

spark duration was approximately 1.5 ms probably because the turbulence 

intensity was similar to the 1500 RPM case.  

 

From these results, the optimum spark duration is a function of the engine 

speed and thus of the turbulence intensity in the cylinder.  The turbulence inside 

the engine at the moment of the discharge stretchs the plasma channel.  This 

stretching effect has two consequences. The first one is that as the intensity of the 

turbulence increases, a higher current is needed to keep the plasma channel 

attached to the spark plug, otherwise the plasma would detach and possibly re-

strike provided that enough energy was still available in the electrical circuit.  The 

second effect is that as the turbulence intensity increases it also increases the heat 

loss by convection from the plasma channel and therefore reduces its temperature 

[10].  This second mechanism is probably the main cause of the reduced optimum 

spark duration with an increase of engine speed because there was an absence of 

the re-striking phenomena on the oscilloscope except for some short period of 

time with the longest spark duration at 1500 RPM and low load. 
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Figure 4.7.  Effect of spark duration on the COV of IMEP at 1300 RPM and 262 

kPa. 

 

The effect of the spark duration of the mass fraction burned was similar to 

the one observed in the case of varying loads in which the spark duration did not 

affect the mass fraction burned significantly.  For the same reasons that discussed 

previously, the effect of the energy deposition at the optimized spark duration did 

not translate into a significant change of the COV of IMEP. 
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4.4 Discussion on the early flame growth measurements 

 

 The cyclic variability of the overall combustion, which is represented by 

the COV of IMEP, has often been correlated to the early kernel flame growth, 

represented by 0%-2% or 2%-10% or 0%-10% mass fraction burned [88] and is 

often used to represent the effect of the ignition on the combustion process.  

However, in our experiments, the data for the 0% - 10% mass fraction burned 

were very similar for the different spark duration cases and thus, the correlation 

could not be found for most cases.  One possible reason for the absence of 

correlation might be due to the standard deviation in the time to 10% mass 

fraction burned, which was between 2 and 3 degrees.  This standard deviation was 

more important than the difference in 0% - 10% mass fraction burned between the 

fastest burn and slowest burn. 

 

The absence of correlation between the ignition process and the COV of 

IMEP, was also reported by Shen and Jiang [91] and Ozdor and coworkers [90].  

Both research groups reported that the effect of energy and spark duration had a 

negligible effect on the COV of IMEP when the spark timing was set to MBT for 

stoichiometric and/or slightly rich mixtures.  Because the mixture was slightly 

rich at the time of ignition for most cases, it is possible that the spark duration did 

not appreciably affect the COV of IMEP and is responsible for the lack of 

correlation with the early kernel growth.  That is, my results confirm previous 

findings that combustion stability does not correlate with 0%-10% mass fraction 

burned for DISI engines.  This contrasts sharply with homogeneous charge SI 

engines, for which this correlation is well established. 
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The absence of correlation between the 0% - 10% mass fraction burned 

and COV of IMEP does not imply that there is no correlation at all between the 

early flame kernel growth and the combustion stability.  While we could not 

measure the 0% - 2% or 0% - 5% mass fraction burned, there is a possibility that 

they correlate with the COV of IMEP.  It is also possible that the COV of the 0% 

- 10% mass fraction burned might correlate to the COV of IMEP.  However, this 

statistical data could not be computed in the present work.  

 

4.5 Comparison between homogeneous and stratified injection 

 

 In this last test, the engine was run at 1500 RPM with a BMEP of 262 kPa 

with a homogeneous strategy.  The injection timing was set at 120 degrees After 

Top Dead Center in the intake stroke and a slightly globally lean mixture of 

equivalence ratio of 0.77 was used.  This slightly lean mixture was chosen to 

compare the combustion process between the stratified charge injection strategy, 

which can achieve very  globally lean mixtures, and the homogeneous strategy in 

a lean burn mode.  From the data presented in [5], the Mitsubishi engine is run in 

homogeneous mode only with stoichiometric or slightly rich mixtures. 

 

 The effect of the spark duration on the COV of IMEP was first examined 

and is presented in Figure 4.8.  In homogeneous mode, the spark duration has no 

effect on the COV of IMEP.  The most probable reason is that the energy supplied 

was much more than needed.  The results from Sung and Sunwoo [95], who 

conducted an experiment in a PFI engine with similar engine load and 

equivalence ratio, but with an energy deposition of only 10 mJ, showed a similar 

value of COV of IMEP as the one obtained in this work.  For slightly lean 
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mixtures in homogeneous mode, the energy deposition required to optimize the 

combustion stability is not high.  Therefore, providing 60 mJ does not further 

enhance the combustion stability and varying the energy deposition during the 

tests to 40 mJ or 80 mJ did not affect the end result.  

 

 
Figure 4.8.  Effect of spark duration on the COV of IMEP with homogeneous 

injection strategy at an equivalence ratio of 0.77.   

 

 The mass fraction burned for the homogeneous and stratified charge 

combustion was then compared to see the difference in the combustion process 

between each injection strategy.   Figure 4.9 shows the mass fraction burned as a 

function of crank angle: the top dead center (TDC) position for each case is also 
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shown.  Table 8 compares the engine conditions with respect to intake pressure, 

air mass flow rate and equivalence ratio.  It is worth noting that the amount of fuel 

in both cases is quite similar because the injection duration was 1.826 ms and 1.8 

ms for the homogeneous and stratified charge, respectively. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.9.  Comparison mass fraction burned for homogeneous and stratified 

combustion at 1500 RPM and 262 kPa BMEP. 
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Table 8.  Engine conditions for a load of 262 kPa with different injection 

strategies. 

Injection 

strategy 

Manifold 

pressure (kPa) 

Air mass flow 

rate (kg/h) 

Equivalence 

ratio 

Spark timing 

(Degrees) 

Homogeneous 50.5 38 0.77 26 

Stratified 79.3 68 0.48 27 

 

 The early kernel growth, represented by the 0% - 10% burned, and the 

fully turbulent combustion, represented in this case by the 10% - 85% mass 

fraction burned, were both much faster for the stratified injection.  Equation 4.1 

represents the equation of the mass burning rate which will help explain the 

difference in mass fraction burned observed between the homogeneous and 

stratified injection.  The equation is a function of the unburned gas density, uρ , 

the laminar flame speed, SL, and the stretching effect of the flame front, due to 

turbulence, which is represented by the ratio of the turbulent surface area of the 

flame to the laminar surface area of the flame, AT/AL. 

 

L

T
Lub

A
A

Sm ρ=
⋅

        (4.1)  

 

From Equation 4.1, three factors affect the rapidity at which the mixture 

burns.  First, in stratified injection strategy, more air is admitted into the cylinder, 

which results into a higher unburned gas density and therefore a faster burn rate.  

Table 8 compares the mass flow rate in stratified and homogeneous mode.  In 

stratified mode, nearly 80% more air was admitted into the cylinder than in 

homogeneous mode.  This difference in mass means that the mixture was also 
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80% more dense in the case of the stratified charge when compared to the 

homogeneous case.  This translates to an increase of mass consumption per unit 

distance that is much greater in the case of stratified charge and resulted in a 10% 

mass fraction burned that is 6 degrees faster for the stratified charge.   

 

The second difference is related to the laminar flame speed.  In stratified 

injection, the mixture at ignition was slightly rich while it was slightly lean in the 

case of homogeneous injection.  Slightly rich mixtures have a higher laminar 

flame speed than slightly lean mixture [97], which will translate into higher burn 

rate.  This observation was reported by Moriyoshi and coworkers [96] who 

studied the effects of stratification of the mixture in a quiescent combustion 

bomb.  They observed that the ignition delay was shorter for an overall lean 

mixture with a small zone of rich mixture, which was ignited, compared to 

homogeneous stoichiometric mixture. 

 

Thirdly, the early faster burn in stratified charge encounter higher 

turbulence intensity in later stages of combustion, making these relatively fast in 

spite of the low local equivalence ratio.  Therefore, the flame is more stretched in 

the case of stratified injection than in homogeneous injection and the ratio AT/AL 

favored the stratified injection.   

 

The conjecture of those 3 factors were responsible at the moment the 

piston reached TDC, that more than 60% of the mass was already consumed in 

the case of the stratified charge while nearly 30% was burned for the lean 

homogeneous mixture.  As illustrated in Figure 4.9, the phasing of the combustion 

process is quite different between the stratified charge and the homogeneous 

mixture.  Brehob and coworkers [86] explained that if the combustion was started 
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later, in stratified mode, it is more likely that the later part of the combustion 

would extinguish. 

   

4.6 Chapter summary  

 

The load does not affect the optimum spark duration for the minimization 

of the COV of IMEP, but the engine speed and therefore the in-cylinder 

turbulence does affect the optimum spark duration.  As the engine speed was 

increased, the spark optimum duration was shortened at fixed speed and load.  

The short discharge produced a high COV of IMEP because the short duration 

cannot mask the cyclic variation in mixture formation; therefore for some cycles, 

the mixture only partly burned.  For a fixed spark duration, the effect of the 

energy deposited was inconsequential in reducing the COV of IMEP because the 

plasma radius and temperature were too similar when the energy was increased 

from 40 mJ to 80 mJ.  Finally, the combustion process in stratified injection is 

faster than with homogeneous injection because of the higher density of the 

mixture and because the locally slightly rich mixture has a faster flame velocity 

than the slightly lean one of the homogeneous charge, and because of the impact 

of these effects on combustion phasing. 

 

The comparison between the homogeneous case and the stratified case 

demonstrated that the chemistry taking place during the ignition process is 

important.  Therefore, the next step in this work is to look at the chemical process 

taking place inside the plasma channel.    
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Chapter 5.0 Chemical kinetics development 

 

In this chapter, the software codes used to develop the chemistry for the 

spark ignition model are briefly presented.  How the mechanism for the simplified 

“plasma” chemistry was created follows.  The chapter will conclude by presenting 

the simplified flame chemistry and the thermodynamic database and transport 

properties that were developed for the model. 

 

5.1 CHEMKIN 

 

Before discussing the chemistry involved in the spark ignition model, how 

the rate coefficient of a chemical reaction is expressed in CHEMKIN needs to be 

reviewed.  The rate coefficient of a reaction, k, is expressed as follow: 

 






−⋅= RT

EATk ab exp        (5.1) 

 

where A is the pre-exponential factor, T is the temperature, b is the power 

coefficient and Ea is the activation energy of the reaction.  The activation energy 

corresponds approximately to the bond energy in the molecule that must be 

broken for the reaction to occur.  Hence, the higher the activation energy, the 

higher the temperature required for the reaction to take place.  The pre-

exponential factor has different meanings depending on the number of molecules 

involved in the reaction, as presented by Warnatz and coworkers [98].  In 

unimolecular reactions, the reciprocal of A is equal to a mean lifetime of a 
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reactive molecule.  For bimolecular reactions, A represents the collision rate of 

the molecules. 

 

Once the chemistry input file, containing the chemical reactions and 

associated coefficients, was created, the gas-phase chemistry was then solved with 

CHEMKIN [99].  CHEMKIN is composed of three main packages that are: the 

gas-phase kinetics package, the transport package and the surface kinetics 

package.  The latter was not used in this project because its purpose is surface 

chemistry as might be encountered in surface etching, for example.  The gas-

phase kinetics package of CHEMKIN required a thermodynamic database for 

each species considered in the chemistry input file.  From those two files, a call to 

CHEMKIN is made to generate a linking file that contains the pertinent 

information about the reactions, species and elements of the mechanism. 

 

Once that linking file is generated, the user can call different subroutines 

of the gas-phase package to compute the species concentrations given the 

temperature, the pressure, the total residence time, time-step and initial species 

concentrations.  The gas-phase package can also be used to compute 

thermodynamic properties of the mixture.  Figure 5.1 represents, schematically, 

how the gas-phase package was used in the spark ignition simulations with the 

related files.  The application input file, in Figure 5.1, was written by the main 

program of the spark ignition model, while the outputs from CHEMKIN were 

received by the main program. 
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Figure 5.1.  Schematic representation of CHEMKIN and related files. 

 

5.1.2 PREMIX 

 

PREMIX [102] was used to determine the freely-propagating laminar 

flame velocity of the reaction scheme used in the spark ignition simulation. The 

other capability of PREMIX is the calculation of the flame velocity from a 

stabilized premixed flame with a given mass flow rate.  The freely-propagating 

laminar flame speed calculation was a way to validate the simplified flame 

chemistry of the model because the simulations will be ran at different pressures 

and temperatures.  It was important for the model’s results that the flame velocity 

at those conditions could be correctly approximated with the simplified flame 

mechanism.  PREMIX solves the energy equation, without heat losses, that 

represents the flame dynamics in an iterative manner.  The iterative technique 

involves solving the problem by starting with a coarse grid and, upon 
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convergence of the solution, to refine it, as defined by the user.   The results 

provided by the software are the laminar flame velocity, the temperature of the 

flame and the species concentration as function of the distance. 

 

PREMIX uses the gas-phase package of CHEMKIN presented previously 

with the associated linking file.  However, a second linking file is produced in 

PREMIX for the transport properties of the species considered.  The input file that 

dictates to PREMIX how to compute the solution must include the following 

information:  Initial concentrations of the species involve, the ambient pressure 

and unburned gas temperature at which the calculations are to be performed.  

Then, the user must provide an initial guess for the temperature profile of the 

flame, with its centered position and flame width.  The initial guess for the flame 

zone (1 cm) is normally big compared to the real flame thickness and has no 

physical meaning, but rather helps to get convergence of the first iteration.  Upon 

convergence of the coarse grid solution, the solver refines the mesh in function of 

the user input and compute again the solution by using the converged solution of 

the previous calculation as initial guess.  After 3 or 4 refinements, the solution has 

converged, which means there is no significant change in the solution from one 

refinement to the next. 

 

5.1.3 AURORA 

 

AURORA is a module of the CHEMKIN 3.7 package and computes the 

species concentrations based on the well mixed reactor model.  It was chosen to 

validate our simplified reactions as AURORA can simulate steady state and 
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transient problems.  AURORA uses the gas-phase package of CHEMKIN that 

was presented previously. 

 

AURORA was used for a closed system, which implies that there is no 

flow and therefore the system is closed to mass transfer.  The software solves the 

conservation of mass (Equation 5.2) and species (Equation 5.3) and the energy 

equation for a constant volume (5.4b) or constant pressure (5.4a) system as 

requested by the user.  Equation 5.5 provides the equation of state, while 

Equations 5.6 and 5.7 provide the mean specific heat capacity of the mixture at 

constant pressure and at constant volume respectively [100, 101]: 
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In Equations 5.2 through 5.7, the subscript k represents the kth species of the total 

number of species of the system, ρ  is the density of the gas, Y is the species 

mass fraction, N is the number of moles of the species,ω&  is the molar rate-of-

production of the species, W is the molecular weight, h is the specific enthalpy, u 

is the specific internal energy, cp is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure, 

cv is the specific heat at constant volume.    V, P, R and t are respectively the 

volume of the reactor, the pressure in the reactor, the universal gas constant and 

the time.  Finally, Qloss represents the cooling rate that is applied to the closed 

system.  

 

5.2 CEA400 

 

CEA400 is a program developed by the NASA that calculates the species 

concentrations in thermodynamic equilibrium for a given state.  For example, 

CEA, which stands for Chemical Equilibrium with Application, can calculate the 

species concentrations for a given entropy and pressure or for a given temperature 

and pressure.  The code also offers the possibility to compute Chapman-Jouguet 

detonations, theoretical rocket performance, etc.  CEA400 consists of 3 files: the 

main program with the different subroutines, a thermodynamic data file and a 

transport property data file, which are common to all problems solved by the 

program.  For equilibrium calculations, the program does not call the transport 

property data file. The user needs to provide an input file to CEA400, in a free-

form format, that contains the type of problem and the reactants involved.  

Among the different options that the user can activate, the one that specifies the 

species that the program should omit or consider can be useful considering that 

there are more than 1340 species present in the thermodynamics database.  The  
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input file for CEA400 contains the initial mixture composition and the pressure 

and temperature at which the equilibrium calculation needs to be computed.  The 

initial mixture composition was methane and air for the work covered in this 

dissertation.  More information about the different options of CEA400 can be 

found in [103], while the equations used and methods to solve them are presented 

in [104]. 

5.3 Plasma chemistry 

 

The assumption in developing the plasma chemistry, and its relative 

importance to flame initiation in spark ignition, is based on the premise that, when 

the plasma channel will start to cool recombination will take place and exothermic 

reactions will help support the early kernel growth. 

 

The first step in developing the simplified  plasma chemistry involved in 

the plasma channel was to verify the different possibilities to break down the fuel 

molecule into its atomic constituents.  First, the fuel dissociation by electron 

impact was considered.  The electron impact of methane has been studied in non-

thermal plasmas for conversion of methane to methanol, higher hydrocarbons and 

other non-combustion processes.  For example, Stano and coworkers [105] 

studied the different paths of ionization of methane (with argon) because they 

occurred at the edge of the plasma in Tokamaks.  They presented the seven paths 

for the electron ionization of methane shown below: 

 

CH4 + E →  CH4
+ + 2E           (5.8) 

CH4 + E →  CH3
+ + H + E           (5.9) 

CH4 + E →  CH3
+ + H- + E         (5.10) 
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CH4 + E →  CH2
+ + H2 + 2E         (5.11) 

CH4 + E →  CH+ + H + H2 + 2E        (5.12) 

CH4 + E →  CH+ + H- + H2 + E        (5.13) 

CH4 + E →  C+ + 2H2 + 2E         (5.14) 

 

They reported that for Reactions 5.11 to 5.14, the time to obtain a signal 

was very long, without specifying how long however, but one can deduce that 

these paths will be difficult to obtain in a spark ignition plasma  channel due to the 

short duration of the breakdown phase (10-8 seconds) where the electron 

concentration is maximum and has the highest energy.  Also, the energy of the 

electron to obtain those reactions is high (between 15.1 and 20.5 eV) compared to 

the energy of the electrons during the breakdown phase (3.8 eV based on theory 

and 3.6 eV based on Aldén and coworkers [15] results).  The ionization energy is 

12.5 eV for Reaction 5.12 and 13.58 eV for Reactions 5.13 and 5.14. Based on 

this ionization energy, the percentage of electrons that could ionize the methane 

molecule needed to be found.   To do so, the assumption that the electrons follow 

a Maxwellian distribution was used to estimate the percentage of electrons having 

at least the energy required for dissociating a molecule of methane by electron 

impact, according to the reaction seen previously: 

 

CH4 + E →  CH3
+ + H + E  (energy 13.58 eV) 

 

The equation to find the portion of electrons having enough energy for the 

reaction to take place is given by Vincenti and Kruger [106] as: 
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Where Te is the electron energy most probable at breakdown and T13.58 is the 

energy required to obtain the reaction. 

 

By assuming that the most probable electron energy at breakdown is 3.8 

eV, one finds that 5.9% of the electrons have energy superior or equal to the 

required energy to dissociate the molecule of methane.  Aldén and coworkers [15] 

measured an electron temperature, during breakdown, of 3.6 eV.  By using their 

value, one finds that 5% of the electrons have an energy equal to or superior to the 

dissociation energy for methane, by electron impact.  Therefore the ionization per 

electron impact can be neglected in the plasma chemistry because of the low 

percentage of electrons having enough energy, because the concentration of 

electrons in the spark channel is very small and also because of the time where 

those electrons are present is very short. 

 

The other mechanism for the dissociation of the fuel by thermal methods 

is encountered in pyrolysis.  Fincke and coworkers [107] have developed a 

mechanism for the plasma pyrolysis of methane, which produced hydrogen and 

carbon black.  In their experiments, a methane flow was exposed to an argon 

plasma torch with a temperature of 6200 K or 11000 K which is similar to the 

temperature encountered at the end of the breakdown and during the arc phase.  

They presented a chemical mechanism of 87 reactions for the pyrolysis of 

methane, none of which included ionization by electron impact because the argon 

plasma was only 5% ionized at 11000K.  Among the 87 reactions proposed in 

[107], the direct steps to obtain pure carbon and hydrogen were chosen and are 

presented by the 5 following reactions: 
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CH4 = H + CH3          (5.16) 

CH3 + M = CH2 + H + M         (5.17) 

CH2 + H = CH + H2          (5.18) 

C + H2 = CH + H          (5.19) 

CH + M = C + H + M          (5.20) 

 

Those five reactions were then used as a baseline mechanism to verify the 

importance of fuel dissociation at high temperature.  From this baseline 

mechanism (Reactions 5.16 to 5.20), a one-step reaction for the dissociation of 

methane was conceived:  

 

CH4 = C + 4H           (5.21) 

 

A trial-error process permitted to find the Arrhenius coefficients for the 

simplified reaction.  The baseline mechanism was compared to the one-step 

reaction at temperatures between 5000 K and 8000 K while the pressure was kept 

constant.  Figure 5.2 shows the comparison between the baseline mechanism and 

different values of temperature exponential, n, for the one-step reaction for A = 

8.0·1044 and an activation energy of 131000 cal/mol.   This activation energy was 

obtained by a trial error process to provide a dissociation of the fuel at a 

temperature similar to the baseline mechanism.  The activation energy for the 

simplified Reaction 5.21 is similar to the highest activation energy of the baseline 

mechanism, which is 118000 cal/mol for Reaction 5.16.  The final value of the 

temperature exponent, n, for Reaction 5.21 was chosen as -7.60 because it 

provided a better matched with the baseline mechanism with respect to 

equilibrium concentration. 
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Figure 5.2.  Comparison baseline with one-step mechanism at 6000 K for 

different values of temperature exponent, n. 

 

Once that simplified reaction was calibrated, the other “plasma” reactions 

were included.  I want to mention that while I call the chemistry “plasma 

chemistry” it is in fact a high temperature chemistry to approximate the 

dissociation taking place at plasma temperatures.  The term plasma chemistry is 

normally associated with reactions of ions present in the plasma gas. Reactions 

5.22 to 5.27 are dissociation reactions that will take place at high temperature and 

their respective backward reactions will lead to recombination as the plasma cools 
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down.  Reaction 5.27 is a recombination reaction that will take place mainly at 

low plasma temperature (3000 K – 4000 K).  

 

CH4 = C + 4H           (5.22) 

O2 + M = 2O + M          (5.23) 

N2 + M = 2N + M          (5.24) 

OH = O + H            (5.25) 

CO = C + O           (5.26) 

H2O = H + OH           (5.27) 

CO + OH = CO2 + H          (5.28) 

H2 = 2H           (5.29) 

 

The reaction rates for Reactions 5.23 and 5.24 were taken from NASA 

[109], while Reaction 5.25 was taken from the GRI-MECH 3.0 [110].  Reaction 

5.26 was taken from the NIST web page from reference [111] and Reaction 5.27 

was also from the NIST web page from reference [112] for the forward rate and 

[113] for the backward rate. Nitric oxide, NO, was not considered in the plasma 

chemistry because its equilibrium concentration over the range of temperatures 

considered is small and because, as reported by Williams [114], it has a negligible 

effect on the thermochemistry.  The other reason why nitric oxide was neglected 

is because its production rate is a slow process, even at high pressure, compared 

to the other species rates of production [98, 116].   

 

This set of reactions with their associated reaction rates was then used in 

Aurora to compare the equilibrium concentrations obtained by that chemical 

scheme to the results of CEA400 presented in Figure 5.3 as obtained at a pressure 

of 6 atmospheres for a stoichiometric mixture of methane and air.  This pressure 
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was chosen as being representative of the in-cylinder pressure at the spark timing.  

The equilibrium concentration, at 6000 K and 6 atmospheres, of carbon monoxide 

(CO) from the “plasma” chemistry was wrong when compared to CEA’s results.  

As presented in Figure 5.3, CO is the last diatomic gas to dissociate at high 

temperature because the bond between the carbon and the oxygen atoms is the 

strongest bond among diatomic molecules (C-O bond strength is 1075 kJ/mol 

while N-N bond strength is 945 kJ/mol [116]).  Therefore, the Arrhenius 

coefficients for Reaction 5.26 were modified to obtain a better equilibrium 

prediction.  The first step was to increase the activation energy up to the point 

where no more gain in precision was possible.  Then, the exponent of the 

temperature, n, was modified too.  Once the CO concentration was fixed, the 

same procedure was taken for the OH concentration by modifying Reaction 5.25 

until the results were judged satisfactory.  
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Table 9.  Arrhenius coefficient of the final simplified plasma mechanism. 

Reactions A 

(cm·mole·sec·K) 

n Activation energy 

(cal/mol) 

CH4 = C + 4H 

Reverse rate 

8.0E44 

1.0E10 

-7.6 

0.0 

131000 

0.0 

O2 + M = 2O + M 

Reverse rate 

3.61E18 

3.01E15 

-1.0 

-0.5 

118800 

0.0 

N2 + M = 2N + M 

Reverse rate 

1.92E17 

1.09E16 

-0.5 

-0.5 

226000 

0.0 

OH = O + H 2.41E15 0.0 115000 

CO = C + O 4.34E27 0.5 256350 

H2O = H + OH 

Reverse rate 

7.42E28 

2.2E22 

-3.0 

-2.0 

122600 

0.0 

CO + OH = CO2 + H 

Reverse rate 

3.7E11 

1.0E14 

0.0 

0.0 

699 

24244 

H2 = 2H 2.23E14 0.0 96181 
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Figure 5.3.  Equilibrium concentrations as a function of temperature as computed 

with CEA400 for stoichiometric methane/air. 

 

The equilibrium calculations with the simplified “plasma” chemistry were 

computed transiently with AURORA until the concentrations reached their 

equilibrium values.  The main difference between the “plasma” chemistry 

equilibrium concentrations and the ones from CEA400 concerned the 

concentration of H2.  However, the difference was judged acceptable due to the 

relative small concentration of H2 over the temperatures involved in the plasma 

and also because the hydrogen atom (H) plays a more important role due to its 

concentration. In Figure 5.4, the difference between the equilibrium concentration 

from CEA calculation and the ones obtained with the simplified plasma chemistry 
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is presented as a function of temperature.  From Figure 5.4, one observed that as 

the temperature increases the error in the equilibrium prediction is decreased.  The 

species with the highest concentration at equilibrium with CEA400 were all 

predicted within a factor of two as the biggest error.  For pure carbon and carbon 

monoxide the predictions from the plasma chemistry are within 10% of the 

equilibrium calculation with CEA400.  The chemistry was thus kept at the values 

shown in Table 9 and combined with flame chemistry, presented next, for the 

spark ignition model. 

 

 
Figure 5.4.  Difference of species concentrations between the reduced mechanism 

and CEA400 equilibrium concentrations. 
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Figure 5.5 illustrates a transient calculation performed by AURORA until 

equilibrium was reached at 6000 K and 6 atmospheres for a stoichiometric 

mixture of methane and air.  One can observe that the dissociation of nitrogen is a 

slow process compared to the other species involved in our chemistry.  The fuel is 

rapidly converted into hydrogen and carbon and the carbon is, later on, oxidized 

to carbon  monoxide as the diatomic oxygen dissociates.  This atomic oxygen also 

reacts with the atomic hydrogen to form OH.  It is important to note that, at the 

short time scales that represent the residence times at very high temperature in a 

spark channel, an abundance of C and H are formed.  As the plasma cools, these 

species will recombine via exothermic reactions. 
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Figure 5.5.  Transient evolution of the species concentrations as a function of time 

at 6000 K and 6 atmospheres for a stoichiometric methane-air mixture. 

 

5.4 Flame chemistry 

 

To develop the simplified flame chemistry mechanism, I looked for a 

mechanism that involved only a few species and that was robust enough to 

converge at high temperatures as encountered in the plasma channel.  The 

mechanism also needed to reproduce the flame velocity for a wide range of 

conditions (i.e. pressure and equivalence ratio).  The main criterion for the flame 

chemistry is that the mechanism should provide us a good approximation for a 

pressure range between 1 and 6 atmospheres and equivalence ratios between 0.5 
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and 1.  Available reduced mechanisms were first considered because of the few 

species involved.  But, as mentioned by Mallampalli and coworkers [117], who 

developed four reduced mechanisms for methane fuel at high pressure and lean 

mixtures, some convergence problems were encountered with their reduced 

mechanism, especially the shorter one, a five-step mechanism.  After trying some 

reduced mechanisms [117, 118] and skeletal or short mechanisms [119, 120, 122], 

I found that skeletal and short mechanisms experienced fewer convergences 

problem at high temperature and pressure, while reduced mechanisms seemed to 

work more smoothly only in the range of temperature or equivalence ratio for 

which they were designed.  Furthermore, some reduced mechanisms involved 

many species in quasi-equilibrium that needed to be computed at each time-step.  

This quasi-equilibrium calculation may involve solving more than 200 forward 

and backward reaction rates that needed to be computed which would, thus, slow 

down the calculation. 

 

The 8 reaction, 12 species methane flame skeletal mechanism used in this 

work is from Miyamoto and coworkers [122] who developed it to calculate the 

ignition time of methane-air mixtures.  The mechanism was chosen because of the 

few species involved, which is comparable to some reduced mechanism [117, 

118] and proved to converge at high temperature and pressure.  Because this work 

is mainly concerned with lean mixtures, the skeletal mechanism was tested with 

PREMIX to evaluate the flame speed at an equivalence ratio of 0.6 and at 

pressure of 1, 2 and 3 atmospheres and an unburned gas temperature of 300 K.  

The results were then compared to the experimental data of Egolfopoulos and 

coworkers [119] who measured methane flame speeds with a counter flow burner 

and also compared to the Gas Research Institute Mechanism 3.0 (GRI-Mech 3.0) 
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from Smith and coworkers [110].  The results are presented in Figure 5.6 below 

and demonstrate acceptable results from the skeletal mechanism. 

 

All the calculations performed with PREMIX were accomplished over 100 

grid points with at least 3 successive grid refinements.  The 8 reaction mechanism 

reached a converged solution approximately five times faster than the GRI-Mech 

3.0 mechanism.  Therefore an appreciable gain in computational time was 

obtained by using a mechanism with fewer species and reactions. 

 

 
Figure 5.6.  Effect of pressure for an equivalence ratio of 0.6 and temperature of 

300 K. 
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The next step was to verify the performance of the skeletal mechanism 

under similar conditions as encountered in spark ignition engines at the moment 

of ignition.  To do so, PREMIX was run with an initial pressure of 6 atmospheres 

and a temperature of 400 K.  The results were compared against GRI-Mech 3.0 

and the recent experimental data of Gu and coworkers [123], who conducted their 

experiments in a spherical combustion bomb at pressures up to 1 MPa and 

unburned gas temperatures of 300 K and 400 K, was also used.  The experimental 

data were extrapolated for mixtures with an equivalence ratio leaner than 0.8 

based on the data of the richer mixtures.  Figure 5.7 compares the results obtained 

and shows a good agreement between the skeletal mechanism and the references 

used.  The overall performance of the skeletal mechanism for predicting the flame 

speed for lean methane-air mixtures was judged acceptable and, thus, the 

mechanism was chosen as the flame chemistry.   
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Table 10.  Arrhenius coefficients of the skeletal mechanism. 

Reactions A 

(cm·mole·sec·K) 

n Activation energy 

(cal/mol) 

CH4 = CH3 + H            

Reverse rate 

1.4E17 

2.84E11 

0.0 

1.0 

88400 

-19510 

CH3+O2=CH2O+ OH     

Reverse rate 

6.92E11 

7.21E11 

0.0 

0.0 

4530 

58050 

CH3+OH=CH2O+ H2  

Reverse rate       

4E12 

1.2E14 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

71720 

CH2O+OH=HCO+H2O   

Reverse rate 

5.4E14 

1.87E14 

0.0 

0.0 

6300 

36120 

HCO+OH = CO + H2O       

Reverse rate 

1E14 

2.8E15 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

10510 

CO + O = CO2             

Reverse rate 

5.9E15 

5.5E21 

0.0 

-1.00 

4100 

131800 

H + O2 = O + OH          

Reverse rate 

2.2E14 

1.74E13 

0.0 

0.0 

16790 

677 

H2O = H + OH 

Reverse rate 

7.42E28 

2.2E22 

-3.0 

-2.0 

122600 

0.0 
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Figure 5.7.  Comparisons of the skeletal mechanism with a complete mechanism 

and data for flame speed predictions at 6 atmosphere and 400 K. 

 

5.5 Thermodynamic database 

 

Thermodynamic properties of the different species involved in the 

chemistry are important because they influence the solution of our calculation like 

chemical heat release.  The CHEMKIN database offers thermodynamic properties 

to a maximum temperature of 5000 K or less for some species.  Because at the 

end of breakdown, the temperature of the plasma channel can be as high as 10000 

K depending of the electrical circuit and ambient conditions, a database was 
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developed for nitrogen and oxygen, which dissociate at high temperature.  How 

this thermodynamic database was computed is presented in the following section. 

 

To generate a thermodynamic database in the CHEMKIN format, one 

needs to provide the value of entropy, enthalpy and the specific heat at constant 

pressure as function of temperature.  Because of the absence of data at 

temperatures higher than 5000 K, the partition function of those species was used 

to compute the required properties.  The partition functions were taken from 

Giordano and coworkers [124] of the European space agency and were used for 

nitrogen (N2 and N) and oxygen (O2 and O).  When the database was first 

developed, it took into account ionization up to the third ionization level but this 

is not used in the final chemistry because the temperatures involved are not high 

enough for those species to appear. 

 

5.5.1 Entropy 

 

The entropy equation from the partition function was derived from the 

Boltzmann equation, which comes from classical and statistical thermodynamics.  

The demonstration is outside the scope of this work and can be found in [125] or 

other advanced thermodynamics books.  The entropy equation is given by 

Equation 5.30 
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where N is the Avogadro’s number, k is the Boltzmann constant (1.3807E-16 
1−⋅ Kerg ), T is the temperature and Q is the molecular partition function.  

Equation 5.30 can be simplified by replacing the term Nk by R, the Universal gas 

constant (1.98 cal K-1) to give Equation 5.31 
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This formula was used to calculate the entropy of the different species.  

The partition function was found as follows.  By definition the partition function, 

Q, is a measure of the distribution over energy groups of the particles in a system 

in equilibrium and is equal to [106] 

 

trQQQ int=         (5.32) 

 

In Equation 5.32, Qint is the internal molecular partition function and Qt r is the 

translational partition function.  As presented by [106] the translational partition 

function is equal to  
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Where m is the atomic mass and is equal to the ratio of the molecular weight 

(gram/mol) to Avogadro’s number (6.0225E23 mol-1) and h is Plank’s constant 

(6.6261E-27 serg ⋅ ).  Equation 5.33 was then inserted into Equation 5.32 and by 
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dividing both sides of the equation by N, Avogadro’s number, one obtains 

Equation 5.34 
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From the equation of state NkTPV = , substitution of 
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Equation 5.34 was performed, where P is the pressure ( 2−⋅cmdyne ), to finally 

obtain 
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For each species the value of Qint as a function of temperature is provided 

by the data of the European Space Agency [124] and thus the calculation of the 

ratio Q/N was then computed.   The result was then inserted in Equation 5.31 to  

compute the entropy of the species.   The derivative 
T
N
Q
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∂ln

 in 5.31 was 

evaluated as 
T
N
Q

∆















∆ ln

 which in the difference of 5.35 between two 

temperatures.  The solution of Equation 5.31 was compared to data available at 

low temperature from NASA with good agreement (within 10%) as is illustrated 

in Figure 5.8, and therefore confirms the validity of the approximation. 
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Figure 5.8.  Comparison of the entropy of oxygen as a function of temperature.  

 

5.5.2 Enthalpy and specific heat at constant pressure 

 

For the molar enthalpy (H) values the equation given in [106] was used: 

 

int2
5

ERTH +=        (5.36)  

 

Where Eint is the internal energy of the molecule.  Equation 5.36 can also be 

represented as   
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       (5.37) 

 

Equation 5.37 was used in the present calculation because the data of the internal 

energy were presented in [124] under the form 
RT
E int .  Because CHEMKIN used 

the difference of enthalpy with respect to the enthalpy at 298 K, the enthalpy of 

formation was substracted from the calculated enthalpy (H) from Equation 5.37. 

 

Finally the last database provided to CHEMKIN is the value of the 

specific heat at constant pressure Cp, and it was calculated with the following 

equation as presented in [126]: 
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Where 
intpC  is the internal specific heat at constant pressure and the ratio

R

C p int  

was provided in [124].  The results of Equations 5.31, 5.37 and 5.38 were then put 

together in a text file as functions of temperature to be used by FITDAT [127], a 

utility of CHEMKIN.  FITDAT performed a least-squares fitting procedure to 

generate polynomial fitting coefficients in CHEMKIN format for the entropy, 

enthalpy and specific heat at constant pressure. 
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5.5.3 Thermal conductivity 

 

The thermal conduc tivity (λ ) of air up to a temperature of 10000 K has 

been extracted from Boulos and coworkers [27] because of the amount of data 

available.  For temperatures greater than 10000 K the data from Sher and 

coworkers [58] was used.   The data points were then plotted and the curve was 

then cut in a small section.  For each section, a curve-fitting function from Matlab 

was used to extrapolate the polynomial coefficients of the curve.  Therefore three 

(3) equations covered the following ranges of temperature:  from 300 to 3600 K, 

3600 K to 7100 K, and 7100 K to 10 000 K.  The data points are represented in 

Figure 5.9 along with the 3 curves.  The data was available for temperatures 

higher than 500K and the fitted curve was used to temperatures from 300 K.  The 

3 equations are presented by equation 5.39 through 5.41 

 

λ  (300 K – 3600 K) = -2.78E-15·T6 + 2.95E-11·T5 - 1.20E-07·T4 + 2.43E-04·T3  

- 2.57E-01·T2 + 1.41E+02T - 2.59E+04    (5.39)  

 

λ  (3600 K – 7100 K) = -3.42E-16·T6 + 6.03E-12·T5 - 2.78E-08·T4 - 8.18E-05·T3  

+ 1.15·T2 - 3.80E+03T + 4.46E+06       (5.40) 

 

λ (7100 K – 10000 K) = -6.60E-17·T6 + 4.31E-12·T5 - 1.16E-07·T4  

       + 1.63E-03·T3 - 1.27E+01·T2 + 5.09E+04T - 8.18E+07 

            (5.41) 
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Figure 5.9.  Thermal conductivity of air as a function of temperature. 

 

5.6 Transport properties 

 

For the transport properties, the self-diffusion coefficient of air (Dair) was 

calculated as presented by Anderson [125] and is given by Equation 5.42.  This 

model, using the Lennard-Jones potential, is based on intermolecular force fields, 

which vary with distance between the molecules.  

airdair
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=       (5.42) 
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In Equation 5.42, Mair is the molecular weight, P is the pressure in atmospheres, 

dair is an equivalent diameter of the molecule, and for air the value is 3.617 Å.  

Finally aird ,Ω  is a function of temperature and the data were also extracted from 

[125] and are plotted in Figure 5.10 to find an equation for the value of aird ,Ω  as a 

function of temperature with the help of the curve fitting function in Excel.  

Equation 5.43 is the curve fit equation obtained with Excel. 

 

aird ,Ω = -0.12063·LN(T) + 1.6006     (5.43) 

 

The values of aird ,Ω  calculated from the equation extracted from the curve 

fitting were put into Equation 5.42 to find the binary diffusion coefficient.  Figure 

5.10 presents the calculated values of aird ,Ω  from the curve fitted equation, which 

has a linear regression coefficient (R2) of 0.9855. Figure 5.11 presents the 

diffusivity coefficient and the curve obtained from curve fitting the data with a 

linear regression coefficient of unity (R2 = 1), which was used in the model, as a 

function of temperature.  The self-diffusivity equation from the curve fit is present 

by Equation 5.44. 

 

Dair = 3.6054E-07·T2 + 1.9703E-03·T - 1.0574    (5.44) 

 

The diffusivity coefficient for air (Dair), applied to all the species, was 

chosen because of its simplicity, which permitted to save computation time.  The 

other reason was that transport properties of the different species involved in the 

chemistry were unavailable or did not cover the range of temperature needed for 

the simulation.  Thus by using a unique self-diffusion coefficient, as a function of 
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temperature, and to apply it to each species permitted to have an acceptable 

approximation that could not be achieved otherwise. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.10. aird ,Ω  as a function of temperature and curve fit data.  
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Figure 5.11.  Diffusion coefficient as a function of temperature. 

 

5.7 Chapter summary 

 

 Plasma chemistry was developed to take into account the high temperature 

encountered in the discharge region.  It was found that the electron concentration 

and their associated energy were too low to play an important role in the fuel 

dissociation.  A simplified mechanism for the dissociation of methane was 

developed from a baseline mechanism from methane pyrolysis.  The high 

temperature chemistry mechanism included 7 reactions with dissociation of 

nitrogen, oxygen and other species.  This mechanism was calibrated with 

equilibrium concentrations for a wide range of pressure and temperature with 
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success.   Simplified flame chemistry was validated against experimental data and 

the GRI-3.0 mechanism.  A thermodynamic database for air was created for 

temperatures as high as 10000 K.  Other thermodynamic and transport properties 

were found by curve fitting the data.  This method saves on computation time. 

 

The next chapter is dedicated to the effect of the plasma chemistry during 

the cooling process of the hot gases. 
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6.0 Chemistry results and discussion 

 

This chapter first presents the effect of the combination of the plasma 

chemistry and flame chemistry with respect to plasma cooling.  The effect of 

initial carbon concentration on the temperature during plasma cooling is also 

presented. 

 

6.1 High cooling rate 

 

 In the previous chapter, a “plasma” chemical mechanism was developed 

with the premise that as the “plasma” cools down, recombination of atoms will 

take place and release heat.  The plasma chemistry was added to the flame 

chemistry to form a chemical mechanism.  The reader is reminded that the plasma 

chemistry is basically a high-temperature chemistry.  The name simply reflects 

the difference between flame chemistry and high-temperature chemistry.  It does 

not reproduce the ions and electrons reactions or even consider those species 

because their respective concentrations are low in the case that is covered by this 

work.  

 

The difference in gas temperature, as it cools down, by using two different 

mechanisms, which are the plasma-flame mechanism and the flame-only 

mechanism is first presented.  In this chapter the plasma-flame chemistry is 

defined as the plasma mechanism developed in the previous chapter that was 

added to the flame chemistry. The calculations were performed with AURORA, 

which has been presented previously, for a constant volume system.  The initial 
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conditions for each mechanism were a temperature of 6000 K and a pressure of 6 

atmospheres.  The initial mole fractions for each species were the equilibrium 

concentrations at that pressure and temperature.  Also, a third case was run with 

an initial species concentration equal to the equilibrium concentration obtained by 

the flame chemistry alone.  That equilibrium concentration does not match the 

real equilibrium concentration due to the fact that some important species at high 

temperature are absent from the flame mechanism.  However, it is necessary to 

look at the result from this wrong equilibrium calculation, because when flame 

chemistry was involved in a spark ignition model as found in the literature, the 

flame mechanism was submitted to high temperature in the plasma region and the 

solution obtained from that region affected the end results. 

 

The plasma was cooled at a rate of 10.5 kJ/s (2500 cal/s) to illustrate the 

effect of each mechanism.  This cooling rate represents the cooling rate that the 

mass of the closed system would have been submitted to, from the end of the 

breakdown to the end of a 1 milliseconds spark discharge.  In the simulation, the 

volume of the closed system was 1 cm3 and corresponds to a mass of 
41035.2 −× grams.  The temperature of the plasma channel can be found by using 

Equations 1.2, 1.3, 1.4 and 1.7 presented in Chapter 1.  The result from the spark 

ignition model of Bhat [25] provided the current and voltage at the end of the 

breakdown of 3 A and 1000 V respectively.  With those conditions, the 

temperature of the plasma can be approximated by using Equations 1.2, 1.3, 1.4 

and 1.7.  One finds that the temperature of the plasma is approximately 10000 K.  

One can assume at the end of the discharge that the gas will be at the same 

temperature than the flame temperature (2000 K).   Finally, assuming a constant 

volume process, one found a cooling rate of 10 kJ/s. 
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The results obtained for the variation of temperature is presented in Figure 

6.1.  One can observe that the plasma-flame chemistry maintained a higher gas 

temperature for a much longer time than the flame-only chemistry.  The case with 

the wrong equilibrium concentration, represented by Flame(non-equil) in Figure 

6.1, performed better than the flame-only mechanism with the right initial 

equilibrium concentrations.  The main reason is related to the fact that some 

species were present at equilibrium for a temperature of 6000 K but were absent 

in the flame chemistry.  Therefore, those species did not participate in any 

reaction during the cooling process.  Because the equilibrium concentration 

involves some species absent from the flame only mechanism, it was equivalent 

to having less reactants for the case of flame chemistry only with right 

equilibrium concentration compared to the case of flame chemistry with the 

wrong equilibrium concentration. 

 

Figure 6.1 proves the importance of the chemical reactions of the plasma 

chemistry as the plasma cooled.  The effect of the plasma-flame mechanism is to 

lengthen the cooling time to 2000 K by 2.5 times.  After this, the flame chemistry 

took over and all the decreases of temperature are similar and correspond to the 

cooling rate.  Therefore, the plasma mechanism and its recombination chemistry 

play an important role as the plasma cools.  The solution is sensitive to the time 

step used during the calculation because of the highly exothermic reaction from 

the recombination of carbon and oxygen.  To prevent oscillations with the 

plasma-flame chemistry, small time step of 10-11 second is needed. 
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Figure 6.1.  Plasma temperature evolution as a function of time for different 

chemical mechanisms.  

 

 Figure 6.2 presents the equilibrium concentrations obtained by the plasma-

flame chemistry after it cooled down to 2000 K and the equilibrium concentration 

as calculated with CEA.  One can see that the plasma-flame chemistry predicted, 

within an order of magnitude, the right equilibrium concentrations.  The worst 

concentration calculated by the mechanism were for O2, OH and HCO, which is 

not shown in the figure and which, in equilibrium, is normally in negligible 

amount. Our plasma-flame chemistry predicted, for HCO, a concentration several 

orders of magnitude bigger than CEA.  However, considering that the amount of 

species in our chemistry was restrained and the fact that the equilibrium 
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concentration was optimized for a temperature of 6000 K, the equilibrium 

concentration obtained at low temperature is relatively good. 

 
Figure 6.2.  Comparison of species concentrations at equilibrium at 2000 K and 6 

atmospheres. 

 

 Figure 6.3 compares the difference in heat release rate associated with 

each mechanism to demonstrate the importance of the energy release by the 

plasma chemistry.  During the first instant of the cooling process, the plasma 

chemistry already shows a high heat release rate that sustained the plasma 

temperature, while both flame chemistry, but with different initial concentrations, 

show negative heat release that could not be displayed in a logarithm graph.  One 

observes that the heat release rate is approximately 5 orders of magnitude bigger 
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for the plasma-flame chemistry than for the flame chemistry only.  Thus the 

recombination reactions taking place are highly exothermic.  

 
Figure 6.3.  Heat release rate as functions of time and mechanism. 

 

 Figure 6.4 compares the different chemical reactions that contributed the 

most to the heat release rate.  The discontinuities in each curve mean that the 

reaction became endothermic (negative heat release rate) or that the heat release 

rate was negligible.  In the case of the CO reaction, the discontinuities mean that 

because of the important heat release rate and increase of the concentration of CO, 

the reaction direction was reversed to dissociate the molecule to carbon and 

oxygen.  This phenomenon is explained by the fact that the temperature is near 
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the temperature of dissociation of carbon monoxide.  Once the temperature is out 

of that range of dissociation, the reaction becomes exothermic only as expected.   

 
Figure 6.4.  Chemical reactions contribution to heat release.    

 

The formation of carbon monoxide was the most important reaction 

happening and was responsible for sustaining the high temperature of the plasma.  

As long as there is pure carbon and atomic oxygen, the recombination of both 

elements was responsible for holding the temperature at an elevated value.  Once 

the carbon was consumed, the temperature started to drop and the concentration 

of carbon dioxide, CO2, increased steadily.  However the formation of CO2 cannot 

sustain the plasma temperature, thus the temperature cools down to flame 

temperature levels where CO2 can be formed.  Figure 6.5 presents the evolution of 
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the different carbon species as a function of time during the cooling period and 

illustrates the phenomena just described. 

 

 
Figure 6.5.  Carbon species concentrations as functions of time. 

 

Figure 6.6 illustrates the contribution of the most energetic reactions 

among the flame chemistry.  As mentioned previously, once the temperature of 

the gas was near the flame chemistry temperature, formation of CO2 dominates 

until the very end where water formation became important at cooler temperature.   
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Figure 6.6. Flame chemistry contribution to heat release for the plasma-flame 

chemistry. 

 

The formation of water is presented in Figure 6.7, which illustrates the 

hydrogen related species concentrations as a function of time.  From the results, 

the water concentration increased very fast once the temperature of the gas was 

below 3000 K.  Figure 6.7 also demonstrates that H2 is formed as the plasma 

cooled down until a temperature of 3000 K at which it starts to be consumed.  By 

comparing the atomic hydrogen (H) concentration of Figure 6.7 with CO 

concentration of Figure 6.5 it can be seen that both species behaved in a similar 

way and are both at important concentrations at temperatures superior to 4000 K.  
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Once below 4000 K they both started to react to form radicals (OH, HCO, etc.) 

and stable products of combustion like CO2 and water. 

 
Figure 6.7  Hydrogen species concentrations as functions of time for the 

plasma+flame chemistry. 

 

6.2 Effects of carbon concentration 

 

Finally, the importance that the carbon species play in the cooling process, 

even in small concentrations, was verified.  At 5000 K, the mole fraction of pure 

carbon in equilibrium concentration is near 10-5, but its effect on the cooling 

plasma can still be seen as illustrated in Figure 6.9.  Figure 6.9 compares the 

cooling process for an initial temperature of 5000 K for a stoichiometric mixture 
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of air and methane with the same cooling rate as in the first example (10.5 kJ/s).  

One observes that the plasma-flame chemistry reached the same temperature as 

the flame chemistry in about twice the amount of time, therefore demonstrating 

the importance of the reaction between the pure carbon and oxygen. 

 

 
Figure 6.8.  Temperature evolution of the flame chemistry and plasma-flame 

chemistry from an initial temperature of 5000 K. 

 

6.3 Chapter summary 

 

The plasma flame chemistry sustained a higher gas temperature than the 

flame chemistry only and for a longer period of time.  The cooling rate intensity 
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also influenced how the plasma chemistry can sustain the plasma.  As the cooling 

rate is increased, the plasma effect was more evident.  The sustaining of the high 

temperature was mainly achieved by the formation of carbon monoxide (CO) 

from pure carbon and oxygen, which resulted in a highly exothermic reactions. 
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7.0 Summary, conclusions and recommendations for 

future research 

 

 While internal combustion engines continue to evolve with the appearance 

of direct injection technology aimed at reducing emissions and fuel consumption, 

one phenomenon requiring advancement is the understanding and improvement of 

flame initiation.  It was thus decided to study the physics and chemistry associated 

with the spark discharge and to also conduct an experiment with an enhanced 

spark ignition system. 

 

The four phases of the spark discharge were reviewed.  The pre-

breakdown phase creates a conducting channel between the electrodes.  Once the 

electrode gap is closed, the breakdown starts and is characterized by a fast 

increase of current within approximately two nanoseconds, while the voltage 

drops.  The end of the breakdown phase was defined as the moment when the 

plasma reaches thermal equilibrium (the electron and gas temperatures 

equilibrate).  The arc phase then starts and is characterized by a plasma 

temperature of the order of 6000 K and a weakly ionized gas.  Finally the last 

phase of the discharge is the glow, with a plasma temperature of the order of 3000 

K and a current intensity of less than approximately 0.5 A.  An equation to 

determine the arc-to-glow transition was developed and is function of the 

electrode material. 

 

An experiment was conducted in a direct- injection engine with a reverse 

tumble flow.  Experiments in stratified and homogeneous injection strategy 

modes were compared to evaluate the effect of spark duration and energy 
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deposition on the flame initiation and combustion processes.  The influence of 

engine load and speed on the optimum spark duration were examined.  The 

optimum spark duration to minimize the COV of IMEP was a function of the 

engine speed.  The variation of energy deposition was inconsequential on the 

COV of IMEP at the optimum spark duration.  The combustion process was found  

to be faster in stratified charge mode due to the higher density of the mixture 

during the combustion process when compared to homogeneous injection mode. 

 

Simplified plasma chemistry was developed to reproduce the dissociation 

that takes place in the plasma channel at high temperature.  The plasma chemistry 

was favorably compared with thermodynamic equilibrium calculations.  The 

plasma chemistry was then added to a skeletal flame mechanism, that was 

compared to experimental results and GRI-3.0 flame chemistry with respect to 

flame speed at different initial equivalence ratios, pressures, and temperatures.  A 

thermodynamic database was also created, for species present in air, for 

temperatures as high 10000 K. 

 

The cooling process of the plasma channel was then modeled by imposing 

a cooling rate to the initial plasma at 6000 K and 6 atmospheres.  The plasma-

flame chemistry combination was then compared to the flame chemistry alone 

with respect to plasma temperature and heat release rate.  The heat release rate 

associated with the plasma chemistry recombination reactions as the plasma 

cooled down was related to the formation of CO. 

 

Finally a 2D model was developed to simulate the spark discharge 

process.  Due to excessive computational time, the model was reduced to one 

dimension, however, results were not obtained at this moment. 
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7.1 Recommendations for future work 

 

 Experiments should be conducted with different electrode materials to find 

the current intensity for the arc-to-glow transition.  Once the current is known for 

different materials, their respective values should be compared to the value 

obtained with the equation developed in Chapter 2. 

 

 For the engine experiment, it might be preferable to insert the pressure 

transducer through the cylinder head wall to gain precision in the measurement.  

While the task is risky because it could permanently damage the cylinder head, it 

would probably improve the measurements.  Experiments should be conducted in 

a DI engine with a swirl flow to see how different in-cylinder flows affect the 

optimum spark duration. 

 

 To help identify the important reactions for the pyrolysis of the methane 

molecule, one could also consider using a sensitivity analysis software code to 

find the most important reactions that are responsible for the fuel dissociation.   

 

 Because the main problem for the model was the computational time that 

was excessive with a small grid, two options can be considered.  The first one is 

to use a parallel computer with the right compiler to ensure compatibility with 

CHEMKIN.  The second option will be to replace FCT with BIC-FCT, which 

stands for Barely Implicit Correction FCT.  BIC-FCT was developed for slow-

flow problems, but was reported [138] to perform relatively well under fast flow 

(e.g. if one is interested in the shock wave emanating from the breakdown).  

Gains in computational time might be possible and important considering that 

BIC-FCT does not split the time-step and therefore could be twice as fast as FCT.  
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Also, CHEMKIN 3.7 should be considered as a replacement for CHEMKIN II 

because of the possible gain in calculation time that could result from the switch.  

Since the call to the chemistry is responsible for the overall lengthy time of the 

calculation, CHEMKIN 3.7 could readily impact the speed at which a solution 

could be obtained. 
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Appendix A.1 1500 RPM and 170 kPa BMEP 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure A.1.1.  COV of IMEP as function of spark duration for a 60 mJ energy 

deposition. 
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Figure A.1.2.  Mass fraction burned as function of spark duration for a 60 mJ 

discharge. 

 
Figure A.1.3.  COV of IMEP as function of energy. 
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Appendix A.2 1500 RPM and 210 kPa BMEP 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure A.2.1.  COV of IMEP as function of spark duration for a 60 mJ discharge. 
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Figure A.2.2.  Mass fraction burned as function of spark duration for a 60 mJ 

discharge. 

 
Figure A.2.3.  COV of IMEP as function of energy deposition. 
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Appendix A.3 1400 RPM and 262 kpa BMEP 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure A.3.1.  COV of IMEP as function of spark duration for a 60 mJ discharge. 
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Figure A.3.2.  Mass fraction burned as function of spark duration for a 60 mJ 

discharge. 

 
Figure A.3.3.  COV of IMEP as function of energy deposition. 
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Appendix A.4 1300 RPM and 262 kPa BMEP  

 
Figure A.4.1.  Mass fraction burned as function of spark duration for a 60 mJ 

discharge. 

 
Figure A.4.2.  COV of IMEP as function of energy deposition. 
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Appendix A.5 1500 RPM and 262 kPa BMEP homogeneous injection 

 
Figure A.5.1.  Mass fraction burned as function of spark duration for a 60 mJ 

discharge. 

 
Figure A.5.2.  COV of IMEP as function of energy deposition. 
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Appendix B Model presentation 

 

When a model is developed to simulate the spark discharge, different 

assumptions and simplifications are made to reduce the number of variables and 

to accelerate the calculation to the final solution.  In this chapter, the domain of 

application, the fluid dynamics equations of the model with the assumptions that 

were used to simplify the problem are presented.  The solvers for the fluid 

dynamics will also be briefly presented. 

 

B.1 Geometry and domain 

 

The model concerns the spark discharge between two electrodes.  The 

geometry reproduced was taken from the experiments of Maly [13] who studied 

spark discharge in combustion bomb.  Our simulation results will then be 

compared to his experimental results to validate our model.  In the experiments, 

Maly used electrodes of 1 millimeter diameter and a spark gap of 1 mm.  To 

simplify the geometry and speed up the calculations, symmetry was assumed 

along the r-axis and z-axis as illustrated in Figure B.1.  The other assumption is 

that the electric field and magnetic field generated by the discharge have a 

negligible effects on the solution.  Therefore, the equations of the model are 

solved over a quarter of the real domain. 
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Figure B.1.  Geometry and domain of computation. 

 

The critical radius of ignition, which is defined as the flame radius after 

which the ignition is considered successful and that the flame will sustain itself 

was used to determine how far the domain should extend.  Champion and 

coworkers [69] derived from the large activation energy asymptotic analysis a 

critical radius equation based on various physiochemical parameters.  The critical 

radius equation is presented as 
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where Tb is equal to: 
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In Equations B.1 and B.2, T is the temperature and the subscript ad, u and b 

represented the adiabatic, unburnt and burnt temperature respectively.  λ , ρ  and 

Ea represented the heat conductivity of the mixture, the mixture density and the 

activation energy of the main reaction respectively, while cp, U, Le and R are the 

specific heat at constant pressure of the mixture, the flame velocity, the Lewis 

number of the mixture and the universal gas constant. 

 

 In [69], Champion compared the equation to experiments conducted by his 

group with a lean propane-air mixture and found that the model could correctly 

predict successful ignition or misfire.   Later on, Ko and coworkers [70] compared 

Champion’s equation to their own experiments with a propane-air mixture and 

concluded that the critical radius equation matched reasonably well with their 

experimental results.  Ko and coworkers [129] derived a similar critical radius 

equation based on energy conservation and found an equation that was similar to 

Champion’s equation.  The difference is that the critical radius of Ko is 2  times 

bigger than Champion critical radius.   Based on those papers, it was judged that 

the critical radius calculation could serve to define the domain of calculation, 

since once the flame surpassed that radius, the ignition was considered successful 

and the flame could sustain itself.  

 

 The critical radius for methane air mixture was calculated as function of 

equivalence ratio with the Champion and Ko equations.  The flame velocity and 

adiabatic flame temperature, used in the equations, were computed with PREMIX 

and the GRI-MECH 3.0 flame chemistry.  The thermodynamic properties (λ  and 
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cp) were taken from Boulos and coworkers [27], while the Lewis number (Le) for 

methane was found to be equal to 1.15 based on the experimental result of Rivin 

et al [130] who measured experimentally the critical radius for methane-air 

mixtures.  In Borman and Raglan’s book [131], two values for the activation 

energy for methane-air combustion through a one-step reaction were provided and 

are equal to 125.52 kJ/mol and 202.50 kJ/mol.  Figure B.2, presents the critical 

radius for different equivalence ratios and  different conditions with both 

equations. First the curves with the Champion and Ko equations using an 

activation energy of 125.52 kJ/mol for the initial methane-air mixture conditions 

of 6 atmospheres and 400 K is presented.  Those two curves are referred to, in 

Figure B.2, as the Champion and Ko curves respectively.  Because the Ko 

equation gives a bigger radius, it was used again for the same condition but with 

an activation energy of 202.505 kJ/mol and is referenced as Ko(High Ea).  

Finally, because one experiment of Maly was to be reproduced, the critical radius 

with the Ko equation and an activation energy of 202.505 kJ/mol for a methane-

air mixture at 4 atmospheres and 300 K was computed and represented the Maly’s 

experimental conditions.  This later curve is referenced as Ko(Maly) in Figure 

B.2. 

 

 In Figure B.2, the critical radius for an equivalence ratio of 0.6 for Maly’s 

conditions is slightly more than 1.2 mm.  The critical radius dimension was 

computed to give us what minimum size the domain should cover to be certain 

that our flame propagation becomes self-sustaining and successful ignition was 

achieved.  Based on this value, the domain, over which the problems were solved, 

was decided to be 3 mm. 
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Figure B.2.  Critical radius for methane-air mixture at 6 atmospheres and 400 K 

and for Maly conditions of 4 atmospheres and 300 K. 

 

B.2 Assumptions and simplifications 

 

 To simplify the model the following assumptions were made:  The 

electrode temperature is constant and uniform.  The effect of gravity is neglected.  

The viscous effects are also neglected on the premise that the Reynold number is 

relatively high and is defined as the ratio of the inertia and viscous forces as 

presented by Equation B.3.   
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=Re        (B.3) 

 

where ρ  is the gas density, v the velocity, l is a characteristic length and µ , the 

dynamic viscosity.  In our case, the characteristic length was taken to be equal to 

the gap between the electrodes (1 mm).  The velocity generated by the discharge 

was found to exceed one thousand meters per second and hence the lower limit of 

1000 m/s was used.  The ratio of the gas density and dynamic viscosity at 6000 K 

is more than 252 from the data of Boulos and coworkers [27].  Hence, the 

Reynold number is greater than 1 and one can assume that the viscous forces are 

negligible [79]. 

 

 The Soret and Dufour effects were neglected based on the calculation 

results of Bongers and DeGoey [128], who found that both effects were negligible 

when predicting the laminar flame speed of methane.  The Soret effect is the 

transport of species by a temperature gradient, while the Dufour effect is the 

production of heat flux due to gradient of species concentration. 

 

B.2.1 Plasma Radiation losses 

 

Radiation loss from the plasma channel was considered during the 

development of the code.  Kravchik [61] computed the radiation losses in their 

model and found that they represented less than 5% of the loss by conduction of 

the plasma channel.  We are also reminded that part of that radiation computed in 

[61] came from the beginning of the simulation when they assumed a temperature 

of 35000 K for the plasma channel.  To verify that radiation loss is negligible 
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compared to conduction loss, I started with the premise that if radiation loss and 

conduction loss are of the same order of magnitude, Equation B.4 stands true.  

This equation is evaluated at the end of the breakdown phase because the 

temperature of the gases can be assumed in thermodynamic equilibrium and can 

thus be approximated by equation. 
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In Equation B.4, k is the thermal conductivity of the gas, T is the temperature of 

the plasma channel, ap is the Planck mean absorption coefficient and σ  is the 

Stefan Boltzmann constant.  Put in a non-dimensional form with
refT
T

T =*  and 

R
r

r =*  where Tref and R are the temperature and radius of the plasma channel 

respectively, Equation B.4 becomes 
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since T* and r* are of the order of 1, hence Equation B.5 can also be expressed as: 
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Equation B.6 can be rewritten as the ratio of radiation loss to conduction loss to 

become: 
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Equation B.7 was evaluated at the end of the breakdown, for a temperature 

of 15000K, because the Planck coefficient is maximum at that temperature.  Such 

a high temperature could be achieved in some particular case with a very high 

current and high pressure at low temperature.  The Planck coefficient for a 

nitrogen plasma radius of 0.2 mm and the data for the thermal conductivity of 

nitrogen, were both taken from Boulos and coworkers [27], and was used in 

Equation B.7 to give. 
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Hence, when the Planck coefficient is maximum, the radiation loss 

represents less than 1% of the loss by conduction inside the plasma channel.  If 

one evaluates Equation B.6 at different temperatures one finds that the ratio 

increases with the temperature, but the radiation loss by the plasma is always 

smaller than the conduction loss and can be considered negligible.  Figure B.3 

presents the ratio expressed in Equation B.7 for temperatures between 8000 K and 

25000 K to illustrate how the results of Kravchik were influenced by the high 

temperature approximation at the beginning of their simulation. 
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Figure B.3. Ratio of the radiation loss to the conduction loss in the plasma 

channel for a diameter of 0.2 mm. 

 

The results presented for the radiation losses applied to normal non-

supercharged engine, which have a much lower pressure at time of ignition than 

supercharged engine.  For example in large bore natural gas spark ignition engine 

with boost pressure, the pressure at ignition was measured to be 42 atmosphere, 

while in gasoline engine it is around 6 atmosphere.  Raizer [10] reported that at 

pressures greater than 10 atmospheres, radiation losses during the arc phase 

represent up to 80% - 90% of the released Joule heat. 
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B.3 Model equations 

 

The 2 dimensional model solves the Euler equations, which are 

respectively the mass continuity, momentum and energy equations: 
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the species continuity is represented by 
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and finally the equation of state is represented by: 

 

RTP ρ=      (B.13) 

 

In those equations, ρ , t, v, T, p, E are the density, time, velocity, 

temperature, pressure and total energy of the mixture, while k, Di-j are the thermal 

conductivity and the diffusion coefficient between species i and j.  Qchem, Q’’’
spark 

and qr represented the chemical energy release, the volumetric energy provides by 

the spark and the radiation loss of the flame respectively.  Finally Yi is the mass 

fraction of species i, while Mi and iω  are the molecular weight and molar 
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production rate of species i respectively.  The unit system GSC (gram, second, 

cm) is used for its compatibility with CHEMKIN. 

 

The temperature of the gas is found from the total energy, E, which is 

given by Equation B.14  

 

ρερ +⋅= vvE
2
1

     (B.14) 

 

In Equation B.14, ε  is the internal energy per unit volume, which is related to the 

pressure and enthalpy of the mixture by Equation B.15. 

 

ρε Ph −=      (B.15) 

 

B.3.1 Initial and boundary conditions 

 

 Because the breakdown phase is characterized by thermodynamic non-

equilibrium and is composed of many excited molecules, this phenomenon was 

not reproduced.  As discussed previously, experimental results suggest that the 

breakdown phase might not contribute to the ignition process.  Therefore the 

initial temperature for the plasma channel is taken to be 6000 K as calculated 

from Equation 1.5. 

 

 For the boundary conditions, the two axes of symmetry were already 

presented.  For the two boundaries opposite to the symmetry axis, outflow 
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boundary conditions were used as defined in FCT.  The reader is referred to 

reference [132] to obtain more explanation about this boundary condition.  

  

B.3.2 Flame radiation losses 

 

While flame radiation losses were reported to be negligible for 

stoichiometric or slightly lean mixtures [133] where the minimum ignition energy 

is minimized, Frendi and Sibulkin [134] reported that these radiation losses 

increase in importance as the equivalence ratio approaches the lean and rich 

flammability limit of the mixture.  To verify the importance of the radiation losses 

in lean mixture, the Planck coefficients for methane (CH4), water (H2O), carbon 

monoxide (CO) and carbon dioxide (CO2) were taken from the data of Lien [135].  

As reported by Ju [136], the data of Tien are widely accepted and were calculated 

from the wide-band model. The data were plotted in Excel and fitted by a 

polynominial curve with a linear regression coefficient, R2, of at least 0.999.  The 

data and polynominials for the gas considered are presented in Figure B.4. 
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Figure B.4.  Planck mean absorption coefficient for CO2,  H2O, CH4 and CO as 

function of gas temperature. 

B.4 Fluids dynamic solver  

 

The Equations B.9 through B.15 of the model presented were solved with 

Flux-Corrected Transport (FCT) algorithm which has been developed for 

problems with steep gradients like the ones found in detonation and reacting flows 

to name a few. FCT is a central finite-difference method that is 2nd order accurate 

[137], which comes from a 4th order accuracy in relative phase error and a 2nd 

order accuracy in time [138].  Phase errors occur in convection and wave 

equations and can cause the numerical solution to deviate from the analytical 

solution (i.e. the numerical solution’ profile moves too fast or too slow).   
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To solve steep gradient problems, the FCT algorithm divides the time step 

in two phases.  During the first half- time step, the algorithm adds a numerical 

error in the form of a strong diffusion term.  During the second half-time step, the 

error is removed by an anti-diffusion coefficient.  This technique assures 

calculation stability and has been found to be more accurate than other techniques 

used for different mass density steep gradients like square-wave density profile, 

Rankine-Hugoniot shock [137].   

 

To illustrate how FCT actually corrected the calculation by adding and 

subtracting artificial diffusion, a short example is presented.  The value of a scalar 

ρ  is computed and is conserved at time step n+1.  The scalar is submitted to the 

partial differential equation represented by Equation B.16  
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By considering an explicit finite-difference method formula, using three 

points, to compute the value of a scalar ρ , that is conserved at time step n+1, one 

finds: 
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Equation B.16 can be rewritten as function of an intermediate solution, iρ~ , which 

is based on the values of the previous time step, and on the corrected fluxes c

i
f

2
1

+
 

and c

i
f

2
1

−
 as shown in Equation B.18. 
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The FCT algorithm follows the sequence 1 through 4, below, to compute the new 

value of ρ  based on the value of the previous time-step and corrected fluxes and 

applies it to Equation B.18: 

 

1- Compute the transported and diffused value of the intermediary solution, 

iρ~ , with Equation B.19 
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 In B.19, 
2
1

2
1 2

1
++

>
ii

εν  to satisfy monoticity, which implies that the sign of 

the gradient is positive or negative through all the points used in the solution. 

ν  and ε  are non-dimensional numerical diffusion coefficient. 
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2- Compute the raw antidiffusive fluxes from Equation B.20. 
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Where 
2
1

+i
µ is an antidiffusion coefficient function of ν  and ε . 

3- Correct the antidiffusive fluxes, to assure monotonicity, as Equation B.21. 
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Where the absolute value of S is equal to 1 and ( )iisignS ρρ ~~
1 −≡ + . 

4- Apply the corrected antidiffusive fluxes to Equation B.18. 
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This process is done to every scalar that is conserved i.e. mass, momentum 

species and energy.  In a two dimensional problem, steps1 through 4 will be done 

in each direction over the domain successively.  To increase the accuracy, FCT 

uses a time-splitting technique, which means that the integration is first 

accomplished over half the time step to find an intermediary solution and then 

integrates over the full time-step. 

 

B.5 Code validation 

 

In order to quantify the effect of grid size on the solution, a one-

dimensional explosion was simulated.  A length of one unit was divided with a 

grid size of 20 µm, 30 µm, 40 µm, 50 µm and 60 µm and, in each case, 10% of the 

grid contained a high pressure gas which generated a shock wave.  Based on the 
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dimensional analysis solution for intense explosion of Sedov [139], once the 

shock propagates, the distance and the pressure behind the shock wave can be 

represented non-dimensionally.  This analysis is based on the following premise 

that have been observed experimentally: 

1. For intense explosion, the shock wave separates the undisturbed air 

from the disturbed region; 

2. The pressure in front of the shock wave can be neglected when 

compared to the pressure in the back of the shock; 

3. The velocity of the shock is bigger than the speed of sound of the 

medium.   

 

The pressure and the distance have been non-dimensionalized, as 

presented by Sedov [139], by Pp /  and Lx /  respectively.  P is the pressure at the 

shock interface and is the maximum pressure over the domain.  L is the distance 

between the origin of the shock to the shock interface itself while p is the pressure 

at a position x, which is behind the shock wave.  In our case, the calculations were 

stopped and recorded after 48000 iterations of 10-7 second time-step.  The 

position of the maximum pressure, P, gave the value L, to scale the pressure and 

associated position of every grid points behind the shock.  The results obtain with 

FCT, with a grid size of 20 µm are compared to the analytical solution of Sedov 

in Figure B.5. 
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Figure B.5.  Comparison of the non-dimensional solution of the shock wave. 

 

The solution of the 20 µ m grid was used as reference for comparison with the 

coarser grids.  To compute the error, E, of the solution, Equation B.21 was 

utilized for different non-dimensional points for each grid size. 
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In Equation B.21, the summation is computed over N point, and the non-

dimensional pressure, i
nP , correspond to the point n and the grid size i.  ref

nP is the 

reference pressure of the grid size 20 µ m at point n.  Because the FCT algorithm 
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is second order accurate in space, the slope of the logarithm of the error in 

function of the logarithm of the grid size, (log(E) vs log(grid size)), should be 

approximately equal to 2.  The graphic of the effect of the grid size on the error is 

presented in Figure B.6 and the slope of the curve passing through the points is 

equal to 2.18 and thus confirms the second order accuracy of the code.  Finally, 

for the spark ignition code, a grid size of 40 µ m was used because it was found 

to be the finer grid that offered a time-step that that was judged acceptable.  

Smaller grid size could translate by computing time that might necessitate a 

month of computational time before obtaining the solution. 

 
Figure B.6.  Logarithm of the error in function of the logarithm of the grid size. 
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B.6 Spark ignition model 

 

 This section is devoted to the spark ignition model which equations were 

presented in the previous chapter.  The results and difficulty encountered with the 

model are presented, along with a comparison of the effect of using flame 

chemistry and the plasma-flame chemistry. 

  

B.6.1 Model’s difficulty 

 

The main difficulty with the spark ignition model was related to finding 

the right time step.  As discussed previously, FCT uses a time-step splitting 

technique to integrate the different equations.  The advantage of the time-step 

splitting technique is that it puts less strain on the computational resources and 

transfers it to the modeler [138].  Also, with time splitting technique, stability of 

the solution is not guaranteed, however, when the solution does not converge, the 

solutions degrade very rapidly.  This last point becomes an advantage of this 

technique because instabilities are readily seen.  A stability criteria that can be 

used to limit the time-step, as function of the grid size and the largest 

characteristic velocity, is called the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) as presented 

by Equation B.22 

 

v
x

t
∆

<∆      (B.22) 

 

However, when one deals with a complex system involving physical 

phenomenon and reactive flow Equation B.22 is too general and simplistic.  In 
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Oran and Boris [138], a time-step control strategy was presented that takes into 

consideration convection, conduction, molecular diffusion and chemical reaction 

phenomena.  The strategy is simply to find the smallest time-step among the 

characteristic time of each phenomenon.  The algorithm is represented by 

Equations B.23 to B.26. 
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Each characteristic time presented by Equations B.23 to B.26 must be 

computed over the domain and then, the smallest of those times becomes the 

biggest time step of integration.  In Equations B.23 to B.26 ∆  represents the grid 

size, v and cs are a characteristic velocity and speed of sound respectively.  D, ρ  

and λ  are the molecular mass diffusion coefficient, the density and the heat 

conductivity of the mixture respectively. In Equation B26, from Glassman [115], 

ρ  is the gas density and ω&  is the fractional rate of change of the reactant. The 

different C’s are called the CFL numbers and are equal to 0.35 approximately 

[138]. 
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 This time step search strategy was used unsuccessfully in our model, even 

with a CFL number of 0.0005 for three reasons.  First, in our model, a time step 

constraint associated with the chemical reaction and CHEMKIN is present.  The 

time step must be small enough to obtain convergence of the chemistry solution.  

This problem appeared with the plasma–flame mechanism at high temperature (T 

< 4000) and required the use of a small time step (< 10-12 sec.) to obtain 

convergence.  The problem of convergence seemed to be related to CHEMKIN II, 

which was used with the main code.  The same input conditions were converging 

to a solution with CHEMKIN 3.7.  However, the later version of CHEMKIN was 

not installed on the computer on which the spark ignition model was ran.  

Reaction Design [100], claimed that the newer version of CHEMKIN might be 30 

times faster than CHEMIKIN II because of changes brought to different 

subroutines. 

 

 The second reason is associated with the energy deposition that is 

associated with spark discharge.  As mentioned by Oran and Boris [138], when 

energy deposition is presented in a region of the computational domain, it may be 

necessary to reduce the time step.  In our case, not only a high energy deposition 

is present, but also this energy deposition varies in time and in space.  The 

variation in time is due to the amount of energy deposited during each phase, 

while the variation in space is due to the growth of the plasma channel as a 

function of time.  This growth was a function of the current intensity as presented 

in Chapter 1. 

 

Finally, the third reason that influenced the time-step size is related to the 

shock wave initiated by the energy deposition.  That shock wave evolved from a 
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planar front, when situated between both electrodes, to a spherical shock wave 

with a curvature.  The spherical shock wave then moves through the domain.  The 

same behavior was also expected from the flame front that can be seen as a 

curved moving front, once outside the electrodes gap.  Boris and Oran [138] 

mentioned that for curved moving front, it is sometimes required to significantly 

reduce the time step.  This same observation was also reported in [141]. 

 

For those reasons, the time steps were found iteratively to keep the 

stability of the solution and assure convergence.  To prevent oscillations in the 

solution, the time step must be changed gradually.  From trial and error, I found 

that the biggest increase of the size of the time step that could be achieved was 

approximately one order of magnitude.  Once that increase of one order was 

completed, it was important to stay at that new time step value for some 

thousands of iterations for stability reasons.  It was also observed that the time 

step needed to be reduced when the plasma radius, over which the energy was 

deposited, grew of one grid size.  The reduction in time step could be as high as 

two orders of magnitude to stabilize the solution.  

 

B.6.2 One-dimensional model with chemistry 

 

Because of the excessive calculation time associated with the 2D model 

with chemistry and energy deposition, it was thus converted to one dimension.  

The energy deposition was shortened to a discharge of 10 mJ in 0.5 µ s.  The grid 

size was kept constant at 40 µ m and the domain was 3 mm.  The radius of the 

discharge was varied as a function of time as presented in the conditions below.  

Because the current of such a discharge was not known the radial growth of the 

discharge zone was approximated to physically represent the spark discharge.  It 
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should not affect the comparison results because both chemistry mechanisms were 

submitted to the same radius growth. 

 
8106 −×≤t     r = 40 µ m 

78 103.1106 −− ×≤<× t  r = 80 µ m 

77 102103.1 −− ×≤<× t  r = 120 µ m 

77 104102 −− ×≤<× t   r = 160 µ m 

77 105104 −− ×≤<× t   r = 200 µ m 

 

The initial conditions were at a temperature of 400 K and a pressure of 6 

atmospheres and an equivalence ratio of 0.9, to maximize the effect that the 

plasma chemistry might have on the early kernel growth.  However at the moment 

of writing those lines the calculations were still running. 

 

B.7 Chapter summary 

 

A 2D spark ignition model was presented.  To accelerate the calculation 

symmetry is used along the radial and vertical axis.  The domain over which the 

continuity, momentum and energy equations are solved was justified by using the 

critical radius as a minimum distance that the flame kernel needs to reach before 

being self-sustaining.    Plasma radiation losses were proven to be negligible and 

were therefore not taken into consideration in this model.  The fluid dynamics 

solver, FCT, was presented and the way the solver adds and substract artificial 

diffusion was briefly explained.  A 1 dimensional explosion was simulated with 
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FCT and compared to an exact dimensional analysis solution.  The effect of grid 

size on the solution demonstrated the second order accuracy of FCT. 

 

The code was finally converted to one dimensional because of excessive 

calculation times due to small time-step.  To speed up the calculation the energy 

deposition was shortened to 0.5 µ s, which should permit to increase the time-step 

size at the end of the discharge and provide us a solution. 
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Appendix C.1 Main program code  

      PROGRAM spark 

C*****************VARIABLES FOR CHEMKIN****************** 

      IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z), INTEGER(I-N) 

      PARAMETER (LENIWK=400000, LENRWK=400000, LENCWK=5000,  

     1            LIN=5, LOUT=6, LINKCK=25, KMAX=50, LIN2=2, 

     2            RTOL=1.d-6, ATOL=1.d-15,ZERO=0.0) 

      DIMENSION IWORK(LENIWK), RWORK(LENRWK), XN(50), ZZ(50) 

      CHARACTER CWORK(LENCWK)*16, KSYM(50)*16, LINE*80 

C********************* VARIABLES FOR FCT ********************** 

        PARAMETER (NGRID =50, NPT=802, KZ=13) !KZ = # species  

 

        INTEGER I, J, NR, IALFR, IALFZ, BC_AXIS, BC_OUTF, BC_WALL 

        INTEGER MAXSTP, IPRINT, NRP, NZP, ISTEP 

        DOUBLE PRECISION DR, DZ, COURANT, DT, DTMAX, VZMAX,               

        DOUBLE PRECISION VTYPICAL, 

        DOUBLE PRECISION RD(NPT), ZD(NPT) 

        DOUBLE PRECISION Y(NGRID,NGRID,KZ), TIME, YN(50) 

        DOUBLE PRECISION PCHEM, TCHEM, ACCL(NGRID,NGRID) 

        DOUBLE PRECISION RHO(NGRID,NGRID), RVR(NGRID,NGRID) 

        DOUBLE PRECISION RVZ(NGRID,NGRID),T(NGRID,NGRID)  

        DOUBLE PRECISION P(NGRID,NGRID) 

        DOUBLE PRECISION ERG(NGRID,NGRID),VR(NGRID,NGRID) 

        DOUBLE PRECISION VZ(NGRID,NGRID), EPS(NGRID,NGRID) 

        DOUBLE PRECISION HRLS(NGRID,NGRID), YFRACN(NGRID, KZ) 

        DOUBLE PRECISION TN(NGRID), WT(KZ), ums(kz), wdot(kz) 
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        DOUBLE PRECISION PN(NGRID), CHEME(NGRID), YSCRTCH(KZ)  

        DOUBLE PRECISION RHO_IN, PRE_IN, VEL_IN, GAMMA0 

        DOUBLE PRECISION GAMMAM, TEM_IN 

        DOUBLE PRECISION RHOAMB, PREAMB, VELAMB 

        DOUBLE PRECISION  GAMM(NGRID,NGRID) 

        DOUBLE PRECISION RHON(NPT) RVRN(NPT), RVTN(NPT)          

        DOUBLE PRECISION ERGN(NPT) 

        DOUBLE PRECISION difnow, GAM(NPT), H(NGRID,NGRID) 

        DOUBLE PRECISION CP(NGRID,NGRID), RAD(NGRID,NGRID) 

        DOUBLE PRECISION RADIATION(NGRID) 

        DOUBLE PRECISION SPKCHNL, SPKPWR(NPT) 

        DOUBLE PRECISION X(KZ), XP, PR1, PR2, PR3, PR4, PR5, PR6, PR7,  

        DOUBLE PRECISION PR8, PR9, PR10, PR11, PR12, PR13, PR14, PR15 

        DOUBLE PRECISION PROD(NGRID,NGRID,KZ) 

        DOUBLE PRECISION PRODUC(NGRID,KZ) 

        DOUBLE PRECISION T2, TT2, TT1 

        Logical   RADIUL 

        Common    / LOGICS / RADIUL 

        common / results/ XP,PR1,PR2,PR3,PR4,PR5,PR6,PR7,PR8,PR9,PR10, 

     &              PR11, PR12,PR13,PR14,PR15 

C ******************* END OF VARIABLES ******************** 

C************** COMMON FOR CHEMISTRY ******************** 

        COMMON / CHEMSTRY/ YFRACN 

        common/ production/ PRODUC 

        COMMON / SPKSRC / SPKPWR 

        COMMON / HEAT / CHEME 

C ****************** COMMON FOR GASDYN ********************* 
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      Common    / ARRAYS / RHON,   RVRN, RVTN, RELAX, ERGN, 

     &                        RHO_IN, PRE_IN, VEL_IN, GAMMA0, 

     &                        RHOAMB, PREAMB, VELAMB, GAMMAM, 

     &                 TN, PN, TEM_IN, TEMAMB, GAM, RADIATION 

 

 Common / / RWORK,IWORK,RTPWRK,ITPWRK,CWORK,KNAME 

C **************** SPARK PLUG GEOMETRY ********************** 

        JELEC1 = 12      !top-most cell of the base electrode 

        JELEC2 = 38      !bottom-most cell of the upper electrode 

        IELEC1 = 13    !electrode width 

C ************* CONTROL PARAMETERS ARE HERE ************* 

        NR = NGRID 

        IALFR = 2 

        DR = 0.004 !grid size in cm 

        NZ = NGRID 

        IALFZ = 1 

        DZ = 0.004 

        BC_AXIS = 1 

        BC_OUTF = 2 

        BC_WALL = 1 

        MAXSTP = 200000 

        PRINT   = 0 

C **************** CONSTANTS FOR GASDYN ****************** 

       SIGMA= 5.6705d-5    !UNITS ARE ERG/CM^2 K^4 

       TEMAMB = 300 

       GAMMA0=1.4 

       RHOAMB=0.0046 
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       PREAMB=4.d+6    !unit is dyne/cm^2; 1 Pa = 10 dyne/cm^2 

       VELAMB=0.0 

       VEL_IN=0.0 

       TEM_IN=1.0*TEMAMB 

       PRE_IN=1.0*PREAMB 

       RHO_IN=PRE_IN*28.967/RUNIV/TEM_IN 

       RELAX = 0.002 

       GAMMAM=GAMMA0-1.0 

       SPKCHNL=5.0265d-6 

       SPKCHNL2=2.0106d-5 

       SPKCHNL3=4.5239d-5 

       SPKCHNL4=8.0425d-5 

       SPKCHNL5=1.2566d-4 

       RUNIV  = 8.31451d+07  ! ERGS/(MOLE*K) 

C ************ PRODUCTION RATE PER SPECIES ****************** 

       PR1=0.0 

       PR2=0.0 

       PR3=0.0 

       PR4=0.0 

       PR5=0.0 

       PR6=0.0 

       PR7=0.0 

       PR8=0.0 

       PR9=0.0 

       PR10=0.0 

       PR11=0.0 

       PR12=0.0 
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       PR13=0.0 

       PR14=0.0 

       PR15=0.0 

C  ****** OPEN CHEMISTRY AND RESULT FILES ********** 

       OPEN (LIN, FILE='/tmp/chimie.inp',STATUS='OLD') 

       OPEN (LOUT, FILE='/tmp/conp.out', STATUS='UNKNOWN') 

OPEN (12,FILE='/tmp/result-25mj.dat',STATUS='UNKNOWN') 

       OPEN (13,FILE='/tmp/timing25mj.dat',STATUS='UNKNOWN') 

 OPEN (14,FILE='/tmp/breakdown.dat',STATUS='UNKNOWN') 

       OPEN (11,FILE='/tmp/out25mj.dat', STATUS='UNKNOWN') 

       CLOSE(2) 

C ****************  INITIALIZE CHEMKIN ******************* 

      OPEN(LINKCK, FORM='FORMATTED', FILE='cklink') 

      CALL SUB_CONP(LINKCK,LIN,LOUT,LENIWK,LENRWK,KMAX, 

     1              IWORK,RWORK,CWORK,KSYM,XN,ZZ,RTOL,ATOL) 

  

         CLOSE(5) 

         CLOSE(6) 

 

        CALL CKXTY (XN, IWORK, RWORK, YSCRTCH) 

        CALL CKRHOX(PREAMB,TEMAMB,XN,IWORK,RWORK,RHOAMB) 

C ********** DETERMINE CELL INTERFACE (UNIFORM GRID) ***** 

        NRP=NR+1 

        NZP=NZ+1 

        DO 100 I = 1, NRP       

  100     RD(I) = DR*FLOAT(I-1) 

        DO 110 J = 1, NZP 
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  110     ZD(J) = DZ*FLOAT(J-1) 

C ********** PUT INITIAL VALUE IN EACH GRID ************** 

        DO 200 J=1, NZ 

        DO 200 I=1, NR 

            RAD(I,J)=0.0 

            RHO(I,J)=RHOAMB 

            RVR(I,J)=0.0 

            RVZ(I,J)=0.0 

            T(I,J)=TEMAMB 

            P(I,J)=PREAMB 

            VR(I,J)=0.0 

            VZ(I,J)=0.0 

            ERG(I,J)=(RHO(I,J)*3.15d+9)-P(I,J) 

            EPS(I,J)=(RHO(I,J)*3.15d+9)-P(I,J) 

            HRLS(I,J)=0.0 

            GAMM(I,J)=0.4 

            CP(I,J)=1.05d+7 

            H(I,J)=3.15d+9 

         DO AA=1,KZ 

            Y(I,J,AA)=YSCRTCH(AA) 

         END DO 

200      CONTINUE 

C ********* BEGIN LOOP OVER TIMESTEP **************** 

        TIME = 0.0 

 WRITE(12,*) 'VARIABLES= "R","Z","T","P","VR","VZ","RHO"'  

        DO 9999 ISTEP = 1, MAXSTP 

        PRINT=PRINT+1 
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C ***************************** TIMESTEP ************************ 

         IF(TIME .LE. 9d-8) THEN 

          DT= 5.d-12 

         ENDIF  

C ****************** WRITING RESULTS TO FILES ****************** 

 IF ( PRINT .EQ. 4000 ) THEN 

          write(12,*) 'ZONE F=POINT, I=', NR, ', J=', NZ 

         DO I=1,NR 

         DO J=1,NZ 

         WRITE(12,*) RD(I),ZD(J),T(I,J),P(I,J),VR(I,J),VZ(I,J),RHO(I,J) 

         END DO 

         END DO 

         PRINT=0 

      ENDIF 

C ********* WRITE TO FILE RESULT OF EVERY TIME-STEP ********** 

        WRITE(11,111) TIME,DT,P(1,25),T(1,25) 

 C*************** HERE BEGIN THE FLUID MECHANIC PART ******* 

      Call RESIDIFF ( 0.9990d0 ) 

      Call MAKEGRID ( RD, RD, 1, NRP, IALFR ) 

         DO 300 J = 1, NZ 

C ** PICK UP THE DATA FROM 2D AND SET IT UP IN 1D IN RADIAL  ** 

            DO 400 I = 1, NR 

               RHON(I) = RHO(I,J) 

               RVRN(I) = RVR(I,J) 

               RVTN(I) = RVZ(I,J) 

               ERGN(I) = ERG(I,J) 

               TN(I)   = T(I,J) 
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               PN(I)   = P(I,J) 

               CHEME(I)= HRLS(I,J)/2 

               GAM(I)  = GAMM(I,J) 

               DO AA=1,kz 

                YFRACN(I,AA) = Y(I,J,AA) 

                PRODUC(I,AA)=PROD(I,J,AA) 

               END DO 

               RADIATION(I)=RAD(I,J)/2. 

C **** ENERGY DEPOSITION AS FUNCTION OF TIME AND SPACE ***** 

              SPKPWR(I)=0.0 

              IF (TIME .LE. 6.d-8) THEN 

               IF ((I.EQ.1).AND.(J.GT.JELEC1).AND.(J.LT.JELEC2)) THEN 

                SPKPWR(I)=2d+12/2./SPKCHNL 

               ENDIF 

              ENDIF 

             IF ((TIME.GT.6.d-8).AND.(TIME .LE. 4.37d-8)) THEN   

                IF((I.EQ.1).AND.(J.GT.JELEC1).AND.(J.LT.JELEC2)) THEN 

                SPKPWR(I)=2d+11/2./SPKCHNL  

              ENDIF 

              ENDIF 

              IF((TIME .GT. 4.37d-8).AND.(TIME .LE. 1.36d-7)) THEN 

               IF((I.LE.2).AND.(J.GT.JELEC1).AND.(J.LT.JELEC2)) THEN 

                SPKPWR(I)=2d+11/2./SPKCHNL2 

              ENDIF 

              ENDIF 

               

              IF((TIME .GT. 1.36d-7).AND.(TIME .LE. 2.65d-7)) THEN 
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               IF((I.LE.3).AND.(J.GT.JELEC1).AND.(J.LT.JELEC2)) THEN  

                SPKPWR(I)=2d+11/2./SPKCHNL3 

              ENDIF  

              ENDIF 

              IF((TIME .GT. 2.65d-7).AND.(TIME .LE. 4.d-7)) THEN 

               IF((I.LE.4).AND.(J.GT.JELEC1).AND.(J.LT.JELEC2)) THEN  

                SPKPWR(I)=2d+11/2./SPKCHNL4 

              ENDIF 

              ENDIF 

             IF((TIME .GT. 4.d-7).AND.(TIME .LE. 5.d-7)) THEN   

               IF((I.LE.5).AND.(J.GT.JELEC1).AND.(J.LT.JELEC2)) THEN 

                SPKPWR(I)=2d+11/2./SPKCHNL5 

              ENDIF 

              ENDIF           

  400      CONTINUE 

C ******** INTEGRATE ALONG THE RADIAL DIRECTION ********** 

            RADIUL = .TRUE. 

             IF ((J.GE.5).AND.(J.LE.JELEC1)) THEN 

              CALL GASDYN(IELEC1+1,45,BC_WALL,BC_OUTF,DT) 

            ENDIF 

C 

            IF((J.GT.JELEC1).AND.(J.LT.JELEC2)) THEN 

              CALL GASDYN ( 1, 45, BC_AXIS, BC_OUTF, DT) 

            ENDIF 

C 

            IF((J.GE.JELEC2).AND.(J.LE.45)) THEN 

              CALL GASDYN(IELEC1+1,45,BC_WALL,BC_OUTF,DT) 
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            ENDIF 

C ** PUT THE DATA BACK INTO 2D ARRAYS IN THE R-DIRECTION *** 

            DO 500 I=1, NR 

               RHO(I,J) = RHON(I) 

               RVR(I,J) = RVRN(I) 

               RVZ(I,J) = RVTN(I) 

               ERG(I,J) = ERGN(I) 

               VR(I,J) = RVR(I,J)/RHO(I,J) 

               VZ(I,J) = RVZ(I,J)/RHO(I,J) 

               EPS(I,J)=ERG(I,J)-0.5*RHO(I,J)*(VR(I,J)**2+VZ(I,J)**2) 

               P(I,J)=EPS(I,J)*GAMM(I,J) 

               H(I,J)=(EPS(I,J)+P(I,J))/RHO(I,J) 

               IF (CP(I,J).LT.1.05D+7) THEN 

                  CP(I,J)=1.05D+7 

               ENDIF 

               T(I,J)=(H(I,J)-3.15d+9)/CP(I,J)+300 

               DO ii=1,KZ 

                 YSCRTCH(ii)=YFRACN(I,ii) 

                 Y(I,J,ii) = YFRACN(I,ii) 

               END DO 

C *********** CALCULATE Cp AND GAMMA FOR EACH CELL ******* 

 

               IF(T(I,J).LE.500) THEN 

                GAMM(I,J)=0.4 

                CP(I,J)=1.05d+7 

               ENDIF 

              IF((T(I,J).GT.500).AND.(T(I,J).LT.7500))THEN   
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               GAMM(I,J)=1.0471d-8*T(I,J)**2-1.3694d-4*T(I,J)+0.4692 

               CP(I,J)=-1.8377d-13*T(I,J)**6+3.9434d-9*T(I,J)**5 

               CP(I,J)=CP(I,J)-3.1853d-5*T(I,J)**4.+1.2121d-1*T(I,J)**3  

               CP(I,J)=CP(I,J)-2.211d+2*T(I,J)**2.+1.7964d+5*T(I,J)-3.7926d+7  

              ENDIF  

              IF(T(I,J).GE.7500) THEN     

               GAMM(I,J)=0.023  

               CP(I,J)=-3.6797d-14*T(I,J)**6.+2.4589d-9*T(I,J)**5  

               CP(I,J)=CP(I,J)-6.776d-5*T(I,J)**4+9.835d-1*T(I,J)**3  

               CP(I,J)=CP(I,J)-7.9044d+3*T(I,J)**2+3.3225d+7*T(I,J)  

               CP(I,J)=CP(I,J)-5.6762d+10  

              ENDIF  

C***** CALCULATE RADIATION LOSSES FOR CH4, CO, CO2, H2O ***** 

              RAD(I,J)=0.0 

              IF (I .GT. 3) THEN 

              IF((T(I,J) .GT. 350).AND.(T(I,J) .LT. 2500)) THEN 

                KCH4=10.17015-7.9473d-3*T(I,J)+4.342446d-7*(T(I,J)**2) 

                KCH4=KCH4+1.0486d-9*(T(I,J)**3)-2.287861d-13*(T(I,J)**4) 

                 KCO=1.56536+1.4839d-2*(T(I,J))-2.656035d-5*(T(I,J)**2) 

                 KCO=KCO+1.68798d-8*(T(I,J)**3)-4.674473d-12*(T(I,J)**4) 

                 KCO=KCO+4.767887d-16*(T(I,J)**5) 

                 KCO2=32.4442+7.537512d-2*(T(I,J))-1.53514d-4*(T(I,J)**2) 

                KCO2=KCO2+9.48794d-8*(T(I,J)**3)-2.509259d-11*(T(I,J)**4) 

                KCO2=KCO2+2.447995d-15*(T(I,J)**5) 

                KH2O=68.6948-1.52349d-1*(T(I,J))+1.417848d-4*(T(I,J)**2) 

                KH2O=KH2O-6.620996d-8*(T(I,J)**3)+1.52415d-11*(T(I,J)**4) 

                 KH2O=KH2O+1.373456d-15*(T(I,J)**5) 
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              ENDIF 

              CALL CKYTX(YSCRTCH,IWORK,RWORK,XN) 

               PCH4=P(I,J)*XN(7) 

               PCO=P(I,J)*XN(8) 

               PCO2=P(I,J)*XN(9) 

               PH2O=P(I,J)*XN(6) 

               KP=(KCH4*PCH4)+(KCO*PCO)+(KH2O*PH2O)+(KCO2*PCO2) 

               RAD(I,J)=-4*SIGMA*KP*((T(I,J)**4)-8.1d+9) 

              ENDIF 

  500 CONTINUE 

  300 CONTINUE 

        CALL MAKEGRID (ZD, ZD, 1, NZP, IALFZ) 

         DO 600 I = 1, NR 

C ****** PICK UP 2D DATA AND SET UP IN 1D TRANSVERSAL ****** 

            DO 700 J = 1, NZ 

               RHON(J) = RHO(I,J) 

               RVTN(J) = RVR(I,J) 

               RVRN(J) = RVZ(I,J) 

               ERGN(J) = ERG(I,J) 

               TN(J)   = T(I,J) 

               PN(J)   = P(I,J) 

               CHEME(J)= HRLS(I,J)/2 

               GAM(J)  = GAMM(I,J) 

              DO ii = 1, KZ 

               YFRACN(J,ii) = Y(I,J,ii) 

               PRODUC(J,ii)= PROD(I,J,ii) 

              END DO 
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               RADIATION(J)=RAD(I,J)/2. 

C **** ENERGY DEPOSITION AS FUNCTION OF TIME AND SPACE **** 

            SPKPWR(J)=0.0         

              IF (TIME .LE. 6.d-8) THEN 

               IF ((I.EQ.1).AND.(J.GT.JELEC1).AND.(J.LT.JELEC2)) THEN 

                SPKPWR(I)=2d+12/2./SPKCHNL 

               ENDIF 

              ENDIF 

             IF ((TIME.GT.6.d-8).AND.(TIME .LE. 4.37d-8)) THEN 

                IF((I.EQ.1).AND.(J.GT.JELEC1).AND.(J.LT.JELEC2)) THEN 

                SPKPWR(I)=1d+10/2./SPKCHNL 

              ENDIF 

              ENDIF 

              IF((TIME .GT. 4.37d-8).AND.(TIME .LE. 1.36d-7)) THEN 

               IF((I.LE.2).AND.(J.GT.JELEC1).AND.(J.LT.JELEC2)) THEN 

                SPKPWR(I)=2d+11/2./SPKCHNL2 

              ENDIF 

              ENDIF 

              IF((TIME .GT. 1.36d-7).AND.(TIME .LE. 2.65d-7)) THEN 

               IF((I.LE.3).AND.(J.GT.JELEC1).AND.(J.LT.JELEC2)) THEN  

                SPKPWR(I)=2d+11/2./SPKCHNL3    

              ENDIF  

              ENDIF 

              IF((TIME .GT. 2.65d-7).AND.(TIME .LE. 4.d-7)) THEN   

               IF((I.LE.4).AND.(J.GT.JELEC1).AND.(J.LT.JELEC2)) THEN  

                SPKPWR(I)=2d+11/2./SPKCHNL4    

              ENDIF 
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              ENDIF 

              IF((TIME .GT. 4.d-7).AND.(TIME .LE. 5d-7)) THEN 

               IF((I.LE.5).AND.(J.GT.JELEC1).AND.(J.LT.JELEC2)) THEN 

                SPKPWR(I)=2d+11/2./SPKCHNL5 

              ENDIF 

              ENDIF 

  700      CONTINUE 

            RADIUL = .FALSE. 

             IF((I.GT.IELEC1).AND.(I.LE.45)) THEN 

                CALL GASDYN(5,45,BC_OUTF,BC_OUTF,DT) 

             ENDIF 

             IF (I.LE.IELEC1) THEN 

                 CALL GASDYN(JELEC1-1,JELEC2-1,BC_WALL,BC_WALL,DT) 

             ENDIF 

C ** PUT THE DATA BACK INTO 2D ARRAYS IN THE R-DIRECTION *** 

             DO 800 J= 1, NZ 

              RHO(I,J) = RHON(J) 

              RVR(I,J) = RVTN(J) 

              RVZ(I,J) = RVRN(J) 

              ERG(I,J) = ERGN(J) 

              VR(I,J) = RVR(I,J)/RHO(I,J) 

              VZ(I,J) = RVZ(I,J)/RHO(I,J) 

              EPS(I,J)=ERG(I,J)-0.5*RHO(I,J)*(VR(I,J)**2+VZ(I,J)**2) 

              P(I,J)= EPS(I,J)*GAMM(I,J) 

              H(I,J)=(EPS(I,J)+P(I,J))/RHO(I,J) 

               IF (CP(I,J).LT.1.05D+7) THEN 

                  CP(I,J)=1.05D+7 
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               ENDIF 

              T(I,J)=(H(I,J)-3.15d+9)/CP(I,J)+300 

              DO ii=1,KZ 

                 YSCRTCH(ii)=YFRACN(J,ii) 

                 Y(I,J,ii) = YFRACN(J,ii) 

              END DO 

C *********** CALCULATE Cp AND GAMMA FOR EACH CELL ******** 

              IF(T(I,J).LE.500) THEN 

               GAMM(I,J)=0.4 

               CP(I,J)=1.05d+7 

              ENDIF 

              IF((T(I,J).GT.500).AND.(T(I,J).LT.7500))THEN 

               GAMM(I,J)=1.0471d-8*T(I,J)**2-1.3694d-4*T(I,J)+0.4692 

               CP(I,J)=-1.8377d-13*T(I,J)**6+3.9434d-9*T(I,J)**5 

               CP(I,J)=CP(I,J)-3.1853d-5*T(I,J)**4.+1.2121d-1*T(I,J)**3 

               CP(I,J)=CP(I,J)-2.211d+2*T(I,J)**2.+1.7964d+5*T(I,J)-3.7926d+7 

              ENDIF 

              IF(T(I,J).GE.7500) THEN 

               GAMM(I,J)=0.023 

               CP(I,J)=-3.6797d-14*T(I,J)**6.+2.4589d-9*T(I,J)**5 

               CP(I,J)=CP(I,J)-6.776d-5*T(I,J)**4+9.835d-1*T(I,J)**3 

               CP(I,J)=CP(I,J)-7.9044d+3*T(I,J)**2+3.3225d+7*T(I,J) 

               CP(I,J)=CP(I,J)-5.6762d+10 

              ENDIF 

C **** CALCULATE RADIATION LOSSES FOR CH4, CO, CO2, H2O ***** 

              RAD(I,J)=0.0 

              IF (I .GT. 1) THEN 
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              IF((T(I,J) .GT. 350).AND.(T(I,J) .LT. 2500)) THEN 

                 KCH4=10.17015-7.9473d-3*T(I,J)+4.342446d-7*(T(I,J)**2) 

                 KCH4=KCH4+1.0486d-9*(T(I,J)**3)-2.287861d-13*(T(I,J)**4) 

                 KCO=1.56536+1.4839d-2*(T(I,J))-2.656035d-5*(T(I,J)**2) 

                 KCO=KCO+1.68798d-8*(T(I,J)**3)-4.674473d-12*(T(I,J)**4) 

                 KCO=KCO+4.767887d-16*(T(I,J)**5) 

                 KCO2=32.4442+7.537512d-2*(T(I,J))-1.53514d-4*(T(I,J)**2) 

                 KCO2=KCO2+9.48794d-8*(T(I,J)**3)-2.509259d-11*(T(I,J)**4) 

                 KCO2=KCO2+2.447995d-15*(T(I,J)**5) 

                 KH2O=68.6948-1.52349d-1*(T(I,J))+1.417848d-4*(T(I,J)**2) 

                 KH2O=KH2O-6.620996d-8*(T(I,J)**3)+1.52415d-11*(T(I,J)**4) 

                 KH2O=KH2O+1.373456d-15*(T(I,J)**5) 

              ENDIF 

              CALL CKYTX(YSCRTCH,IWORK,RWORK,XN) 

               PCH4=P(I,J)*XN(7) 

               PCO=P(I,J)*XN(8) 

               PCO2=P(I,J)*XN(9) 

               PH2O=P(I,J)*XN(6) 

               KP=(KCH4*PCH4)+(KCO*PCO)+(KH2O*PH2O)+(KCO2*PCO2) 

               RAD(I,J)=-4*SIGMA*KP*((T(I,J)**4)-8.1d+9) 

             ENDIF 

  800   CONTINUE 

  600   CONTINUE 

C ********* SOLVE THE CHEMISTRY EQUATION HERE ************ 

C 

        DO 1000 I = IELEC1+1, 45 

        DO 1000 J = 5, 45 
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        TCHEM = T(I,J) 

        IF (TCHEM .LT.100000) THEN 

         GOTO 1000 

        ENDIF 

        PCHEM=P(I,J)/1013250.0 

        DO II=1,KZ 

         YSCRTCH(II)=Y(I,J,II) 

        END DO 

        CALL CKYTX(YSCRTCH,IWORK,RWORK,X) 

C ******************** WRITE A FILE FOR CHEMKIN *************** 

        OPEN(6,FILE='/tmp/conp.out',STATUS='UNKNOWN') 

        OPEN(5,FILE='/tmp/chimie.inp',STATUS='UNKNOWN') 

        WRITE(5,7100)PCHEM 

        WRITE(5,7110)TCHEM 

        DO JJ=1,KZ        

         WRITE(5,7008)(KSYM(JJ), X(jj)) 

        ENDDO 

        WRITE(5,*)'END' 

        WRITE(5,*)DT,DT 

        WRITE(5,*)RD(I),ZD(J) 

        CLOSE(5) 

 

        OPEN (LIN, FILE='/tmp/chimie.inp',STATUS='OLD') 

         

C ********************END WRITE FILE ************* 

      CALL SUB_CONP(LINKCK,LIN,LOUT,LENIWK,LENRWK,KMAX, 

     1              IWORK,RWORK,CWORK,KSYM,XN,ZZ,RTOL,ATOL) 
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       CLOSE(5) 

       CLOSE(6) 

 

C ***** CHEMICAL HEAT RELEASE AND SPECIES PROD/DESTRUC *** 

 

                CALL CKXTY(XN,IWORK,RWORK,YSCRTCH) 

                HRLS(I,J) = XP 

                PROD(i,j,1)=PR1/2 

                PROD(I,J,2)=PR2/2 

                PROD(I,J,3)=PR3/2 

                PROD(I,J,4)=PR4/2 

                PROD(I,J,5)=PR5/2 

                PROD(I,J,6)=PR6/2 

                PROD(I,J,7)=PR7/2 

                PROD(I,J,8)=PR8/2 

                PROD(I,J,9)=PR9/2 

                PROD(I,J,10)=PR10/2 

                PROD(I,J,11)=PR11/2 

                PROD(I,J,12)=PR12/2 

                PROD(I,J,13)=PR13/2 

                PROD(I,J,14)=PR14/2 

                PROD(I,J,15)=PR15/2. 

                DO KK=1,KZ 

                 Y(I,J,KK)=YSCRTCH(KK) 

                END DO 

 1000   CONTINUE 
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        DO 2000 I = 1, IELEC1 

        DO 2000 J = 5, JELEC2-1 

        TCHEM = T(I,J) 

        IF (TCHEM .LT. 100000) THEN 

         GOTO 2000 

        ENDIF 

         PCHEM=P(I,J)/1013250.0 

         DO II=1,KZ 

          YSCRTCH(II)=Y(I,J,II) 

         END DO 

        CALL CKYTX(YSCRTCH,IWORK,RWORK,X) 

C ******************** WRITE A FILE FOR CHEMKIN *************** 

        OPEN(6,FILE='/tmp/conp.out',STATUS='UNKNOWN') 

        OPEN(5,FILE='/tmp/chimie.inp',STATUS='UNKNOWN') 

        WRITE(5,7100)PCHEM 

        WRITE(5,7110)TCHEM 

        DO JJ=1,KZ        

         WRITE(5,7008)(KSYM(JJ), X(jj)) 

        ENDDO 

        WRITE(5,*)'END' 

        WRITE(5,*)DT,DT 

        WRITE(5,*)RD(I),ZD(J) 

        CLOSE(5) 

 

        OPEN (LIN, FILE='/tmp/chimie.inp',STATUS='OLD') 

         

C ******************** END WRITE FILE ************* 
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      CALL SUB_CONP(LINKCK,LIN,LOUT,LENIWK,LENRWK,KMAX, 

     1              IWORK,RWORK,CWORK,KSYM,XN,ZZ,RTOL,ATOL) 

       CLOSE(5) 

       CLOSE(6) 

C *** CHEMICAL HEAT RELEASE AND SPECIES PROD/DESTRUC **** 

                CALL CKXTY(XN,IWORK,RWORK,YSCRTCH) 

                HRLS(I,J) = XP 

                PROD(i,j,1)=PR1/2 

                PROD(I,J,2)=PR2/2 

                PROD(I,J,3)=PR3/2 

                PROD(I,J,4)=PR4/2 

                PROD(I,J,5)=PR5/2 

                PROD(I,J,6)=PR6/2 

                PROD(I,J,7)=PR7/2 

                PROD(I,J,8)=PR8/2 

                PROD(I,J,9)=PR9/2 

                PROD(I,J,10)=PR10/2 

                PROD(I,J,11)=PR11 

                PROD(I,J,12)=PR12 

                PROD(I,J,13)=PR13 

                PROD(I,J,14)=PR14 

                PROD(I,J,15)=PR15/2. 

                DO KK=1,KZ 

                 Y(I,J,KK)=YSCRTCH(KK) 

                END DO 

 2000    CONTINUE 
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        TIME = TIME + DT 

 9999 CONTINUE 

C ************************** FORMATS *************************** 

 7003 FORMAT(A8,F17.14) 

 7008 FORMAT(A8,ES11.3E4) 

  111 FORMAT(2X,4(1X,E12.6)) 

 7100 FORMAT(ES11.3E4) 

 7110 FORMAT(F11.4) 

        CLOSE (7) 

        CLOSE(6) 

        CLOSE(11) 

        CLOSE(12) 

        CLOSE(13) 

        CLOSE(14) 

        STOP 

      END 

         INCLUDE 'gasdyn-radiation-nochem.f' 

         INCLUDE 'lcpfct2.f' 

         INCLUDE 'cklib.f' 

         INCLUDE 'math.f' 

         INCLUDE 'support.f' 

         INCLUDE 'sub_conp9.f' 
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